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ABSTRACT
FIRE TYPE CLASSIFICATION IN THE
BRAZILIAN TROPICAL MOIST FOREST BIOME
SANATH KUMAR SATHYACHANDRAN
2014
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) is “Earth’s greatest biological
treasure and a major component of the earth system” and forest degradation and
deforestation by fire is a serious issue in this region. Fires in the BTMFB can be broadly
classified as maintenance, deforestation and forest fire types. Spatially and temporally
explicit information on the incidences of fire types are important as they have widely
varying atmospheric emissions and ecological impacts. Satellite based remote sensing is a
practical means of monitoring the BTMFB that spans almost 4 million km2. However,
there has been no way to reliably classify satellite active fire type to date. In this work,
methods to characterize MODIS active fire detections are developed using physically
based and geographic context/proximity approaches. The research methodology is
developed by addressing four hypotheses concerning differences among active fire type
characteristics including factors that drive and mediate fire in the BTMFB. Differences in
the active fire characteristics among different fire types are presented and discussed. The
spatio-temporal distribution of fire types over 8 year (2003-2010) period is documented,
analyzed and presented. This dissertation has, to date, resulted in one published, one in
press, and one submitted paper.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

2
1.0

Introduction and background
Vegetation fires are significant contributors of gases and particulate matter into

the atmosphere and affect the atmospheric chemistry, biogeochemical processes and the
Earth’s radiation budget [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; van der Werf et al., 2004;
Koppmann et al., 2005; van der Werf et al., 2010]. It is estimated that over 80% of all
global vegetation fires are lit purposefully by people [Andreae, 1991; Koppmann et al.,
2005] to manage or transform land for many purposes. Fires promote seed germination
and sprouting [Anderson and Romme, 1991; Lamont et al., 1993; Pérez and Moreno,
1998], stimulate soil microbial activity and promote nutrient cycling [Poth et al., 1995;
Wan et al., 2001; Choromanska and DeLuca, 2002]. Fires are also used to control weeds,
pest and insects, prevent accumulation of agricultural waste, aid clearing of vegetation for
other land use purposes [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Schroeder et al., 2005]. They also
pose a significant potential hazard to human life and property. Apart from being a known
source of greenhouse gasses such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide;
vegetation fires can also be a significant contributor of chemically active gasses such as
carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, volatile organic compounds and particulate emissions at
regional to global scales [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990].
The most significant contributors to global fire emissions come from Africa
(52%), South America (15%), Equatorial Asia (10%), Boreal regions (9%), and Australia
(7%) [van der Werf et al., 2010]. The occurrences of fires and amount of biomass burned
annually are significantly more in the tropics than in other regions of the globe [Crutzen
and Andreae, 1990; Schroeder et al., 2005]. This study focusses on characterization of
vegetation fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome [Olson et al., 2001].

3
2.0

Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) study area is a 3,982,550

km2 region situated between 5.140 N to 13.680 S and 73.670 W to 46.160 W, which
encompasses 46% of Brazil. The BTMFB is one of the largest contiguous forested areas
in the world encompassing 41% of the world’s remaining tropical forest [Fearnside,
1999] with an estimated biomass related carbon content of over 100 billion tonnes
[Davidson et al., 2012], equivalent to over 10 years of global carbon emissions. Figure 1
shows the BTMFB (shaded) and Brazilian states (colored) of Rondônia, Pará, Acre,
Amazonas, Roraima, Amapá, and portions of Mato Grosso.
By the year 1960, the human population in the BTMFB was estimated at 2.6
million [IBGE, 2013] and deforestation was restricted primarily to forested areas close to
navigable rivers and coastal areas [Kirby et al., 2006]. Since then major highway
constructions across the interior and government incentives to encourage colonization of
the Amazon were initiated causing populations and deforestation rates to increase rapidly
[Fearnside, 2005; Kirby et al., 2006]. Since 1978, forests have been converted to cattle
ranches and agribusiness at rates estimated between 11,000 and 29,000 km2 per year
[Alencar et al., 2006]. Government regulations and policies were initiated in the 1990’s
to reduce deforestation and to introduce sustainable forest resource management
[Fearnside, 2005]. However, increasing human population pressure, coupled with
difficulties in effective policy enforcement, may have resulted in deforestation rates
greater than 18,000 km2 per year by 2000 [Fearnside, 2005; Kirby et al., 2006; Aragão
and Shimabukuro, 2010]. Deforestation is particularly prevalent in the southern portion
of the “arc of deforestation” that spans Pará, Mato Grosso and Rondônia [PRODES
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Figure 1. Thematic map of the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area (colored
by Brazilian States). The limits of the Legal Amazon are shown by the green border.
2013]. Between 2001 and 2010 more than 169,000 km2 were deforested, with the
majority of deforestation occurring before 2005 [Numata et al., 2011]. In 2008, the
Brazilian government formally announced its commitment to reduce deforestation by
80% by 2020 and introduced federal campaigns publicizing the consequences of illegal
land holdings and deforestation and designated larger protected areas. A significant
(36%) decrease in deforestation over the Legal Amazon was estimated in the following
year 2009 [Nepstad et al., 2009].

3.0

Fire types in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome

5
Satellite active fire detections clearly show that the BTMFB has extensive annual
burning [Giglio et al., 2006; Boschetti and Roy, 2008; Ichoku et al., 2012]. Several
studies have noted that fire occurrence in the BTMFB is a useful proxy indicator of
deforestation [Nepstad et al., 2001; Alves, 2002; Cardoso et al., 2003; Barreto et al.,
2006]. Lightning induced fires are rare and fires are set purposefully by people for
several reasons, but primarily for deforestation and for clearing crop residue on
agricultural and pasture lands [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Uhl and Kauffman, 1990;
Cochrane and Schulze, 1999].
Vegetation fires in the BTMFB are broadly classified as, deforestation fires; forest
fires and maintenance fires [Nepstad et al., 2001; Schroeder et al., 2008; Ten Hoeve et
al., 2012]. These fire types have significantly different emissions and ecosystem impacts
(eg: [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Uhl and Kauffman, 1990; Freitas etal.,2005;Cochrane
and Schulze, 1999; Calle et al., 2009; van der Werf et al., 2010; Castellanos et al.,
2013]). Deforestation fires are set to clear deforested lands and usually burn large
volumes of biomass over many days, and cause a radical change in the ecosystem
structure and significant greenhouse gas emissions (for example, 74% of a total of
90TgC/year (2001 - 2005 average) in Mato Grosso [van der Werf et al., 2008]. Forest
fires are almost exclusively escaped fires lit elsewhere; they can be low severity fires that
burn the forest floor litter or, especially in drought years, can be severe, burning much of
the standing biomass [Cochrane et al., 1999; Alencar et al., 2006]. Forests, due to
antecedent fire, selective logging, insects, disease, wind, or drought, are vulnerable to
future significantly damaging fires, with emissions as high as those for deforestation
[Cochrane, 2003; Davidson et al., 2012]. Maintenance fires are lit on pasture and
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agricultural lands to rehabilitate degraded pasture areas, remove/reduce crop residues,
shrub re-growth pests, and to encourage nutrient recycling [Miranda and John, 2000].
Maintenance fires typically burn less biomass and for a shorter duration and are
considerably less emissive (e.g., 7% of 90TgC/year (2001 - 2005 average) in Mato
Grosso) than deforestation fires [van der Werf et al., 2008]. Further, emission factors of
different fire types vary depending on the time of the season [Castellanos et al., 2013].
Thus, timely information on the occurrences of different fire types will be helpful to
refine regional emissions modeling. Further, such information will also be useful for
policy makers and regulatory bodies to consider the role of fire in the BTMFB [Morton et
al., 2008; GOFC-GOLD, 2010].
Satellite remote sensing provides the only practical means of monitoring
vegetation burning over areas as large as the BTMFB (~ 4 million km2). Despite several
decades of satellite data, there has been no reliable way to classify fire types. Fire types in
the Brazilian Amazon have been inferred, without robust validation, using different
techniques, including the geographic context and proximity of satellite active fire
detections relative to thematic land cover classes, roads, and forest edges [Nepstad et al.,
2001; Schroeder et al., 2005; Alencar et al., 2006; Giglio, 2007; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]
and by consideration of the temporal persistence of satellite active fire detections [Morton
et al., 2008; Le Page et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013]. Consequently, questions regarding
the incidence and impacts of different fire types in the BTMFB have been confined to
small spatial and short temporal coverages.

7
4.0

Research goals and hypotheses
The two overarching goals of this research are first to identify and validate a

method to classify Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite
active fire detections over the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) as
deforestation fires, forest fires or maintenance fires, and second to analyze the spatiotemporal distribution of these fire types. The research methods are developed by
addressing the following four Hypotheses.
#1. Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP) distributions.

#2. The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and
navigable rivers but there are distance differences among fire types.

#3. Fire types can be distinguished using supervised decision tree classification
techniques applied to predictor variables concerned with fuel flammability,
fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to
people, and local temperature.

#4. The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are
maintenance fires and the number of fires of all types increases during drier
periods.
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Hypothesis #1 builds on recent remote sensing research that relates fire type and
behavior with the Fire Radiative Power (FRP) and its distribution. The FRP [W] is
related to the rate of biomass consumed [Kaufman et al., 1998; Wooster et al., 2005] and
can be retrieved at satellite active fire detections using mid infrared radiances. Significant
differences in FRP have been observed between crown and surface fires in boreal forests
[Wooster and Zhang, 2004] and between heading and backing grassland fires [Smith and
Wooster, 2005].
Hypothesis #2 builds on observations by Nepstad et al., [2001] and Adeney et al.,
[2009] regarding the proximity of deforested areas to roads. Distance to roads defines
accessibility and so is an important factor driving anthropogenic fire ignitions [Alencar et
al., 2006; Adeney et al., 2009; Barber et al., 2012]. Navigable rivers also provide
accessibility [Veríssimo et al., 1998; Barber et al., 2012] but have not been considered
specifically in the Amazon. The distance to roads and navigable rivers may be different
among the fire types.
Hypothesis #3 builds on the established capability of supervised decision tree
classification techniques [Foody and Mathur, 2004] to relate environmental variables that
may have non-linear and non-monotonic relationships with dependent variables. The
predictor variables will include outcomes of Hypotheses #1 and #2 and published
research on the factors that drive and mediate fire in the Brazilian Amazon.
Hypothesis #4 is built on longstanding inferences that the majority of fires in the
amazon are maintenance fires [Miranda and John, 2000; Morton et al., 2008; Ten Hoeve
et al., 2014], however the relative proportions of fire types have never been quantified in
the literature. The incidence and extent of fire is thought to be modified by inter-annual
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precipitation variation and generally increases in drier years because of reduced fuel
moisture, and because people light fire opportunistically due to the perceived efficiency
of fire in dry periods [Cochrane et al., 1999; Aragão et al., 2008; Davidson et al., 2012].
However, regional differences due to the differences in accessibility and level of fire use
policy enforcement in remote areas may modify this pattern [Nepstad et al., 2002;
Assunção et al., 2013].

5.0

Research significance
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) study area is “Earth’s

greatest biological treasure and a major component of the earth system” [Malhi et al.,
2008] and deforestation and forest degradation by fire is a serious issue in this region.
The three major fire types that occur in this region have different emissions and
ecological impacts and hence fire type classification is important. However despite
several decades of satellite active fire monitoring, there has been no reliable way to
classify fire types [Roy et al., 2013]. There is an outstanding need to characterize fires by
their types and to identify the factors that drive and mediate their occurrence. It is
estimated that about 42% (year 2010) of the Amazon is currently vulnerable to fires
however, over 62% may become vulnerable under projected climate change by 2050 [Le
Page et al., 2010].
In this work, new methods to classify satellite active fire types in the BTMFB are
developed by addressing hypotheses concerning the differences in active fire type
characteristics and their relationships to observable variables that broadly describe fuel
flammability, fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to
people, and the local temperature.
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Information on the spatial and temporal distribution of fire types may improve the
regional modelling of greenhouse and trace gas emissions and their transport and may
help policy makers and regulatory bodies to consider the role of fire in the BTMFB.
Further, factors that drive and mediate fire in this region that were identified in this
research may find application in emissions modelling, biodiversity conservation policies,
and global climate change mitigation initiatives.

6.0

Summary of chapters
Chapter 2 addresses Hypothesis #1 partially. It reports analysis of FRP

distributions retrieved over prescribed fires and also satellite retrieved FRP over fires in
savanna in the Northern territory, Australia and over a region of active deforestation in
the Brazilian state of Mato Grosso. Coefficients of a power law model fit to the FRP
distribution are considered to infer differences in fire types. Applications of power law fit
coefficients to derive burned biomass estimates under sparse satellite observations are
also explored. This chapter was published in 2011 in the Journal of Geophysical
Research.
Chapter 3 addresses Hypothesis #2 partially. It reports a comprehensive
quantitative analysis of distances of MODIS active fire detection locations to nearest
official and unofficial roads and navigable rivers for each calendar year for 2003 to 2010.
Regional and annual variations in the distances of active fires to roads and rivers are
discussed considering regional and annual variation in deforestation rates. This chapter
has been accepted for publication in 2014 in the International Journal of Wildland Fire.
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Chapter 4 addresses Hypothesis #3 and partially addresses Hypothesis #4. It
describes in detail, a methodology to classify MODIS active fire detections as forest,
deforestation or maintenance fires using a random forest classification algorithm.
Predictor variables selected for fire type classification consider outcomes of Hypotheses
#1 and #2, and are based on published research on the factors that drive and mediate fire
in the Brazilian Amazon. Training data are defined by examination of annual Land cover
classifications generated by the Brazilian government forest monitoring program, named
PRODES (Projeto de Monitoramento do Desflorestamento na Amazonia Legal) and are
used to provide a fire type classification accuracy assessment. Spatial and temporal fire
type proportions over the study area are presented and discussed. Portions of Hypothesis
#4 concerning fire type proportions are also addressed. This chapter was submitted in
2014 to Remote Sensing Environment.
Chapter 5 examines the differences in the predictor variables used in Chapter 4
for classifying fire types. Hypotheses #1, #2, are revisited and Hypothesis #4 addressed
considering the 8 years of BTMFB classified fire types results from Chapter 4.
Differences in the predictor variables by fire types are presented and discussed.
Outcomes of addressing Hypotheses #1, #2, and #4 by considering the fire types in the
BTMFB are summarized and discussed.
Chapter 6 summarizes the outcomes of all four hypotheses and presents a
synthesis of results. It highlights key research findings and conclusions. Future
applications and possible research directions are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

Exploiting the Power law Distribution Properties of Satellite Fire
Radiative Power Retrievals - a Method to Estimate Fire Radiative
Energy and Biomass Burned From Sparse Satellite Observations

Kumar, S. S., D. P. Roy, L. Boschetti, and R. Kremens (2011), Exploiting the power law
distribution properties of satellite fire radiative power retrievals: A method to estimate
fire radiative energy and biomass burned from sparse satellite observations, J. Geophys.
Res., 116(D19), D19303. (Impact factor: 3.17)

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research Hypothesis # 1:
Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP) distributions.
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Abstract
Instantaneous estimates of the power released by fire (Fire Radiative Power, FRP)
are available with satellite active fire detection products. The temporal integral of FRP
provides an estimate of the Fire Radiative Energy (FRE) that is related linearly to the
amount of biomass burned needed by the atmospheric emissions modeling community.
The FRE is sensitive however to satellite temporal and spatial FRP under-sampling due
to infrequent satellite overpasses, cloud and smoke obscuration, and failure to detect cool
and/or small fires. Satellite FRP derived over individual burned areas and fires have been
observed to exhibit power law distributions. This property is exploited to develop a new
way to derive FRE: as the product of the fire duration and the expected FRP value
derived from the FRP power law probability distribution function. The method is
demonstrated and validated using FRP data measured with a dual-band radiometer over
prescribed fires in the U.S. and using FRP retrieved from moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer (MODIS) active fire detections over Brazilian deforestation and
Australian savanna fires. The biomass burned derived using the conventional FRP
temporal integration and power law FRE estimation methods are compared to biomass
burned measurements (prescribed fires) and to available fuel load information reported in
the literature (Australian and Brazilian fires). The results indicate that the FRE power law
derivation method may provide more reliable burned biomass estimates under sparse
satellite FRP sampling conditions and correct for satellite active fire detection omission
errors if the FRP power law distribution parameters and the fire duration is known.
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1.0

Introduction
Spatially and temporally explicit mapping of the amount of biomass burned by

fire is needed to estimate atmospheric emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols which
have a significant climate forcing effect [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Denman, 2007].
Satellite data have been used to monitor fire for more than two decades using algorithms
that detect the location of fires actively burning at the time of satellite overpass, and in
the last few decades using burned area mapping algorithms that map the spatial extent of
the areas affected by fires [Chuvieco and Martin, 1994; Fuller, 2000; Giglio et al., 2003;
Roy et al., 2008]. Recently, researchers have been attempting to use satellite data to
characterize active fire properties, including parameters related to the intensity of the fire
[Lentile et al., 2006]. The instantaneous Fire Radiative Power (FRP) [units: W] is
retrieved at active fire detections from mid-infrared wavelength remotely sensed data and
can be used to estimate the rate of biomass consumed [Kaufman et al., 1996; 1998].
Temporal integration of continuously sampled FRP over the duration of the fire provides
the Fire radiative Energy (FRE) [units: J] which has been shown, with both laboratory
and field measurements, to be linearly related to the total biomass burned [units: g]
[Wooster et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2008]. This approach provides the opportunity to
map biomass burned from space without the need for fuel load and combustion
completeness information that are not reliably defined at regional to global scales
[Robinson, 1989; Korontzi et al., 2004; van der Werf et al., 2006; Ellicott et al., 2009;
Vermote et al., 2009]. However, the retrieval of the FRE and thus of the biomass burned
is sensitive to satellite spatial and temporal sampling of FRP [Boschetti and Roy, 2009;
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Freeborn et al. 2011]. This paper seeks to develop a methodology to derive FRE that is
less sensitive to FRP sampling issues.
Recent research indicates that satellite FRP retrievals over individual burned areas
and fires have power law distributions [Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Roberts et al., 2005;
Roberts and Wooster, 2008]. Power law distributions are observed across other natural
phenomenon including fire sizes [Malamud et al., 2005; Corral et al., 2008; Lin and
Rinaldi, 2009; Zinck et al., 2010], fire return intervals [Song et al., 2006], the magnitude
of earth quakes and size of lunar craters [Newman, 2005], lake sizes [Downing et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2009] and cloud sizes [Koren et al., 2008]. In this paper the
mathematical properties of power law distributions are used to develop an alternative
method to estimate FRE that we show, under certain conditions, may be less sensitive to
satellite FRP sampling issues compared to the conventional time integral of FRP. We
consider the power law properties of FRP measurements made with a dual-band
radiometer for eight prescribed fires in the U.S. and using FRP retrieved from the
moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra and Aqua satellites over
Australian savanna fires and Brazilian deforestation fires that have different fuel loads
and burning conditions. The FRE derived biomass burned estimates for the power law
and conventional FRE estimation methods are compared to the measured total fuel
consumed (US prescribed fires) and with available fuel load information reported in the
literature (Australian and Brazilian fires).
Using apriori knowledge about the distribution of FRP, we show that we can
compensate for the lack of information on the temporal evolution of FRP thereby
allowing FRE estimations that are less sensitive to FRP under sampling conditions. We
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show that FRE can be estimated as the product of expected FRP derived from the FRP
power law distribution parameters and the fire duration. If the power law distribution
parameters are reasonably well constrained, the uncertainties in FRE estimates is reduced
to the uncertainties in the estimation of fire duration only. Hence power law based FRE
estimates are expected to be less sensitive to under sampling as compared to the
conventional time integral of FRP Further we also show that the power law based FRE
estimation method has the potential to correct for satellite sensitivity to FRP sampling
biases but in a way that is dependent on the parameterization of the power law
distribution. Sensitivity analyses with respect to these parameters are also reported.

2.0

Theoretical considerations

2.1

FRP and FRE
The total fire radiative energy (FRE) [units: J] released by a fire is defined, for the

ideal case of continuous measurement of FRP [units: W], as:
t= d

FRE =

∫ FRP(t ) dt

[1]

t= 0

where d is the duration [units: s] of the fire. In the case of discrete measurements of FRP,
the FRE can be estimated using the trapezoid numerical integration method, with the
implicit assumption that there is sufficient temporal FRP sampling and a linear change of
FRP between successive FRP measurements [Boschetti and Roy, 2009], as:
i =n

(t i +1 − t i )(FRPi +1 + FRPi )

i =1

2

FRE num. int ≈∑

[2]
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where ti is the time FRPi is measured and n is the number of FRP measurements over the
duration of the fire. If the discrete measurements are made equally spaced in time then
equation [2] can be expressed as:

FRE ≈ d

i=n

∑
i =1

FRPi
n

[3]

where d is the duration of fire, expressed as d = n ∆t if ∆t is the time interval between
successive FRP measurements. In the limit of an infinite number of measurements, the
summation term in [3] is the expected/expectation FRP value and the FRE can be defined
as:

FRE = d < FRP >

[4]

where <FRP> is the expected FRP value over the fire duration d [units: s]. The expected
FRP can be analytically derived if the probability distribution of FRP is parameterized. If
the FRP per unit ground area [units: W m-2] is used in [4] then the FRE per unit ground
area [units: J m-2] is estimated.
It is established that fires have temporal fluctuations in fire radiant energy and so
the FRP estimated by numerical integration of FRP measurements is sensitive to satellite
FRP under-sampling [Boschetti and Roy, 2009]. Satellite data provide the only way to
monitor fires over large geographic areas. However, active fire detections from polar
orbiting satellites under sample the temporal variability of fires due to the long intervals
between consecutive satellite over passes [Giglio, 2007] and also under sample the spatial
extent of the area affected by the fire if the fire progresses rapidly across the landscape
[Roy et al., 2008]. Geostationary satellites provide improved temporal sampling
compared to polar orbiting systems but typically have lower spatial resolution. For
example, Robert and Wooster [2008] reported omission errors of more than 50% when
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comparing Meteosat Second Generation fire pixels to MODIS fire pixels over Africa.
Further, the FRP retrieved from satellite based sensors is sensitive to location of fire with
respect to the pixel center and also fire back ground characterization used in the FRP
retrieval algorithm [Calle et al., 2009 ; Schroeder et al ., 2010] . In addition, as with all
satellite sensing systems, fires are obscured by clouds, smoke and optically thick aerosols
[Roy et al., 2008].
If the temporal probability distribution of FRP can be characterized then this
information may be used to help provide more reliable FRE estimates under sparse
satellite FRP sampling conditions. Regional to continental scale satellite studies have
shown that the mean FRP extracted over large geographic areas exhibits a diurnal
temporal variability that has been parameterized using modified Gaussian functions of
FRP against time [Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Ellicott et al., 2009; Vermote et al., 2009].
At the scale of individual burned areas and fires however, the temporal evolution of FRP
does not exhibit a smooth or Gaussian temporal variability [Wooster et al., 2005; Roberts
and Wooster, 2008]. This is because of local variation in the pre-fire fuel load and fire
behavior. For example, the FRP of grassland fires has been observed to change by an
order of magnitude with fluctuations in the wind direction relative to the unburned fuel
bed [Smith and Wooster, 2005]. Recent research indicates that satellite FRP retrievals
over individual burned areas and fires exhibit power law distributions [Wooster and
Zhang, 2004; Roberts et al., 2005; Roberts and Wooster, 2008]. Parameterization of FRP
power law distribution reduces the number of variables used in FRE estimation and thus
is expected to decrease the sensitivity to satellite FRP temporal under sampling
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conditions such as provided by polar-orbiting satellites and/or remote sensing under
cloudy and thick smoke conditions.

2.2

Exploiting the power law properties of FRP temporal variability
Power law distributions have probability distribution functions of the form:

P( x) = c x − m

[5]

where P(x) is the probability distribution function of a continuous real variable x, c is a
constant and m is a scaling parameter [Newman, 2005]. The probability distribution is
normalized (i.e. the integral over its whole domain set equal to unity) by evaluating the
integral of P(x) over all values and setting this to one. The constant c then becomes:


1
c = (1 − m)  − m +1
− m +1
x
 max − x min






[6]

where xmin and xmax are the lower and upper limit of the range of possible x values
[Newman, 2005]. The expected value <x> depends on the values of m, xmin and xmax as:

<x>=

xmax

∫ P( x) x dx =

xmin

xmax

∫c x

xmin

− m +1

dx


1
= (1 − m)  − m +1
− m +1
x
 max − x min

 x max − x min


( 2 − m)

( − m+2)

( − m+2)


 [7]



Substituting FRP for x in [7] and combining with [4], the FRE can be estimated, as:

1
FRE pwr law = d < FRP > = d (1 − m) 
 FRP ( − m +1) − FRP ( − m +1)
max
min


 FRPmax − FRPmin


( 2 − m)

( − m+2)

( − m+2)


 [8]



where d is the duration of the fire, m is the scaling parameter of the power law
distribution, and FRPmin and FRPmax are the minimum and maximum possible FRP. This
formulation provides an alternate way to estimate the FRE from conventional numerical
integration methods, such as [2]. We note however that [8] is indeterminate or evaluates
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to zero depending on specific values of m, FRPmin and FRPmax. For example; equation [8]
will evaluate to zero for m = 1 and is indeterminate for m = 2. A sensitivity analysis of [8]
to the choice of FRPmin and FRPmax is presented in section 5.3.

2.3

Fitting a power law distribution to discrete empirical data
The scaling parameter m can be estimated from discrete measurements using a

number of empirical methods. The three primary methods are the Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (MLE), the Linear Regression fit to Cumulative-probability Distribution
Function in log scales (LR+CDF), and the Linear Regression fit to Probability
Distribution Function in log scales (LR+PDF) [Goldstein et al., 2004; Newman, 2005;
Clauset et al., 2009]. The LR+ PDF method is the simplest method and requires no a
priori assumptions and so is frequently used [ Malamud et al., 2005; Downing et al.,
2006; Song et al., 2006; Koren et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009].
In this paper the LR+PDF method is adapted following suggestions by [Newman, 2005]
to address issues concerning errors that may occur in the regression computation. The
probability distribution function [5] of a discrete set of measurements of x is defined by
the histogram of x and is linearized by taking the natural logarithm of the distribution
function:

ln P( xi ) = ln c − m ln xi

[9]

where the range of the variable x is partitioned in n discrete bins (intervals), xi is the
central point of each bin with i ∈ {1 … n}, P(xi) is the probability of a value x falling in
the ith bin. The coefficient ln|c| and the scaling parameter m are estimated by a linear
regression with ln|P(xi)| and ln|xi| as the response and predictor variables respectively.
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For power law distributions, the bins that count the occurrences of large values may have
more influence on the regression owing to their relatively lower counts compared to the
counts in smaller valued bins [Goldstein et al., 2004; Newman, 2005]. To mitigate for this
effect, Newman [2005] suggested the use of bins with logarithmically increasing bin
widths and rescaling the counts by the corresponding bin widths. In this way we use bin
intervals defined as:

(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

 2 i −1 − 1

2i − 1
Intervali =  n
x max , n
x max 
2 −1
 2 −1


[10]

and the width of the ith bin is:

Widthi =

(2 )
i −1

(2

n

)x

−1

[11]

max

where, n is the total number of bins, i ∈ {1 … n}, and xmax is the maximum measured x
value. The binning scheme defined by [10] and [11] requires that x is always positive;
this is always the case with FRP. The probability of x falling in the ith bin is:
P( x i ) =

countsi
q Widthi

[12]

where countsi is the number of observations falling in the ith bin and q is the total number
n

of observations over all the bins. It follows that ∑ P( x i ) Widthi = 1 .
i =1

In this study the Theil–Sen nonparametric regression estimator is applied to [9] to
estimate m and ln|c|. The Theil–Sen estimator is used because it is robust to outliers and,
unlike ordinary least squares regression estimators, makes only weak assumptions about
the probability distribution of the response and predictor errors [Theil, 1950; Sen, 1968;
Fernandes and Leblanc, 2005]. For certain bins P(xi) may be zero; these bins are ignored
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in the application of the regression. The correlation (r) between the predicted and
observed values is derived as an indicator of the regression goodness of fit. The scaling
parameter m is sensitive to the number of bins n. However, as there is no analytical
solution for an optimal n, we use an iterative method, where n is increased monotonically
from a starting value of 5, up to a maximum of 100 (which was adequate to fit a power
law for the data sets used in this study). In each iteration, if at least 5 bins have non-zero
sample counts, the Theil–Sen regression goodness of fit r and the regression parameters
are computed. Increasing the number of bins n narrows the bin intervals but does not
necessarily increase the number of bins with non-zero counts or increase the r value. The
binning scheme with the maximum r is selected as the optimal scheme and the associated
m and log[c] regression parameters selected. The FREpwr.law is estimated as [8] using the
m value and specified values of d, FRPmin and FRPmax.

The FRE computed conventionally as [2], or with the power law method as [8], is
used to estimate the total biomass burned [units: Kg] using an established linear
relationship between the FRE [MJ] and the biomass burned:
Biomass Burned = 0.368 FRE

[13]

where 0.368 is a constant derived from experimental data, with an uncertainty of ±0.015
defining the 95% confidence intervals [Wooster et al., 2005].
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3.0

Demonstration of FRE estimation methods with eight US prescribed fires
Eight experimental prescribed fires were ignited on an 8 m square plot on

prepared bare mineral soil surface at the USDA Forest Service Vinton Furnace
experimental forest site in southeastern Ohio. The fuels were carefully weighed varying
mixtures of eastern US hardwood litter and woody types (1 and 10 hour fuels) which
burned for different lengths of time depending on the fuel loading and composition
(Table 1). A custom-designed dual band infrared radiometer (long wave infrared (LWIR)
and mid wave infrared (MWIR)) and downward-looking video camera developed for
wildland fire monitoring were mounted approximately 4 m above the center of each plot.
The dual band radiometer (Field of View = 60°) was calibrated for radiance against a
standard laboratory black body source, while the video camera was used to observe the
fire extent. Other synchronized video cameras were used to measure flame height and fire
front location. Witness targets were placed in the fire to allow measurements to be made
of the fire extent relative to the field of view of the radiometer. The brightness
temperature of the fire was inferred using a laboratory derived calibration that related the
ratio of the MWIR to LWIR radiance to the brightness temperature (Kremens et al.,
2010). Using this method the fire emissivity and fire fractional area (areal fraction of
radiometer field-of-view) product is obtained along with the brightness temperature, from
which the emitted radiant power may be derived [Riggan et al., 2004; Kremens et al.,
2010; Daniels, 2007]. The radiant flux was measured at 10 second intervals for the
duration of each fire, starting from before the fire was initiated until the fire was
completely extinguished and the soil surface returned to ambient temperatures. The FRP
per unit area [w m-2] was computed from these estimates using the Stefan-Boltzmann
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equation [Kaufman et al., 1998]. The time-integral of the radiant power was calculated to
determine the total radiant energy released during combustion. The pre- and post-fire fuel
loads were measured and the difference used to derive the total biomass consumed. This
experiment is described more completely in Kremens, et al., (in review).

Pre-fire total fuel load
[kg m-2]

Consumed litter
[kg m-2]

Consumed woody [kg
m-2]

Total biomass
consumed [kg m-2]

Number of FRP
measurements

0.64

1.28

1.93

0.31

0.1

0.41

68

670

6.5

12245

2

0.31

0

0.31

0.31

0

0.31

35

340

7

12752

3

0.16

0

0.16

0.16

0

0.16

35

340

10.7

3786

4

0.31

0

0.31

0.31

0

0.31

27

260

30.6

20029

5

0.92

1.26

2.18

0.84

0.73

1.57

202

2100

6.8

12514

6

0.63

2.17

2.8

0.63

1.49

2.12

253

2520

6.9

10853

7

0.95

2.2

3.15

0.95

2.2

3.15

243

2420

13

17870

8

0.96

2.48

3.43

0.96

2.41

3.36

251

2500

37

20887

FRPmax
[W m-2]

FRPmin [W m-2]

Pre-fire woody fuel
load [kg m-2]

1

Fire duration [s]

Fire

Pre-fire dry litter fuel
load [kg m-2]

Table 1. Physical characteristics of the eight US prescribed fires.

Figure 1 shows the FRP [units: W m-2] plotted as a function of time for the eight
fires; the FRP rises sharply during the initial stages of the fire, peaks, and then decays
slowly. Fire 8 consumed the maximum total fuel (litter and woody, Table 1) and burned
with the highest measured FRP (20,887 Wm-2) compared to the other fires. Fire 4 was
fueled only by dry litter and burned for the shortest duration (260 seconds) and burned
energetically with a maximum FRP (20,029 W m-2) comparable to Fire 8. Fire 3
consumed the least total fuel and burned with the lowest maximum FRP (3,786 W m-2).
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Figure 2 shows the power law fit derived using the method described in the
previous section applied to the FRP measurements for each prescribed fire. Both axes are
shown with logarithm scales. Fire 5 has the lowest correlation (r = 0.91) between the
robust regression predicted and observed FRP probability and fire 8 has the highest
correlation (r = 0.98). These results indicate that the FRP probability distribution for the
eight fires have a power law behavior. For the eight fires the correlations between the
total fuel consumed and the fire duration (d), the maximum FRP, the slope of the power
law fit (m), and the product of d and m is 0.932, 0.518, 0.105 and 0.959 respectively. This
is expected as the total fuel consumed is directly proportional to the FRE [13] which is a
function of the fire duration and the shape of the FRP probability distribution [8].

FRP

35

Seconds
Figure 1. Temporal evolution of FRP per unit ground area [units: W m-2] measured at 10
second intervals for eight prescribed fires (Table 1). The start of the fire was defined as
the time the FRP increased above the background pre-fire temperature and the end of the
fire as the time when the measured temperature dropped below the pre-fire temperature.

Probability
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FRP
Figure 2. Power law fit to the FRP [units: Wm-2] data illustrated in Figure 1. The
regression coefficients are shown in each plot. The FRP probability distribution
functions, P(FRP), in log-log scales are illustrated with the horizontal bars showing the
width of each bin with non-zero P(FRP). For fires 1, 5, 6 and 7 the first bin has a non
zero P(FRP) and so the bin width is illustrated as beginning from the logarithm of the
minimum FRP value rather than zero.

Figure 3 illustrates the burned biomass estimates derived as [13] from FREpwr.law
(filled circles) and from FREnum.int (open circles) plotted against the measured total
biomass consumed (Table 1). The FREnum.int values were estimated independently for
each fire by application of [2]. The FREpwr.law values were estimated independently for
each fire as [8] using the FRPmin, FRPmax and d values (Table 1) and the estimated power
law slope values (m) illustrated in Figure 2. The FRE derived burned biomass estimates
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(y axis) are quite similar to the total biomass consumed measurements (x axis). For the
low fuel load fires (fires 1-4) the absolute difference between the FRE based and the
measured total biomass consumed is less than 0.16 kg m-2. The largest difference is for
fire 5, the fire with the lowest power law goodness of fit (r = 0.91; Figure 2), with a
difference of 1 kg m-2 and 0.93 kg m-2 for the FREpwr.law and FREnum.int estimates
respectively. Over all eight fires the mean absolute relative percentage difference,
computed as (100* mean [(FRE estimated biomass burned- total biomass
consumed)/total biomass consumed]) is 19.9% and 25.9% for the FREpwr.law and
FREnum.int based burned biomass estimates respectively. Evidently, the new FREpwr.law
estimation method may provide an alternative to the conventional numerical integration
method FREnum.int. The absolute difference between the FRE based and the measured total
biomass consumed is greater for the higher biomass consumption fires; this may be due
to factors including insufficient FRP sampling, inaccuracy in the radiometer FRP
retrievals, or due to error in the multiplicative factor (0.368) used in [13] to derive
biomass burned from FRE. Simple linear regression of all the data plotted in Figure 3
indicates that a multiplicative factor of 0.313 would provide a better fit of the estimated
and measured biomass consumed. However, as we have no way of establishing which
factor(s) are causing these differences we use the 0.368 multiplicative factor prescribed
by Wooster et al., [2005] for this research.

FRE estimated burned biomass
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Measured total biomass consumed

Figure 3. Comparison of burned biomass [units: kg m-2] estimated using FRE computed
by FREpwr.law (filled circles) and FREnum.int (open circles) with the measured total biomass
consumed (Table 1) for the eight prescribed fires illustrated in Figure 1. The solid line
shows the 1:1 line for reference. The FRE values were computed independently for each
fire, i.e., the eight FREpwr.law values were derived using the power law fit approach as [8],
with FRPmin, FRPmax, fire duration d, and the m regression parameter estimated from the
FRP measurements for each fire, and the eight FREnum.int values were derived by
summing the FRP measurements for each fire as [2].
The sensitivity of the FRE estimation methods under progressively sparser FRP
sampling was investigated by randomly selecting without replacement 90%, 60%, 30%
and 15% of the FRP measurements for each fire under two different scenarios. In the first
scenario the under sampled FRP data was used directly for evaluating the FRE and the
burned biomass by both the conventional and the new power law based method. The
second scenario uses the under sampled FRP data to compute FRE and hence the biomass
conventionally. However, for the power law based estimation, the power law parameters
(m, FRPmin and FRPmax) were derived from all observations and only the durations were
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derived individually for each subsample. This simulates satellite based observations over
individual fires and burned areas with similar fire behavior.
For the first scenario, the under sampled FRP data for each fire were ordered
chronologically and used to independently compute: FREnum.int as [2], and to compute
FREpwr.law as [8] using FRPmin, FRPmax, d and m values derived from the FRP under
sampled data. This simulation was repeated 1000 times and each time the biomass burned
was computed as [13] from the FREnum.int and FREpwr.law estimates. Figure 4 shows the
results derived from the 1000 sparsely sampled FRP subsets; each colored dot shows the
results of one simulation and each of the eight fires is represented by a unique color. The
scatter in the colored dots is the least for the 90% under sample and the greatest for the
15% under sample, reflecting the sensitivity of FRE computation by both methods to
decreasing the number of FRP measurements. The spread of the colored dots illustrated
in Figure 4 implies that, while both methods of FRE estimation have significant
uncertainty with smaller subsample sizes, FREnum.int is less sensitive than FREpwr.law. The
colored diamonds in Figure 4 show the total biomass consumed measurements for each
fire (Table 1) and are offset from the colored dots in the same way as the results
computed without FRP sub-sampling illustrated in Figure 3.

FRE pwr.law estimated burned biomass
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FRE num.int estimated burned biomass
Figure 4. Comparison of burned biomass [units: kg m-2] estimated from FREpwr.law
and FREnum.int for the 8 prescribed fires under simulated sparse FRP sampling
conditions (90%, 60%, 30% and 15% FRP sub-sampling). The FRP sub-sample data
for each fire were used to independently compute FREnum.int and FREpwr.law for 1000
simulations (circular colored dots) for fires 1-8 (dark blue, red, green, light blue,
orange, brown, grey and cyan respectively). The colored diamonds show the
measured total biomass consumed (same values plotted in the Figure 3 x-axis).

For the second scenario, the FREpwr.law biomass burned values were computed
with the fire duration derived independently as Figure 4 from the under sampled FRP
data but using fixed FRP power law parameters (m, FRPmin and FRPmax) derived from all
of each fire’s FRP data. The FREnum.int biomass burned values were derived as for Figure
4. Figure 5 shows the results of a new simulation. In Figure 5 the FREpwr.law and
FREnum.int biomass burned estimates are similar for the 90% and 60% sub-sampling.
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However, the scatter in the FREpwr.law biomass burned estimates is smaller than the scatter
in the FREnum.int estimates for the sparser 30% and 15% sub-sampling. This is in contrast
with the results plotted in Figure 4, and implies that if the power law parameters (m,
FRPmin, FRPmax) can be characterized reliably a priori, then FREpwr.law is less sensitive to
FRP under-sampling than the conventional FREnum.int numerical integration method.
Figure 6 confirms this, showing summary statistics of the relative percentage differences
between the burned biomass estimated using all of the FRP data (illustrated in Figure 3)
and the burned biomass estimated from the under sampled FRP data (illustrated in Figure
5). The diagonal line represents line of equal error by both methods. Plots below the
diagonal imply smaller absolute error in estimates using the power law method. For
progressively more severe FRP under-sampling the mean and standard deviation of the
FREpwr.law biomass burned differences generally become lower than the corresponding
FREnum.int differences. For example, for experimental fire # 4, the absolute error in burned
biomass estimates under the 15% under sampling is 53% and 36 % for the conventional
and power law method respectively. The mean differences do not change much for fires
5-8, for either FRE estimation method, perhaps because for these fires the FRP data
captured the FRP temporal variability (> 200 observations) more completely than for
fires 1-4 ( < 70 observations) which burned for much shorter durations (Table 1).

FRE pwr.law estimated burned biomass
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FRE num.int estimated burned biomass
Figure 5. Comparison of burned biomass [units: kg m-2] estimated from FREpwr.law and
FREnum.int for the 8 prescribed fires under simulated sparse FRP sampling conditions
(90%, 60%, 30% and 15% FRP sub-sampling). The FRP sub-sample data for each fire
were used to independently compute FREnum.int and FREpwr.law for 1000 simulations
(circular colored dots) for fires 1-8 (dark blue, red, green, light blue, orange, brown, grey
and cyan respectively). The FREnum.int biomass results are the same as in Figure 4; the
FREpwr.law derived biomass burned values were computed keeping m, FRPmin and FRPmax
fixed and defined from all the FRP measurements of the fire and with only the fire
duration defined from the FRP sub-sample. The colored diamonds show the measured
total biomass consumed (same values plotted in the Figure 3 x-axis).

Relative percentage difference burned biomass
statistics based on FREpwr law
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Relative percentage difference burned biomass statistics
based on FREnum.int
Figure 6. Summary statistics of the relative percentage difference between the burned
biomass values estimated from the sub-sampled FRP data (illustrated in Figure 5) and
the burned biomass estimated using all of the FRP data without sub-sampling
(illustrated in Figure 3). The percentage difference for each simulation (colored dot in
Figure 5) is estimated as | Burned biomasssub-sampled - Burned biomasswithout sub-sampling | /
Burned biomasswithout sub-sampling. The mean of the percentage differences (circles) and
the standard deviation around the mean (horizontal and vertical lines) is shown for the
FREpwr.law (y axis) and FREnum.int (x axis) methods for fires 1-8. Fires 1-4 are labeled,
fires 5-8 are clustered near the plot origin and are not labeled.
4.0

Development of FRE estimation methods with MODIS data

4.1

MODIS active fire and FRP data
The MODIS sensor is onboard the polar-orbiting Terra (10:30AM Equatorial

overpass time) and Aqua (1:30PM Equatorial overpass time) satellites providing up to
four day and night time active fire detections and corresponding FRP estimates for a pixel
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at the Equator [Giglio et al., 2003]. The MODIS is a whiskbroom sensor such that the
ground area sensed by each detector increases with scan angle, for example, a 1 km
detector senses an area of approximately 1.0 by 1.0 km at nadir but at the edge of the scan
senses an area of approximately 2.01 by 4.83 km in the along-track and along-scan
directions respectively [Wolfe et al., 1998]. The Collection 5 MODIS Terra and Aqua
Level 2 active fire products used in this study are defined with this geometry, and define
for each 1 km (at nadir) observation whether an active fire was detected, the confidence
level of the detection and the FRP [units: MW]. The MODIS FRP is estimated using an
empirical relationship between the FRP and brightness temperature retrieved in the midinfrared and is not expected to saturate over hot and/or large vegetation fires [Kaufman et
al., 1998; Ichoku et al., 2008]. If no MODIS active fire was detected then the surface
status (land, water, cloud or unknown) is defined.
FRP power law distribution properties were inferred from the non gridded
MODIS Level 2 FRP data converted to [MW km-2] by dividing the FRP [units: MW] by
the sensed ground area [units: km2] [Ichoku and Kaufman, 2005]. In addition the Level 2
FRP data were reprojected to the gridded 1 km Level 3 MODIS sinusoidal equal area
projection [Wolfe et al., 1998] to estimate fire durations and for conventional analysis. In
the reprojection process the FRP of each Level 2 active fire observation was divided by
the number of Level 3 pixels it encompassed such that the total FRP [Units: MW] in each
Level 3 gridded data set was equal to the total FRP in the original Level 2 data [Boschetti
and Roy, 2009].
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4.2

Australian and Brazilian study areas
Two study areas with very different pre-fire fuel loads and fire behavior were

selected, one over Australian tropical savanna and the other over Brazilian deforestation.
Over the Australian study area 3,660 MODIS Level 2 pixels were labeled active fires
between 27 September and 7 November 2002 (1884 Aqua and 1776 Terra), with MODIS
FRP ranging from 5.754 to 1937.893 MW. Over the Brazilian study area 409 MODIS
Level 2 pixels were labeled active fires between 6 January and 20 December 2003, with
MODIS FRP ranging from 8.074 to 7230.168 MW. Figure 7 plots the spatially explicit
Level 2 detections over each study area.
The Australian study area is defined by a MODIS mapped burned area that
burned approximately 14675 km2 and is located between 131°-133° E, 16°- 18°S at the
border of the Sturt Plateau and the Ord-Victoria Plains in the Northern Territories
[Boschetti and Roy, 2009]. The vegetation is predominantly spinifex grasses with sparse
(<10% cover) trees with an average fuel load of 0.78 kg m-2 (Sturt Plateau) and 0.81 kg
m-2 (Ord Victoria Plains) [Russell-Smith et al., 2003]. In this region the burning
efficiency, defined as the product of the combustion completeness and the proportion of
the satellite pixel that effectively burned is reported to be 0.72 [Russell-Smith et al.,
2003]. The product of the average of the two fuel load estimates and burning efficiency
provides a comparison biomass burned estimate of 0.57 kg m-2 [Boschetti and Roy, 2009].
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The Brazilian study area is a 0.12° x 0.12° region centered at 13.1° S, 56.57° W
close to the “arc of deforestation” in the state of Mato Grosso with a high density of
MODIS active fire detections. Visual inspection of multi-date Landsat acquisitions
indicated large areas of deforestation and subsequent burning between January and
December 2003. Balch et al., [2008] report burned biomass ranging from 4.45 ± 2.12
(SE) to 1.5 ± 93 (SE) for burns at 13.0764° S, 52.385° W which is close to the Brazilian
study area considered in this work. However there is no definitive fuel load information
available for the study area considered in this study. Instead, a 1km spatially explicit

Australia

Latitude

Brazil

Longitude
Figure 7. Locations of MODIS Aqua and Terra day and night time active fire detections
over the Australian (left) and Brazilian (right) study areas. A total of 3,660 active fires were
detected from 27 September to 7 November 2002 over the Australian study area (1884
Aqua and 1776 Terra), with FRP ranging from 5.754 MW to 1937.893 MW. A total of 409
active fires were detected over the Brazilian study area (220 Aqua and 189 Terra) from 6
January to 20 December 2003, with FRP ranging from 8.074 MW to 7230.168 MW.
biomass classification data set with a reported 70% accuracy [Saatchi et al., 2007] was
analyzed and provides a mean study area above ground biomass of 10.77 kg m-2. In the
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Brazilian state of Mato Grosso, deforestation fires burn with a combustion completeness
ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 with a typical value of 0.5 [Carvalho et al., 2001; van der Werf et
al., 2008; Soares Neto et al., 2009]. The product of the typical combustion completeness
and the mean above ground biomass provides a comparison biomass burned estimate of
5.38 kg m-2, about ten times greater than for the Australian study area and is within the
range of biomass consumed as observed by Balch et al., [2008].

4.3

Brazilian MODIS active fire commission error reduction
The Collection 5 MODIS active fire product has an estimated 3% commission

error over the entire Legal Amazon with over 35% detected over areas with a mix of high
and low percentage tree cover [Schroeder et al., 2008]. A worst case scenario is
illustrated in Figure 8 which shows the FRP of 15 active fires detected at the same 1km
location occurring over an implausibly long 167 day period. Typically, the maximum
duration of deforestation fires is 15 days [Morton et al., 2008]. In an attempt to reduce
the impact of this commission error, the Aqua and Terra FRP values were temporally
filtered and only collocated FRP values occurring within a temporal duration of n days
from each other and that included the active fire detection with the maximum FRP over
the year were considered. This filtering was implemented during the Level 2 to Level 3
reprojection and gridding process (section 4.1) so that, for each filtered Level 3 FRP
value its filtered parent Level 2 FRP value was retained. The circles and crosses in Figure
8 show the active fire detection Level 2 FRP values retained using a temporal duration

FRP
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Day of year
Figure 8. The FRP [units: MW] of all the MODIS Terra and Aqua day and night time
detections within the same 1 km location (13.17083° S, 56.63563° W) in the Brazilian study
area plotted against day of year in 2003 (black dots). The vertical lines show days when there
were either no MODIS observations of the surface or when all the MODIS observations were
cloudy. Absence of vertical lines indicates at least one non-fire MODIS observation for a
given day. The circles and cross symbols show the commission error reduction algorithm
results generated using a temporal threshold of 4 and 10 days respectively.
threshold of 4 and 10 days respectively. Evidently, a longer duration threshold allows
more active detections to be retained. We have no reliable way of validating this method,
and so analyses of the estimated FRE and biomass burned with respect to different
temporal duration thresholds (4, 6, 8, and 10) is described in section 5.2.2. These
temporal duration threshold will consider 8, 12, 16 and 20 days of fire activity over a
given pixel location and is more than adequate to cover a typical duration of deforestation
fires.
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4.4

MODIS FRPmin, FRPmax and fire duration estimation
The, FRPmin, FRPmax and fire duration are needed to determine FREpwr.law [8].

These values may either be prescribed, for example, from available field studies or
observations, or can be estimated from the MODIS Terra and Aqua data. The FRPmin and
FRPmax were set as the minimum and maximum observed Level 2 MODIS Terra and
Aqua FRP for each study area. Sensitivity of FREpwr.law to the choice of FRPmin and
FRPmax for each study area is presented in section 5.3.
The fire duration was estimated from the MODIS active fire detections by
comparing the dates and time of MODIS detections [Loboda and Csiszar, 2007;
Boschetti and Roy, 2009]. Spatially explicit fire durations [units: s] were computed for
each Level 3 pixel as the temporal difference between the times of the MODIS
observations with no active fire detection that preceded and followed the first and last
active fire detection(s) respectively. Pixels identified as clouds in the MOD14 product
were assumed to have not burned to avoid over estimation of the fire duration [Boschetti
and Roy, 2009].
The reprojection process, depending on the ground area of the original Level 2
pixel, artificially increases the number of 1 km Level 3 pixels. This may increase the
number of shorter duration fires or inflate the duration depending on the number of times
an active fire over a given location is detected and the ground area of the Level 2 pixel. In
spite of these limitations, this method has been shown to be useful [Loboda and Csiszar,
2007; Boschetti and Roy, 2009].
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4.5

Adaptation of the FRE power law fit method to correct for MODIS FRP

omission errors
The FRP is defined at each MODIS active fire detection. However, the MODIS
active fire product can only detect fires that are sufficiently hot and/or large depending on
the areal proportions and temperatures of the non-burning and the smoldering and
flaming fire components [Kaufman et al., 1998; Giglio and Justice, 2003]. This
sensitivity is known to cause a systematic detection omission of cool and/or small fires
[Giglio et al., 2003], particularly those with low FRP [Schroeder et al., 2008; Freeborn et
al., 2009]. In addition, at increasingly higher MODIS scan angles, where the sensed
ground area is larger, only larger and/or hotter fires tend to be detected [Giglio et al.,
1999; Mottram et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2011]. Further underestimation of FRP may
also occur depending on the sup-pixel location of the active fire with respect to the
central pixel location [Calle et al., 2009; Schroeder et al., 2010]. The resulting
underestimation of the number of active fires with low FRP at high scan angles is evident
in Figure 9 which shows the MODIS Level 2 FRP values and the corresponding sensed
ground areas for the Australian and Brazilian study areas. Roberts et al, [2005] and
Roberts and Wooster [2008] observed similar FRP omission errors in African geostationary (SEVIRI) FRP data. Roberts et al., [2005] suggested, and illustrated
qualitatively, that fitting a reciprocal exponential distribution function to the SEVIRI FRP
histogram may provide a way to extrapolate the FRP distribution to lower values to
correct for satellite FRP omission effects.

FRP
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Pixel area
Figure 9. MODIS Level 2 FRP [units: MW] plotted against the sensed surface area [units:
km2]. The FRP values are plotted in natural logarithmic scales for visual clarity. The plot
includes all the detections shown in Figure 6 for each study area. Note that MODIS
observations have larger sensed surface area at greater scan angle further from nadir.
We adopted a similar approach to that suggested by Roberts et al., [2005] to
correct for MODIS low FRP omission errors. The FRP power law fit methodology
(Section 2.3) was applied to the Level 2 FRP data [units: MW km-2] after ignoring all the
lower valued FRP bins with P(FRP) smaller than the bin with max[P(FRP)].
Extrapolating the regression fit to the lowest observed FRP in this way compensates for
low FRP omission effects. It must be noted that normalization constant C in [6] and
derivation of [8] assumes power law behavior to the lowest observed FRP.
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4.6

MODIS FRE and biomass burned estimation
Conventional numerical integration and power law based FRE estimates and

corresponding biomass burned estimates were derived for the study areas. The Brazilian
estimates were computed with FRP datasets filtered using 4, 6, 8 and 10 day temporal
duration thresholds to examine the sensitivity of the estimates to the commission error
reduction approach (section 4.3). Both spatially explicit and spatially non-explicit
estimates were made.
Spatially non-explicit FRE values were computed assuming that the multiple FRP
values retrieved over the study area were from a single fire event that burned
progressively between the first and last active fire detection; i.e., fires propagating from a
single or multiple simultaneous ignitions scattered throughout the study area [Boschetti
and Roy, 2009]. In this way, a single FREnum.int value was computed by numerical
integration of all the Level 2 FRP values [units: MW km-2] over the study area and
period. The FRP values were ordered chronologically and summed as [2]; if more than
one active fire occurred on the same day and at the same time then they were summed
and treated as a single FRP value. A single FREpwr.law estimate was computed as [8] using
power law characteristics (m, FRPmin and FRPmax) derived from all the Level 2 FRP
values and with a single fire duration derived by the difference in time between the last
and the first FRP retrieval. All the FRP data were used to derive m, FRPmin and FRPmax as
this provided FREpwr.law estimates that were less sensitive to sparse FRP sampling for the
prescribed fire data (Figure 5 and 6) and assumes that the FRP distribution characteristics
are the same for all the fires in the study area.
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Spatially explicit FRE values were computed for each Level 3 pixel location
where there were FRP values retrieved over the study period. The spatially explicit
FREnum.int was computed at each Level 3 pixel by summation as [2] considering the Level
3 FRP value(s) [units: MW km-2] and their time of detection. The spatially explicit
FREpwr.law was computed as [8] using the spatially explicit fire duration estimates (section
4.4) and using power law characteristics (m, FRPmin and FRPmax) derived from all the
Level 2 FRP data [units: MW km-2] over the study area.

5.0

MODIS Results

5.1

MODIS FRP power law fitting
Figure 10 shows the power law fits of the Australian (left) and Brazilian (right)

MODIS Level 2 FRP data. The points show the probability distribution of the FRP values
and the horizontal line segments show the probability distribution bin widths. The
Brazilian FRP dataset was filtered with a 4 day temporal duration threshold. The power
law fits (lines) are shown computed for both Aqua and Terra FRP data. The power law
fits were adapted for the MODIS omission errors by ignoring all the lower valued FRP
bins with P(FRP) smaller than the bin with max[P(FRP)] and extrapolating it to the
lowest observed FRP values. As expected, the FRP probability distributions deviate from
a linear behavior for the low valued FRP bins for the low value bins.

Probability
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FRP
FRP
Figure 10. Power law fit of the Australian (left) and Brazilian (right) study area Aqua
and Terra MODIS Level 2 FRP [units: MW km-2] data. The slope (scaling parameter m)
of the power law fit for the Australian FRP data is 2.1446 and for the Brazilian FRP data
is 1.5345. The Brazilian study area power law fits are shown for 177 FRP Level 2
detections (92 Aqua & 85 Terra) selected from the 409 original values using a 4 day
commission error reduction threshold as an example.
For both study areas a high correlation (> 0.97) is found between the predicted
and observed FRP probability values, indicating that the MODIS FRP data exhibit a
power law behavior. The combined Aqua and Terra FRP fits (Figure 10) have the highest
r (0.9874 and 0.9983 for Australia and Brazil respectively) and should provide more
reliable estimates of the power law scaling parameter (m) than the single sensor estimates
as more FRP samples are available. The scaling parameter (m), i.e., the slopes of the
linear power law fits illustrated in Figure 10, of the combined Terra and Aqua FRP
retrievals for the Australian and Brazilian areas are 2.14 and 1.53 respectively. This
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implies that the Australian fires have a relatively greater proportion of lower valued FRP
values than higher values as compared to the Brazilian study area fires. The Brazilian
deforestation fires are expected to have higher proportion of high valued FRPs due to
reasons including higher fuel loading and larger sub-pixel fractions of fire sizes due to
deliberate ignitions unlike the Australian savanna fires.

5.2

MODIS FRE and burned biomass estimation

5.2.1

Australian study area results
The Australian non-spatially explicit FREnum.int and FREpwr.law estimated values

were 1.2594 and 1.2565 x 106 MJ km-2 respectively providing burned biomass estimates
of 0.4634 and 0.4624 kg m-2 respectively that are comparable (about 81%) to the study
area 0.57 kg m-2 comparison burned biomass estimate described in section 4.2. The
similarity of these results indicates that the MODIS FRP sampling was perhaps sufficient
to capture the fire FRP variability when considered in a non-spatially explicit manner.
Australian spatially explicit FREnum.int and FREpwr.law values were derived at each
of 6539 Level 3 pixels where one or more MODIS Terra or Aqua FRP values were
detected. Figure 11 shows histograms of the Australian spatially explicit biomass burned
results. The FREnum.int based biomass estimates (Figure 11, left) are more widely scattered
than the FREpwr.law based estimates (Figure 11, right). The medians of the spatially
explicit FREnum.int and FREpwr.law based biomass burned estimates are 0.2149 and 0.3393
kg m-2 respectively, corresponding to 38% (FREnum.int based) and 60% (FREpwr.law based)
of the study area 0.57 kg m-2 comparison biomass burned value. The power law based
median is closer to the comparison estimate. This pattern is similar to that found for the
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prescribed fire FRP sub-sampling results illustrated in Figure 5 and is most likely because
the spatially explicit FREpwr.law estimates were computed using power law characteristics
(m, FRPmin and FRPmax) derived from all the Australian FRP data. For both the
conventional and power law methods there were some unrealistically high biomass
estimates, 10% of the FREnum.int and 6% of the FREpwr.law pixels had burned biomass
values greater than 0.81 kg m-2 (the highest available fuel load reported in the literature).
These high values may be due to isolated energetic burning of eucalyptus trees in the
study area and/or due to insufficient FRP sampling at those pixel locations [Boschetti and
Roy, 2009].

Percentage
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FRE num.int estimated burned biomass

FREpwr.law estimated burned biomass

Figure 11. Histograms of the Australian study area MODIS Terra and Aqua spatially
explicit FRE derived biomass burned estimates [units: kg m-2] derived from FREnum.int
(left) and derived from FREpwr.law (right). The histograms are shown log-transformed for
illustrative clarity. The results were derived at the same 6539 Level 3 1 km pixel
locations. The vertical dashed lines show the study area 0.57 kg m-2 comparison burned
biomass estimate. A total of 6539 Level 3 FRP data values (MW km-2) were used to
derive FREnum.int and the fire durations required to estimate FREpwr.law. A total of 3660
Level 2 FRP (MW km-2) values were used to infer the power law scaling parameters m,
FRPmin , FRPmax.
5.2.2

Brazilian study area results
The Brazilian non-spatially explicit FREnum.int and FREpwr.law values and biomass

burned estimates computed using FRP datasets filtered with 4, 6, and 8 and 10 day
temporal duration thresholds are summarized in Table 2. In all cases, for both the
conventional and power law methods and for all duration thresholds, the FRE derived
burned biomass estimates are significantly greater by a factor of about 3 (FREnum.int) and
4.5 ( FREpwr.law) than the study area comparison 5.38 kg m-2 estimate. These poor
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Brazilian results are likely because the fires were detected between January and
December 2003 and deliberate ignitions intended for deforestation at different times not
from the same progressively burning fire event (Figure 7) which is an implicit
assumption of the non-spatially explicit FRE computation.

Table 2. Non-spatially explicit FRE and biomass burned estimates for the Brazilian study
area derived using the numerical integration (FREnum.int) and power law (FREpwr.law)
estimation methods for different temporal duration thresholds. The reference burned
biomass estimate for the study area is 5.38 x 106 kg km-2
Temporal
duration
threshold
(day)

4
6
8
10

Number of
duration
filtered
FRP
values
used
177
186
192
194

FREnum.int
estimate
[106 MJ km-2]

FREpwr.law
estimate
[106 MJ km2
]

FREnum.int
biomass
burned
estimate
[106 kg km-2]

FREpwr.law
biomass
burned
estimate
[106 kg km-2]

64.3393
44.2131
44.5406
44.3262

72.2679
65.2294
80.3759
80.3759

23.6769
16.2704
16.3909
16.312

26.5946
24.0044
29.5783
29.5783

Percentage
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FRE num.int estimated burned biomass

FREpwr.law estimated burned biomass

Figure 12. Histograms of the Brazilian study area MODIS Terra and Aqua spatially explicit
FRE derived biomass burned estimates [units: kg m-2] derived from FREnum.int (left) and
derived from FREpwr.law (right). The histograms are shown log-transformed for illustrative
clarity. The results were derived for the same 245 Level 3 pixel locations. The FRP data set
was filtered using a temporal duration threshold of 4 days. The vertical dashed lines show
the study area 5.38 kg m-2 comparison burned biomass estimate. A total of 245 Level 3 FRP
data values (MW km-2) were used to derive FREnum.int and the fire durations required to
estimate FREpwr.law. A total of 177 Level 2 FRP (MW km-2) values were used to infer the
power law scaling parameters m, FRPmin , FRPmax.
Figure 12 shows histograms of the spatially explicit Brazilian biomass burned results
generated from the 4 day temporal threshold filtered FRP data. The histograms have very
similar distributions for the 6, 8 and 10 day thresholded data. For all duration thresholds
there were 245 Level 3 pixels with one or more MODIS Terra or Aqua FRP values and at
each of these pixels a single FRE and biomass burned estimate was computed. The
FREnum.int biomass estimates (Figure 12 left) are more widely scattered than the FREpwr.law
biomass estimates (Figure 12, right) similar to that observed for the Australian spatially
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explicit results (Figure 11) and for the prescribed fire FRP results illustrated in Figure 5.
This is again most likely because the spatially explicit FREpwr.law estimates were
computed using power law characteristics (m, FRPmin and FRPmax) derived from all the
filtered FRP data.
Table 3 summarizes the minimum, median and maximum of the spatially explicit
biomass burned estimates for the different temporal thresholds. For both FRE estimation
methods, the maximum biomass burned values are unrealistically high, which may be due
to insufficient FRP sampling and isolated burning of high biomass at those pixel
locations - about 2% of the FREnum.int and 4% of the FREpwr.law pixels had biomass burned
values greater than 10.77 kg m-2 (the estimated study area above ground biomass). The
minimum and the median of the Brazilian spatially explicit biomass burned FREpwr.law
estimates are, for all temporal duration thresholds, closer (underestimated by a factor
between 3 to 4) to the study area comparison estimate than the FREnum.int estimates
(underestimated by a factor between 13 to 100). Interestingly, the median FREpwr.law
biomass burned estimates are progressively more similar to the comparison estimate with
decreasing duration threshold values, indicating again that that the power law method is
relatively insensitive to sparse FRP sampling. In contrast, the median FREnum.int biomass
burned estimates are progressively less similar to the study area comparison estimate with
decreasing temporal duration threshold values, most likely because of the sensitivity of
the FREnum.int method to decreased FRP sampling. We note however that the range of the
median biomass burned estimates over the different temporal duration thresholds is
relatively small: 0.3791 to 0.4173 kg m-2 for the FREnum.int based estimates, corresponding
to 7% to 8% of the study area 5.38 kg m-2 comparison biomass burned value, and 1.5535
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to 1.7223 kg m-2 for the FREpwr.law estimates, corresponding to 29% to 32% of the study
area comparison value. Similar to the Australian results, the Brazilian power law based
median biomass burned estimates are closer to the comparison estimate than the
conventional temporal integration based estimates.
Summary statistics of the Brazilian study area spatially explicit biomass burned
estimates derived using the numerical integration (FREnum.int) and power law (FREpwr.law)
estimation methods for different temporal duration thresholds. The summary statistics
were computed over 245 Level 3 pixel locations where there were one or more MODIS
Terra or Aqua FRP values. The reference burned biomass estimate for the study area is
5.38 x 106 kg km-2

Table 3. Summary statistics of the Brazilian study area spatially explicit biomass burned
estimates derived using the numerical integration (FREnum.int) and power law (FREpwr.law)
estimation methods for different temporal duration thresholds. The summary statistics
were computed over 245 Level 3 pixel locations where there were one or more MODIS
Terra or Aqua FRP values. The reference burned biomass estimate for the study area is
5.38 x 106 kg km-2
Temporal
duration
threshold
[days]

Number of
duration
filtered FRP
values used

4
6
8
10

177
186
192
194

FREnum.int
biomass burned estimate
[106 kg km-2]

FREpwr.law
biomass burned estimate
[106 kg km-2]

Min
0.0415
0.0415
0.0415
0.0415

Min
1.5230
1.4511
1.3737
1.3737

Median
0.3791
0.3840
0.3840
0.4173

Max
32.1199
32.1199
32.1199
32.1199

Median
1.7223
1.6409
1.5535
1.5535

Max
28.5984
98.1063
92.8779
92.8779
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5.3

MODIS FREpwr.law estimation sensitivity analysis with respect to FRPmin and

FRPmax
Reliable FREpwr.law estimation depends on suitable selection of FRPmin, FRPmax
and fire duration values. As the FREpwr.law is linearly dependent on the fire duration [8]
we do not investigate the sensitivity of the study area FREpwr.law biomass burned estimates
to the fire duration. Instead, the sensitivity to FRPmin and FRPmax is examined. These
values were estimated from the study area MODIS Terra and Aqua FRP and active fire
date and timing data. The FRPmin (Australia: 5.254 MW km-2, Brazil: 7.390 MW km-2)
and FRPmax (Australia: 641.599 MW km-2, Brazil: 1633.533 MW km-2) values were
varied systematically by ~ 2% steps over ±100% ranges, ignoring zero FRPmin and
FRPmax values. This range spans the globally observed range of MODIS retrieved FRP
from 0.02 [MW km-2] to 1866 [MW km-2] [Ichoku et al., 2008]. For each set of FRPmin
and FRPmax values the study area spatially explicit FREpwr.law values were computed as
described in section 4.6 and the median of the 6539 Australia and of the 245 Brazilian
FREpwr.law biomass burned estimates were derived. In this way a total of 10,000 median
FREpwr.law and associated biomass burned estimates were obtained for each study area.
The Brazilian sensitivity analysis was applied to the 4 day temporal duration thresholded
FRP data as this threshold provided a median FREpwr.law biomass burned estimate closest
to the study area comparison (Table 3).
Figure 13 shows the sensitivity analysis results for the Australian (left) and
Brazilian (right) median FREpwr biomass burned estimates to the choice of FRPmin and
FRPmax.. The study area median FREpwr.law biomass burned estimates are clearly sensitive
to changes in FRPmin and FRPmax. The sensitivity is greatest where the contours are most
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dense, occurring particularly when FRPmin is large and FRPmax is small. The resulting
FREpwr.law sensitivity to FRPmin and FRPmax is graphically illustrated (Figure 10) as a
contour plot. It is evident that the FREpwr.law (Figure 10) monotonically increases with
FRPmin and monotonically decreases with decreasing FRPmax. However, while the
Brazilian site is sensitive both to FRPmax and FRPmin, the Australian site is relatively less
sensitive to FRPmax. This property can be inferred analytically from equation [8]: for m >
2, as in the Australian site, if FRPmin = 0 then FREpwr.law = 0, while if FRPmin > 0,

lim FRE pwr .law = d

FRPmax →∞

(m − 1)
FRPmin
(m − 2)
. For m < 2, as is the case with our Brazilian site, if

FRPmin = 0 then FREpwr.law = 0, while if FRPmin > 0 ,

lim

max FRP → ∞

FRE pwr .law = ∞

These observations imply that FREpwr.law is sensitive to both FRPmin and FRPmax , with the
degree and nature of dependence varying with the scaling parameters m of the power law
distribution. From a theoretical point of view, FRPmin should be the FRP of the smallest
fire that can be detected in a MODIS pixel, and it would be a very small positive value.
However, from Figure 1 it is evident that the duration of a fire depends on the minimum
observed FRP: the duration increases if FRPmin decreases. It would be possible to use a
theoretical FRPmin instead of the observed FRPmin, but due to the lack of additional data
sources, it would not be possible to accordingly increase the durations d. Looking at
equation [8], we see that FREpwr.law is related to both d, and FRPmin; consequently, using a
theoretical FRPmin value lower than the observed one, while not simultaneously
correcting the duration d, will result in a negative bias in the FRE estimation, more
accentuated for m > 2 (as in the Australian site). For this reason, in the present paper, the
observed FRPmin of each site is used in [8].
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Conversely, the choice of FRPmax is less critical for the Australian site than for the
Brazilian site. Due to the power law nature, the occurrences of FRPmax have the least
probability as compared to lower FRP and hence only large time series data sets may
reliably constrain the FRPmax. Analyzing the FRP detections over the Brazilian site for
the previous year (2002), it was found that the highest FRP was recorded in 2003 was the
maximum. Further, the FRPmax observed over the Brazilian site in 2003 (1633 [MW km2

]) is close to the maximum observed globally (1866 [MW km-2]). In this work, we

assume that the time series is sufficiently long, and the study areas sufficiently vast, to
assume that – despite the temporal sampling issues - the observed FRPmax in each dataset
is representative of the burning conditions of that site.
The Australian median biomass burned is less sensitive to changes in FRPmax than
FRPmin, the median biomass burned estimate changes by less than ±20% and up to ±40%
when FRPmax and FRPmin are varied by ±50% respectively. The Brazilian median
biomass burned estimate is about equally sensitive to changes in FRPmin and FRPmax, the
median biomass burned estimate changes by slightly more than ±20% when FRPmax or
FRPmin are varied by ±50%. These levels of biomass burned estimation sensitivity are
relatively low or comparable to the likely errors found in landscape fuel load and
combustion completeness information [Robinson, 1989; Ellicott et al., 2009; Vermote et
al., 2009].
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Figure 13. Sensitivity of the Australian (left) and Brazilian (right) median FREpwr.law
biomass burned estimates to the choice of FRPmin and FRPmax. The contours show the
relative percentage difference between the median biomass burned estimated using the
observed study area FRPmin and FRPmax with respect to the median biomass burned
estimated using simulated FRPmin and FRPmax values. The simulated FRPmin and FRPmax
values were varied around the observed study area FRPmin and FRPmax values in 2%
increments over a ±100% range.

Sensitivity of the Australian (left) and Brazilian (right) median FREpwr.law biomass
burned estimates to the choice of FRPmin and FRPmax. The contours show the relative
percentage difference between the median biomass burned estimated using the observed
study area FRPmin and FRPmax with respect to the median biomass burned estimated using
simulated FRPmin and FRPmax values. The simulated FRPmin and FRPmax values were
varied around the observed study area FRPmin and FRPmax values in 2% increments over a
±100% range.
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Discussion and conclusions
This paper has presented the theory and application of a new method to derive the

Fire Radiative Energy (FRE), and thus the biomass burned, from satellite Fire Radiative
Power (FRP) retrievals. Conventionally, FRE has been estimated by temporal integration
of FRP [Kaufman et al., 1996] which is sensitive to sparse satellite FRP sampling due to
infrequent satellite overpasses, cloud and smoke obscuration, failure to detect cool and/or
small fires and because FRP can vary instantaneously because of changes in the burning
conditions [Smith and Wooster, 2005; Boschetti and Roy, 2009; Freeborn et al., 2011].
Satellite FRP data have been observed, over individual burned areas and fires, to have
power law distribution characteristics [Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Roberts et al., 2005;
Roberts and Wooster, 2008] and in this study FRP from radiometer field measurements
and moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite data were also
shown to have power law distributions. The FRE estimation methodology developed in
this study assumes that FRP data have a power law distribution and takes advantage of
this property in an attempt to reduce FRE estimation sensitivity to sparse FRP sampling.
The power law based FRE is derived as the product of the fire duration and the
expected FRP. The latter is parameterized by the minimum and maximum FRP (FRPmin
and FRPmax) and a scaling parameter (m) that is computed from the measured FRP data
using a linear regression fit to probability distribution function in log scales methodology
[Goldstein et al., 2004; Newman, 2005; Clauset et al., 2009]. The sensitivity of the power
law based FRE estimation method and the conventional temporal integration based FRE
estimation method to FRP sampling was first quantified using FRP data retrieved from
radiometer measurements of eight U.S. prescribed fires. The power law (FREpwr.law) and
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conventional temporal integration (FREnum.int) FRE estimates were converted to total
biomass burned using an established linear relationship [Wooster et al., 2005] and
compared to the biomass burned measured independently as the difference in the pre- and
post-fire fuel loads. The FREpwr.law and conventional FREnum.int derived biomass burned
estimates were on average within 19.9% and 25.9% respectively of the eight measured
estimates. The radiometer FRP data were then under sampled by randomly selecting
without replacement 90%, 60%, 30% and 15% of the FRP values for each fire. Both FRE
estimation methods were sensitive to under-sampling. If the power law parameters (m,
FRPmin, FRPmax) were characterized a priori, from the original un-resampled FRP data,
then the FREpwr.law derived biomass burned estimates were generally less sensitive to FRP
under-sampling than the conventional FREnum.int numerical integration method.
One of the potential advantages of using the power law distribution to
characterize satellite derived FRP is its inherent ability to extrapolate and compensate for
satellite FRP omission errors. In this study, the FRP power law fit methodology was
applied to MODIS FRP data using a simple method to ignore low FRP during the power
law fit. The resulting power law fit was extrapolated over the lower FRP values to
compensate for the satellite omission effects. The conventional and power law based FRE
estimation methodologies were applied to regional MODIS FRP data for Australian
savanna and Brazilian forest study areas, as they have significantly different likely fuel
loads and burning conditions. The Australian fires had MODIS FRP ranging from 5.8 to
1937.9 MW and the Brazilian fires have MODIS FRP ranging from 8.1 to 7230.2 MW.
The power law scaling parameter values (m) derived from the MODIS Terra and Aqua
FRP data for the Australian and Brazilian fires had relative values that followed an
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expected pattern. A low m implies a greater proportion of high FRP fires while a larger m
implies a greater proportion of low FRP fires. The Brazilian m value (1.53) was lower
than the Australian m value (2.14). The Brazilian deforestation fires are expected to have
higher proportion of high valued FRPs due to reasons including higher fuel loading and
larger sub-pixel fractions of fire sizes due to deliberate ignitions unlike the Australian
savanna fires.
For both Australian and Brazilian study areas, MODIS FRE estimates were
derived in a non-spatially explicit (a single estimate for the study area) and spatially
explicit (different estimate for each active fire detection pixel) manner [Boschetti and
Roy, 2009]. The power law (FREpwr.law) and conventional temporal integration
(FREnum.int) FRE estimates were converted to total biomass burned estimates [Wooster et
al. 2005] and compared to literature estimates. The Australian non-spatially explicit
FREnum.int and FREpwr.law based biomass burned results were comparable, about 81%, to
the study area literature biomass burned value. The medians of the spatially explicit
biomass burned estimates were 38% (FREnum.int based) and 60% (FREpwr.law based) of the
literature values. The Brazilian study area results were less comparable with the literature
values. The Brazilian non-spatially explicit biomass estimates for either FRE estimation
method yielded very poor results, most likely because the fires were not from the same
progressively burning fire event which is implicitly assumed in the non-spatially explicit
FRE computation [Boschetti and Roy, 2009]. The medians of the spatially explicit
Brazilian burned biomass estimates were about 8% (FREnum.int based) and 30%
(FREpwr.law based) of the literature values.
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The MODIS and prescribed fire results described in this paper indicate that the
power law based FRE and so biomass estimation method may provide more reliable
estimates under sparse FRP sampling conditions than the conventional numerical
integration method. The power law method requires however that the parameters of the
FRP power law distribution (m, FRPmin, FRPmax) can be derived reliably from the FRP
retrievals or that the parameters are known a priori. In the case of satellite FRP
observations over large areas, it is reasonable to assume that the FRP probability
distribution characteristics can be parameterized reliably a priori from fires over similar
vegetation and with similar fire behavior [Freeborn et al., 2009]. Sensitivity analysis of
the Australian and Brazilian MODIS FRP data indicate that the power law based FRE is
sensitive to the selection of the FRPmin and FRPmax values in a non-linear way that is
dependent on the FRP distribution. However, a ±50% change in the FRPmin or FRPmax
resulted in no more than a ±40% change in the burned biomass estimates. This level of
sensitivity is relatively low or comparable to the errors found in traditional “bottom-up”
biomass burned estimates based on fuel load and combustion completeness information
[Robinson, 1989; Ellicott et al., 2009; Vermote et al., 2009]. The power law FRE
estimation method also requires fire duration information that can be derived by satellite
active fire detections though time, as implicitly assumed by conventional FRE estimation
methods, or could be defined from other satellite products such as the MODIS burned
area product which defines the approximate day of burning [Boschetti et al., 2010].
A rigorous validation of the results of this study would require the availability of
FRE and biomass consumed over large areas, which are presently unavailable. The
results and observations in this paper suggest however that the power law method of FRE
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estimation, exploiting the mathematical properties of probability distributions, opens a
promising avenue for future research. Future research will be devoted to investigate
whether the integration of multiple sources of data, for instance polar-orbiting and
geostationary FRP retrievals [Freeborn et al., 2009], could provide a regional depiction
of the FRP power law distribution parameters. Future research will also investigate
whether there is an explicit relationship between the scaling parameter m and the fire
characteristics at regional scale, which would effectively allow the use of m to
characterize fire behavior which is of interest to the ecological and the emissions
modeling community but is difficult to determine over large areas using ground based
and satellite based techniques [Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Roberts et al., 2009].
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CHAPTER 3

A quantitative study of the Proximity of Satellite Detected Active Fires
to Roads and Rivers in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome

Kumar, S.S., Roy, D.P., Cochrane, M.A., Souza JR, C.M., Barber, C., Boschetti, L.,
2014, A quantitative study of the proximity of satellite detected active fires to roads and
rivers in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome, International Journal of Wildland
Fire. (in press) (Impact factor: 2.32)

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research Hypothesis #2:
The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and navigable rivers but
there are distance differences among fire types.
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Abstract
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome supports the world’s largest
contiguous area of tropical forests and is experiencing high rates of deforestation. Here,
fires and roads are proxy indicators of human pressure and deforestation. Previous studies
using satellite active fire detections and official Brazilian road vector data indicate that
the majority of fires occur close to roads, however they did not consider the network of
unofficial roads and navigable rivers, nor inter-state and inter-annual variability. We
address this in this paper by examination of eight years of active fire detections from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra and Aqua
satellites. The cumulative frequency distribution, and the 95th and 50th percentile
(median), of the distance of each MODIS active fire detection to the closest official road,
unofficial road, and navigable river bank are quantified for each state and for all the
Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome. Inter-state and inter-annual variations are
discussed and linkages to expansion of the road network are suggested. Comparison of
the distance distribution of the MODIS active fire detections and the distance distribution
of a 0.5 km spaced geographic grid to the combined roads and navigable river network
revealed significant differences for each state and for the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest
Biome and indicate that the great majority of fires are anthropogenic. The results and
methodology provide insights that may also be useful for modeling the incidence of fire
under future expansion of the Amazonian road network and increased river navigability.
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Introduction
Human accessibility to forests has been identified as one of the principal factors

influencing frontier expansion and subsequent deforestation in forests around the world
[Kaimowitz and Angelsen, 1998; Yang et al., 2007; Lindenmayer et al., 2009; Ahmed et
al., 2013]. The Brazilian tropical moist forest biome supports the world’s largest
contiguous area of tropical forest and is experiencing deforestation at rates that are
technically challenging to quantify [Nepstad et al., 2001; Asner et al., 2005; Foley et al.,
2007]. Several studies have noted that fire occurrence in this region is a useful proxy
indicator of deforestation [Nepstad et al., 2001; Alves, 2002; Cardoso et al., 2003;
Barreto et al., 2006]. Lightning induced fires are rare and fires are set purposefully by
people for several reasons, but primarily for deforestation and for clearing crop residue
on agricultural and pasture lands [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Uhl and Kauffman, 1990;
Cochrane and Schulze, 1999]. In this paper, the proximity of satellite active fire
detections to roads and navigable rivers is quantified. Roads are widely considered
prerequisites for deforestation [Chomitz and Thomas, 2001; Nepstad et al., 2001; Arima
et al., 2008; Ahmed et al., 2013] and navigable river prescence may also be associated
with deforestation although this has been less widely documented [Veríssimo et al., 1998;
Laurance et al., 2002].
A recent paper [Adeney et al., 2009] reported that approximately 90% of satellite
active fire detections derived from a variety of polar orbiting satellites occurred within 10
km of official roads in the Legal Amazon. The research described in this paper
complements and builds on this previous work by providing more detailed context,
including (a) fire proximity to both official and unofficial roads and also navigable river
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networks, and (b) inter-state and inter-annual differences in fire proximity distance
distributions. Only the tropical moist forest biome component [Olson et al., 2001] of the
Legal Amazon, which was approximately 80% forested prior to major land use-related
conversion, is considered. Eight years of MODerate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) active fire detections are analyzed to capture progressive
development activities along the roads and rivers and inter-annual fire variability
associated with changing deforestation rates, flammability and opportunistic burning
during drought years [Cochrane et al., 1999; Nepstad et al., 2001; Fearnside, 2005;
Fearnside, 2007; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]. The closest Euclidean distance from the center
of each MODIS active fire detection location to the official roads only, to the
combination of official and unofficial roads, to the navigable rivers, and to the combined
surface transportation network (all roads and rivers), are computed and summarized by
cumulative frequency distributions for each year of MODIS fire detections. The annual
distributions are summarized and analyzed for trends and significance at the scale of the
individual states in the Brazilian Amazon and for the combined tropical moist forest
biome.

2.0

Study area

2.1

Brazilian tropical moist forest biome
Figure 1 illustrates the tropical moist forest biome study area, a 3,982,550 km2

region situated between 5.140 N to 13.680 S and 73.670 W to 46.160 W, which
encompasses 46% of Brazil. Vector shape files delineating the moist forest biome and
Brazilian states were obtained from the Brazilian government [IBAMA, 2013]. The states
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Figure 1. Thematic map of the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area (colored
by Brazilian States). Illustrated are official roads (black lines), unofficial roads (grey
lines) and navigable river banks (blue lines). The limits of the Legal Amazon are shown
by the green border.
of Rondônia, Pará, Acre, Amazonas, Roraima, Amapá, and portions of Mato Grosso, fall
within this region and range in size, from a minimum of 140,070 km2 (Amapá), to a
maximum of 1,571,260 km2 (Amazonas) (Table 1).
In 1960, the human population of the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome was
estimated at 2.6 million [IBGE, 2013] and deforestation was restricted primarily to
forested areas close to navigable rivers and coastal areas [Kirby et al., 2006]. Major
highway constructions across the interior and government incentives to encourage
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colonization of the Amazon were initiated in the 1960’s causing populations and
deforestation rates to increase rapidly [Fearnside, 2005; Kirby et al., 2006]. Forests have
been converted to cattle ranches and agribusiness at rates estimated between 11,000 and
29,000 km2 per year since 1978 [Alencar et al., 2006]. Government regulations and
policies were initiated in the 1990’s to reduce deforestation and to introduce sustainable
forest resource management. However, increasing human population pressure, coupled
with difficulties in effective policy enforcement, may have resulted in deforestation rates
greater than 18,000 km2 per year by 2000 [Fearnside, 2005; Kirby et al., 2006; Aragão
and Shimabukuro, 2010]. Between 2001 and 2010, more than 169,000 km2 were
deforested, with the majority of deforestation occurring before 2005 [Numata et al.,
2011]. In 2008, the Brazilian government formally announced its commitment to reduce
deforestation by 80% by 2020 and introduced federal campaigns publicizing the
consequences of illegal land holdings and deforestation and designated larger protected
areas. A significant (36%) decrease in deforestation over the Legal Amazon was
estimated in the following year 2009 [Nepstad et al., 2009]. Data provided by INPE, the
Brazilian space agency [PRODES, 2013], shown in Table 1, illustrate that annual
deforestation reduced by about 75% from 2003 (24,250 km2) to 2010 (6200 km2) and that
deforestation was particularly prevalent in the southern portion of the “arc of
deforestation” that spans Pará, Mato Grosso and Rondônia. The average relative
percentage contribution of individual states towards total annual deforestation over the
study period (2003-2010) were high at 45.3%, 30.1%, and 12.7% for Pará, Mato Grosso
and Rondônia, respectively, and relatively low at 6.0%, 3.0%, 2.4%, 0.48% for
Amazonas, Acre, Roraima and Amapá.
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Table 1. The total annual area deforested (km2) by state within the Brazilian tropical
moist forest biome study area (Figure 1). The state area (km2) within the Brazilian
tropical moist forest biome study area is shown below each state label. The bottom row
shows the average relative percentage contribution of individual states towards total
annual deforestation over the eight year study period, computed as:
r

state

state
 8
d year
 ∑
all states
 year =1 d year
=
8







100




d state

where year is the deforestation area for the state and year. Data from
Brazil’s National Institute of Space Research (INPE) project PRODES (Program for the
Estimation of Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon) web site [PRODES 2013]
.

Year
200
3
200
4
200
5
200
6
200
7
200
8
200
9
201
0
state
r

Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Amazonas

Roraima

Amapá
140,070
km2

Mato
Grosso
413,490
km2

239,390
km2

1,239,760
km2

152,680
km2

1,571,260
km2

225,900
km2

3,597

7,145

1,078

1,558

3,858

8,870

728

3,244

5,899

2,049

3,982,550
km2

439

25

10,405

24,247

1,232

311

46

11,814

26,859

592

775

133

33

7,145

17,821

5,659

398

788

231

30

4,333

13,488

1,611

5,526

184

610

309

39

2,678

10,957

1,136

5,607

254

604

574

100

3,258

11,533

482

4,281

167

405

121

70

1,049

6,575

435

3,770

259

595

256

53

828

6,196

12.69%

45.32%

3.00%

5.97%

2.40%

0.48%

30.14
%

100%

3.0

Data

3.1

Official road data

All States

Official road vector data were obtained from the Instituto Brasileiro do Meio
Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis (IBAMA) [IBAMA, 2013]. These data
were compiled by Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE- Brazilian
Institute of geography and Statistics) and define road center lines (one dimensional
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line/arc segments) for federal, state, and certain private roads digitized from maps created
using government sources (Source: Base Cartográfica Integrada do Brasilao Milionésimo
Digital IBGE/DGC/CCAR) and were last updated February 6th 2007. The official roads
are shown as black lines in Figure 1 and their total length across the tropical moist forest
biome study area is approximately 180,250 km.

3.2

Official and unofficial road data
The official road data do not include unauthorized roads including many logging

roads and roads that serve the economic interests of local communities and companies
(Barreto et al. 2006; Brandão and Souza 2006; Perz et al. 2007; Perz et al. 2008).
Unofficial roads are particularly extensive in the Legal Amazon and are often discernible
in high spatial resolution satellite data, such as Landsat [Brandão and Souza, 2006].
Imazon, a non-profit research institution with a mission to promote sustainable
Amazonian development, has made an unofficial road data set using expert visual
interpretation and manual digitization of wall-to-wall Amazonian Landsat imagery
acquired from the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE- National Institute for
Space Research) for 1982 through February 6th 2008. The unofficial road data is the best
available at the time of writing. However, the proportion of unofficial roads that were
missed because they had insufficient spectral contrast, width, or were obscured by overstorey vegetation is unknown. The road center lines (one dimensional arc segments) were
assigned attribute values including the year that the road was first evident in the Landsat
imagery and a classification of its status as an official or unofficial road based on a
comparison with the existing official road data. The unofficial roads are shown as grey
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lines in Figure 1 and their total length across the tropical moist forest biome study area is

Length (thousands km)

Fraction of total length of both official and
unofficial roads Lengths

approximately 115,820km, i.e., about 60% the length of the official roads.

Mapping Year

Figure 2. Annual cumulative length of the official and unofficial roads in the study
area. The total length of official and unofficial roads mapped until February 6th
2008 is 296,070 km. No data were available for 2006.
Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative lengths of the official and unofficial roads in
the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome (left y-axis) for each mapping year (x-axis). The
official and unofficial road data set was not updated for the year 2006, so the 2007 update
includes roads from both 2006 and 2007. The secondary (right) y-axis represents the
mapped road lengths as fractions of the total study area official and unofficial road length
after the last update in early 2008. It is evident that the length of roads increases
chronologically with notable increases between 2005 and 2007, most likely reflecting
economic growth and unofficial road building [Perz et al., 2007]. The total length of both
official and unofficial roads after the last update in 2008 is approximately 296,070 km.
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3.3

Navigable river data
The dataset used includes rivers wider than approximately 1000 m and river

center line vectors for narrower navigable rivers, as described by Veríssimo et al., [1998].
River navigability status was based on interviews held in 1990 and 1991 with local
community leaders and river traders, and by inspection of government reports and river
surveys [Barros and Uhl, 1995; Veríssimo et al., 1998]. The total length of all navigable
rivers, computed as the sum of half the total outer river bank lengths, i.e., excluding any
interior islands, and the sum of the river center lines, is 49,210 km i.e., approximately one
sixth of the total length of the official and unofficial roads. The navigable rivers are
shown as blue lines in Figure 1.
3.4 Satellite active fire data
Satellite active fire detections for calendar years 2003 to 2010 provided by the
MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor onboard the Terra
(10.30AM and 10.30 PM Equatorial nominal overpass time) and Aqua (1.30PM and 1.30
AM Equatorial nominal overpass time) satellites were used. The Collection 5 Level 2
MODIS 1km thermal anomaly product (MOD14/MYD14) [Giglio et al., 2003] that
defines the locations of active fires detected at the time of overpass was obtained from
(LAADS 2013). The MODIS is a wide swath whiskbroom sensor and consequently the
MODIS active fire product detects fires that occur in pixels that increase in area from
approximately 1 by 1 km at nadir to up to 2.0 by 4.8 km in the along-track and along-scan
directions at scan edges respectively [Wolfe et al., 1998]. Following standard practice, the
centroid of each active fire detection pixel was considered as the geographic fire location.
Over the study area there are a total of four MODIS Terra and Aqua overpasses per 24
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hour period (two daytime and two nighttime). The Collection 5 MODIS active fire
product has known detection commission errors at locations with pronounced spatial
thermal contrast, such as patches of hot bare soil surrounded by cooler dense vegetation,
and about 3% of Amazon MODIS active fire detections are estimated to be due to this
commission error [Schroeder et al., 2008a]. It is unknown if these false MODIS active
fire detections could bias the reported study results but omitted fire detections have been
observed to predominate in tropical forest systems [Schroeder et al., 2008b; Cheng et al.,
2012]. This is because the MODIS active fire product can only detect fires that are
sufficiently hot and/or large depending on the areal proportions and temperatures of the
non-burning and the smoldering and flaming fire components [Giglio and Justice, 2003].
This sensitivity is known to cause a systematic detection omission of cool and/or small
fires [Giglio et al., 2003] and at increasingly higher MODIS scan angles, where the
sensed ground area is larger, only larger and/or hotter fires tend to be detected (Kumar et
al. 2011). In addition, MODIS active fire detections may under-sample the occurrence of
fire due to the infrequent satellite overpass time and due to obscuration by clouds and
optically thick smoke, particularly at locations where the fire progresses rapidly across
the landscape [Giglio, 2007; Roy et al., 2008].

4.0

Methods
The road and navigable river vectors and the geographic locations of the MODIS

active fire detections were projected into a sinusoidal equal area projection (Snyder 1987)
with a spherical earth radius of 6,371,000 km and a 59.20W central meridian located near
the middle of the study area. All the data falling outside the tropical moist forest biome
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were discarded from the analysis. Only the most recent, i.e., last updated, official and
unofficial road, and navigable river data, were used. The vector data were estimated as
having spatial mis-registration errors of approximately ±100m (inferred from the
mismatch between the official roads defined in the Imazon and IBGE road vector data)
which is much less than the nominal MODIS 1 km active fire pixel dimension and so is
considered negligible.
The closest Euclidean distances from the center of each MODIS active fire
detection location to four variant explanatory transportation networks was computed for
each year of active fire detections. The four explanatory transportation networks were (a)
the official roads, (b) both the official and unofficial roads, (c) the navigable rivers, and
(d) the combined surface transportation network of navigable rivers, official and
unofficial roads. The Cumulative Frequency Distribution (CFD) of each set of distances
was computed to quantify the annual probability of occurrence of fire within a given
distance of each explanatory transportation network. The CDF, unlike the frequency
distribution does not require an arbitrarily adopted variable binning scheme (Newman
2005). The 50th percentile (i.e., the median) and the 95th percentile distances were derived
from each CFD to summarize the distributions quantitatively. This was undertaken for
each state and for the entire study area. The non-parametric Cox Stuart trend analysis test
[Cox and Stuart, 1955] was applied to the annual 50th percentile distance values to check
for any temporal trend among years. The Cox Stuart trend analysis results indicate either
an increasing or decreasing trend, or no trend, with an associated p value.
The cause of fire may not be ascribed reliably to transport network proximity if
the spatial densities of the fires and transport networks are high. To investigate this effect
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the closest Euclidean distances from each point in a regularly spaced geographic grid to
the four variant explanatory transportation networks were computed. A grid spacing of
0.5 km (15,931,208 geographic locations across the study area) was used as it is
comparable to the MODIS 1km active fire location precision. The CFD of the geographic
distances and the 50th and 95th percentile distances were derived for each explanatory
transportation network. The percentile distances are inversely proportional to the spatial
density of the transportation network. The CFD of the geographic distances was
compared with the active fire distance CFD for the combined transportation network of
navigable rivers and official and unofficial roads. Differences between the CFDs were
quantified for each state and for all the study area using the two sample KolmogorovSmirnov test [Conover, 1971]. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic value is bounded
from zero (the two distributions are identical) to unity (the two distributions are
different). For each test statistic an associated p value was estimated. If fires occurred
randomly across the study area then the CFD of the active fire distances and the CFD of
geographic locations would be similar. If fires occurred preferentially close to the
explanatory transportation network then the CFD of the active fire distances and the CFD
of geographic locations would be dissimilar.
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5.0

Results

5.1

MODIS active fire detections geographically and by year
Table 2 summarizes the annual number of MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire

detections in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area, and the fractional (0-1)
fire count contribution by each state. There was considerable inter-annual variability in
the number of fire detections, ranging from more than 278,000 in 2005 to only about
93,000 in 2009 but there was only an approximately 5% decrease in the annual number of
fire detections from 2003 to 2010 despite the 75% decrease in deforestation (Table 1).
The large number of fires in 2005 has been observed by other researchers [Alencar et al.,
2006; Morton et al., 2008; Silvestrini et al., 2011] and is thought to be related to the
extensive drought of that year [Espinoza et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2011] when drier
conditions increased the probability of escaped agricultural maintenance fires [Cochrane
et al., 1999; Nepstad et al., 2001; Alencar et al., 2004; Alencar et al., 2006] and
opportunistic setting of fires to clear forested land [Araujo et al., 2009; Araujo et al.,
2010]. The relatively low number of active fires in 2009 is perhaps due to the 36%
decline in deforestation after promulgation of the 2008 government deforestation policy
[Nepstad et al., 2009] with many fires occurring in the cerrado, further South, rather than
in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area [Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]. The
spatial distributions of the 2005 and 2009 fires in relation to the roads and rivers are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. In both figures, fires are evidently occurring close
to roads and navigable rivers. The relative fractions of fires occurring in each state varied
over the 8 years (Table 2) but were dominated by those from the states of Pará, Mato
Grosso and Rondônia which had the highest deforestation rates (Table 1). Over the study
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period, Pará showed an increasing dominance trend while Mato Grosso experienced a
corresponding decreasing trend leading them to switch their relative ranking positions.
Conversely, Rondônia maintained a fairly stable fraction of fires, ranked third except for
the unusual 2009 year when Amazonas had a greater fraction

Table 2. Total annual number of MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detections in the
Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area and the fraction (0-1) occurring in each
state. The state area (km2) within the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area
(Figure 1) is shown below each state label.

Year

Total
annual
number
of active
fire
detections

Mato
Rondônia Pará
Acre
Amazonas Roraima Amapá
Grosso
239,390
1,239,760 152,680 1,571,260 225,900 140,070
413,490
km2
km2
km2
km2
km2
km2
km2
The fraction (0-1) of the total annual active fire detections in all states

2003

201,308

0.15

0.27

0.04

0.06

0.05

0.02

0.41

2004

264,088

0.16

0.33

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.43

2005

278,475

0.19

0.33

0.06

0.08

0.01

0.01

0.32

2006

217,096

0.14

0.44

0.03

0.07

0.01

0.02

0.29

2007

239,812

0.14

0.37

0.03

0.06

0.02

0.01

0.37

2008

119,392

0.13

0.45

0.04

0.08

0.02

0.02

0.26

2009

93,067

0.08

0.51

0.02

0.12

0.04

0.04

0.19

2010

190,152

0.14

0.42

0.04

0.09

0.01

0.01

0.29
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Figure 3. All 2005 MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detections (red dots) in the study
area. Year 2005 was a drought year with maximal MODIS active fire detections (Table
2). Official roads (black lines), unofficial roads (grey lines) and navigable river banks
(blue lines) are shown.
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Figure 4. All 2009 MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detections (red dots) in the study
area. Year 2009 was the year with minimal MODIS active fire detections (Table 2).
Official roads (black lines), unofficial roads (grey lines) and navigable river banks (blue
lines) are shown.

5.2

MODIS active fire detection distances to closest road and river features
Figure 5 shows the annual Cumulative Frequency Distributions (CFDs) of the

distances of the MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detection locations to the closest
roads and navigable river features. The cumulative frequencies are shown as percentages
and the distances are shown with a logarithmic scale for clarity. The figure shows that the
majority of detected fires are closely associated with the combined road network. Only a
small percentage of the detected fires occurred near to the navigable river network.
Official roads, which provide the primary structure for the unofficial roads have moderate
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explanatory power for fire locations. Considering all years of MODIS active fire
detections, about 90%, 70%, and 10%, of the fire detections occurred within 10 km of the
combined official and unofficial roads, the official roads only, and the navigable rivers
only respectively. These results indicate that, if fires are associated with people, then they
are primarily associated with road access and not with river access. The finding that 70%
of fire detections occurred within 10 km of the official roads is less than the 90% reported
by Adeney et al., [2009]. This discrepancy is likely because of the different geographic
coverage of the two studies – the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area (Figure
1) covers approximately 80% of the Legal Amazon considered by Adeney et al., [2009]
and does not cover predominately non-forest, high-road-density regions in the southern
and eastern states.
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Percentage of Distances

Distance of active
fire locations to
official and
unofficial roads

Distance of active
fire locations to
navigable rivers

Distance of active
fire locations to
official roads

Distance [km]
Figure 5. Cumulative frequency of the closest distances from each MODIS active fire
detection to the transportation networks. Results shown for each year of MODIS active
fire detections (color coded) for the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area.
In Figure 5 the annual CFDs of the active fire detection distances to the official
and unofficial roads shift towards greater distances in more recent years, i.e., implying
that fires occurred progressively further away from roads. This chronological trend most
likely occurs because the road data used in this study were last updated in early 2008 and
new or extended roads could have been built after the last map update. This pattern is not
evident for the annual navigable rivers CFDs, perhaps because river navigability does not
develop as rapidly as road construction, being, for example, constrained by the
construction and commissioning of dams [Reid and De Sousa, 2005]. The fire patterns
for 2009 (purple lines) are anomalously distant from the roads and closer to the navigable
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rivers than in the other years. To investigate this, Figure 6 illustrates the annual number
of fires occurring closer to the combined network of the official and unofficial roads than
to the navigable rivers (black) and occurring closer to the navigable river banks than to
the official and unofficial roads (blue). In 2009 the total number of fires was less than in
other years (Table 2) but it is evident from Figure 6 that the total number of fires
occurring closer to rivers than to roads was fairly constant among years. This implies a
reduced fire occurrence in regions with high road density in 2009 and not an increased
fire occurrence near rivers in 2009.
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the 50th percentile (median) and 95th percentile
distances for each year, respectively, of the MODIS active fire detections to the four
explanatory transportation networks. The greater majority of fires occur closer to roads
rather than to rivers. The percentile distances are smallest when considering the
combined road and river transportation network, with diminishing explanatory power
when considering the official and unofficial roads, then the official roads, and then the
navigable rivers. This is expected as both roads and navigable rivers provide
accessibility. The percentile distances vary annually and reflect the inter-annual
variability in fire activity, road building and changes in river navigability. The greatest
95th percentile distances (Table 3) are 11.93 km for the combined road and river
networks, 23.96 km for the official and unofficial roads, 51.03 km for the official roads,
and 577.34 km for the navigable rivers. The greatest median distances (Table 4) are 1.07
km (official and unofficial roads and navigable rivers), 1.13 km (official and unofficial
roads), 9.34 km (official roads only), and 201.99 km (navigable rivers).
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Figure 6. Annual number of MODIS active fire detections closer to roads (black) or
closer to rivers (blue). Roads are the combined network of the official and unofficial
roads, rivers are the navigable rivers, mapped in the Brazilian tropical moist forest
biome study area.

Table 3. 95th percentile distances [km] of all MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire
detections by year in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome to the most recent roads
and the navigable rivers data

Years

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Official and
Unofficial Roads
and Navigable
Rivers
5.12
5.26
5.61
6.73
5.54
8.76
11.93
10.39

Official and
Unofficial Roads

8.82
8.76
9.03
12.89
7.79
15.65
23.96
16.92

Official Roads

38.14
39.07
42.22
42.26
43.73
45.68
51.03
49.24

Navigable
Rivers

557.30
577.34
506.81
523.35
551.46
514.26
482.33
532.94
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Table 4. 50th percentile (median) distances [km] of all MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire
detections by year in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome to the most recent roads
and the navigable rivers data.
Years

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Official and
Unofficial Roads
and Navigable
Rivers
0.81
0.85
0.84
0.86
0.93
0.97
1.02
1.07

Official and
Unofficial Roads

0.83
0.87
0.87
0.90
0.95
1.02
1.13
1.11

Official Roads

6.95
7.20
7.79
7.17
8.42
7.90
8.09
9.34

Navigable
Rivers

167.85
188.97
135.35
108.37
201.99
97.59
42.83
176.26

Table 5 summarizes the 95th percentile distance values of the annual MODIS
active fire detections to the combined surface transportation network of rivers and roads
for each state. The 95th percentile distances for Rondônia, Pará, Roraima, and Mato
Grosso vary from approximately 3.0 km to 14.8 km with a majority of distances falling
below 10 km. The states of Amazonas, Amapá and Acre have higher 95th percentile
distances ranging from 13.9 to 63.8 km that are likely due to the sparse road networks in
these states (Figure 1) and to the development of new roads and river navigability that
were not mapped in the available road and river data. The 95th percentile distances for the
state of Rondônia and Mato Grosso in the year 2010 is higher than observed for other
years. This increased instance of fires further away from existing roads and rivers
suggests expansion of roads and or river navigability in these states in 2010 compared to
other years.
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Table 5. State level 95th percentile distances [km] of all MODIS Terra and Aqua active
fire detections by year in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome to the combined
network of navigable rivers and most recent official and unofficial roads.

Years

Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Amazonas

Roraima

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

3.42
3.74
3.97
3.88
4.63
6.57
6.34
14.85

5.36
7.91
5.87
6.46
5.17
8.10
9.31
6.42

31.33
22.56
27.92
53.90
48.45
55.91
63.82
61.48

17.70
16.38
13.92
15.52
16.15
14.13
15.85
16.70

8.56
9.34
11.05
9.44
7.34
9.06
10.65
9.65

15.73
22.76
21.50
17.44
12.97
20.65
32.65
20.99

3.02
3.12
3.47
3.32
3.93
3.81
3.59
6.14

5.12
5.26
5.61
6.73
5.54
8.76
11.93
10.39

Table 6 summarizes the median (50th percentile) distance values of the annual
MODIS active fire detections to the combined surface transportation network of rivers
and roads for each state. The median distance for all states and years is around 1 km,
varying between 0.75 km and 3.0 km. The results of the Cox Stuart trend analysis of the
annual median distances are reported in the bottom row of Table 6. There is an increasing
annual trend for the study area and all the states, except Amapá. The trends are
significant at the 90% confidence level for the study area and all the states except for
Rondônia, Amazonas, Roraima and Amapá. The increasing trend suggests that more fires
are occuring further away from the roads and navigable rivers. This is likely due to the
development of remote clearings/frontiers and/or the expansion of existing roads and
increased river navigability established since the road and river data were compiled.
Amapá has the lowest relative percentage contribution of individual states towards total
annual deforestation over the study period (Table 1) and this likely explains why there is
no increasing observed trend.
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Table 6. State level 50th percentile (median) distances [km] of all MODIS Terra and
Aqua active fire detections by year in the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome to the
combined network of navigable rivers and most recent official and unofficial roads. The
bottom rows shows if the yearly trend from 2003 to 2010 in the median distances is
increasing (↑)or decreasing (↓) and the corresponding Cox Stuart trend analysis p-values
(values with a “*” are significant at the 90% confidence level). If the trend is increasing
then more fires are occurring further away from the roads and navigable river banks.
Years
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
CoxStuart
trend
test
results

5.3

Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Amazonas

Roraima

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All States

0.75
0.83
0.81
0.80
0.84
0.92
0.79
0.97

0.79
0.89
0.86
0.86
0.94
0.96
0.99
1.09

0.78
0.86
0.80
0.94
1.05
1.43
2.40
1.36

1.09
1.18
0.99
1.34
1.16
1.22
1.63
1.33

1.33
1.15
1.30
1.23
1.21
1.35
1.34
1.31

2.25
2.58
2.18
2.26
1.82
2.88
3.01
1.65

0.76
0.79
0.81
0.78
0.90
0.87
0.84
0.99

0.81
0.85
0.84
0.86
0.93
0.97
1.02
1.07

↑0.312

↑0.062*

↑0.062*

↑0.312

↑0.312

↓0.687

↑0.062*

↑0.062*

Comparison of geographic regular grid and MODIS active fire detection

distances to closest road and river features
Figure 7 shows Cumulative Frequency Distributions (CFDs) of the closest
Euclidean distances of the 15,931,208 geographic locations spaced every 0.5 km over the
Brazilian tropical moist forest biome to the official and unofficial roads (green), to the
official roads (red) and to the navigable rivers (blue). The axes scales and limits are the
same as for the MODIS active fire to road and river CFDs shown in Figure 5. It is evident
that the official and unofficial roads combined are closer to all geographic locations than
the navigable rivers, likely because the roads are relatively more uniformly distributed
over the study area (Figure 1). Comparing the geographic distance CFDs illustrated in
Figure 7 with the corresponding fire distance CFDs illustrated in Figure 5 reveals that the
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majority of annual MODIS active fire detections occur closer to the road and river
features than all the geographic locations. This is more clearly evident in Figure 8 which
shows the annual CFDs of the MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detection locations
(colored by year) and the CFD of all the geographic locations (black) to the closest
official and unofficial roads and navigable river features in the study area.

Percentage of Distances

Distance of
geographic locations
to official and
unofficial roads
(green)

Distance of
geographic locations
to navigable rivers
(blue)

Distance of
geographic locations
to official roads
(red)

Distance [km]
Figure 7. Cumulative frequency of the closest distances of geographic locations spaced
every 0.5 km over the study area to the transportation networks. Results shown for the
Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area.

Percentage of Distances
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Distance of active fire
locations to both road
types and navigable
rivers

Distance of all
geographic locations
to both road types
and navigable rivers

Distance [km]
Figure 8. Cumulative frequency of the closest distances from each MODIS active fire
detection (colored by year) and of the geographic locations (gray) to the transportation
networks. Roads are official and unofficial roads, rivers are the navigable rivers,
geographic locations spaced every 0.5 km over the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome
study area.
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Table 7. 50th percentile (median) and 95th percentile distances [km] of all geographic
locations in the study area to the different surface transport networks, by state and for all
states.
Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Median
distance

1.94

4.72

20.11

14.2

95th
percentile
distance

32.3

80.98

97.52

68.96

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

11.17

10.89

1.63

8.03

175.75

119.77

26.17

75.32

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

Amazonas Roraima

Official and Unofficial

Median
distance
95th
percentile
distance

Rondônia

Pará

Acre

2.07

7.59

22.13

48.05

18.69

26.25

1.63

17.27

109.21 106.47

132.17

176.29

130.78

26.18

119.9

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

32.59

Amazonas Roraima

Official roads only
Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Amazonas Roraima

Median
distance

12.91

17.45

42.25

76.23

26.15

29.55

10.32

36.07

95th
percentile
distance

71.39

114.73 170.79

219.42

189.78

132.87

58.98

186.5

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

21.2

332.03

38.03

Navigable rivers only
Rondônia

Pará

Acre

Amazonas Roraima

Median
distance

74.46

45.03

135.32

18.47

65.24

95th
percentile
distance

197.91

292.88 251.57

104.77

232.05

138.05 598.17 367.40
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Table 7 summarizes the 50th and 95th percentile distances of the geographic
locations to the surface transportation networks. Smaller 50th and 95th percentile distances
imply higher spatial density of roads and/or navigable rivers. The lowest percentile
distances, i.e., highest spatial density of features, are observed for Mato Grosso, Pará and
Rondônia and these states also have the highest deforestation rates over the study period
(Table 1). Conversely, Amazonas, Roraima, Amapá and Acre have higher percentile
distances, and hence low road and navigable river density, and also have lower
deforestation rates (Table 1).
Table 8 summarizes the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests used to
compare the CFDs of the closest distances of the geographic locations and the MODIS
active fire locations to the combined surface transportation network of navigable rivers,
official and unofficial roads. A low value of the K-S test statistic implies smaller
differences as compared to higher values that imply larger differences. Mato Grosso, the
state with the highest density of roads and/or navigable rivers (Table 7), has the smallest
difference and Amazonas, the state with the lowest density has the greatest difference.
Minor variations in the K-S test statistic that capture the annual variation in the spatial
distribution of fires, are observed among the states and for all states. For all years and
states the two distributions are significantly different at the 99.99% confidence level. This
implies that for the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome study area, and for the states
within the study area, the observed close proximity of fires to the official and unofficial
roads and navigable rivers is not due to the high density of these transportation networks.
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Table 8. Annual two sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistics comparing (a) the
distance distributions of MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detections to the combined
network of roads (official and unofficial) and navigable rivers with (b) the distance
distributions of all geographic locations to the combined network of roads and navigable
rivers. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic value is bounded from zero (the two
distributions are identical) to unity (the two distributions are not identical); all the
statistics are significantly different at the 99.99% confidence level.
Years

Rondônia

Pará

Acre

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0.3584
0.3465
0.3373
0.3465
0.3206
0.2846
0.2832
0.2517

0.4704
0.4373
0.4501
0.4515
0.4519
0.4161
0.3980
0.4207

0.5815
0.5791
0.5862
0.4995
0.4918
0.4334
0.3619
0.4204

6.0

Amazonas

Roraima

Amapá

Mato
Grosso

All
States

0.5774
0.5515
0.6203
0.5540
0.5837
0.5545
0.5158
0.5417

0.5090
0.5154
0.4888
0.4979
0.5338
0.5206
0.4922
0.5039

0.4345
0.3419
0.3787
0.4491
0.4755
0.3772
0.3042
0.4458

0.2984
0.2897
0.2776
0.2895
0.2466
0.2514
0.2724
0.1904

0.5606
0.5580
0.5498
0.5392
0.5418
0.5027
0.4697
0.4903

Conclusions
This study shows that detectable fire use in the Amazon is strongly associated

with surface transportation networks. In recent decades, major official roads, such as the
Trans-Amazonian highway, have provided the main “skeleton” of access to, and
deforestation of, upland terra firme forests that previously were inaccessible from the
region’s navigable rivers. Unofficial roads have spread from the official roads into the
surrounding forest and their presence best explains the locations of current fire activity.
Although this is expected for frontier areas, where active slash-and-burn deforestation is
occurring, the data presented in this study also indicate extensive reburning of established
cleared lands. Reburning of cleared landscapes will prevent significant natural
reforestation due to the sensitivity of native tree species to burning [Cochrane and
Schulze, 1999].
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This study shows definitively that fire is an anthropogenic phenomenon in the
Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome with 50% and 95% of all MODIS active fire
detections within 1 km and 10 km respectively of a road or navigable river. The
proportion of unmapped unofficial roads is unknown and consequently fire may occur
closer to surface transportation networks than reported here. Fire is a proxy indicator of
human activity along existing surface transportation networks and provides a potentially
useful indicator of where unofficial roads are being built. Although the 50th percentile
distances of fire detections from the transportation networks have remained fairly stable
over the 2003-2010 study period, the chronologically increasing 95th percentile distances
indicate development and concomitant fire use are pushing into previously inaccessible
forests. While forests of different levels of protection status and indigenous lands can
blunt the development pressure along the growing road network [Barber et al., 2012],
expanding accessibility to forested lands is likely to increase deforestation rates in these
newly accessible land areas [Laurance et al., 2001]. Frequent fire along the increasingly
fragmented forest edges of the Amazon will exacerbate the ongoing erosion of these
forests and lead to augmented carbon emissions [Numata et al., 2011]. Since these are the
same locations where both selective logging and previous forest fires have been shown to
occur [Cochrane et al., 1999; Cochrane, 2003], our results indicate that forest
degradation by fire is a serious risk throughout much of Brazilian Amazonia.
The inter-annual variability of fire detection and prevalence among the
Amazonian states reported in this study show how development is evolving across the
basin, with Pará overtaking Mato Grosso as the most fire prone state. The years showing
extremes in fire detection 2005 (most fires) and 2009 (least fires) capture both how
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extensive drought can lead to high fire years, whether intentionally lit or accidentally
spread, and how enforcing new legislation can be exhibited in reduced rates of both
deforestation and fire. While it is encouraging that there has been a 75% reduction in the
annual area deforested in the Brazilian Amazon between 2003 and 2010, it is concerning
that fire detections have only dropped by 5% in the same period. Despite a brief respite in
2009, the amount of fires detected across the Amazon quickly reestablished at high levels
in 2010, even though the deforestation rates remained at much lower levels. This
decoupling of deforestation rates and fire detections signifies that edge forests will
continue to be at high risk of burning and that forest degradation amounts will grow in
regional importance, despite lower deforestation rates, unless fire and land use
management practices are also changed.
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CHAPTER 4

Satellite active fire type classification over the
Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome

Kumar, S.S., & Roy, D.P., 2014, Satellite active fire type classification in the Brazilian
tropical moist forest biome. Submitted to Remote Sensing Environment. (Impact factor:
5.10)

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address research Hypothesis # 3:
Fire types can be distinguished using supervised decision tree classification techniques
applied to predictor variables concerned with fuel flammability, fuel load, fire behavior,
fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to people, and local temperature.
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Abstract
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) spans almost 4 million km2
and is subject to extensive annual fires. BTMFB fires are broadly categorized into three
types: i) Deforestation fires, lit to aid deforestation by burning of slashed, piled and dried
forest biomass, ii) Maintenance fires, lit on agricultural fields or pasture areas to maintain
and clear woody material and to rehabilitate degraded pasture areas, and, iii) Forest fires,
associated with escaped anthropogenic fires or, less frequently, lightning. Information on
the incidence of these fire types is important as they have varying atmospheric emissions
and ecological impacts. A supervised random forest methodology is presented to classify
the fire type of MODIS active fire detections that uses training data that were defined by
consideration of Projeto de Monitoramento do Desflorestamento na Amazonia Legal
(PRODES) 90m annual land cover maps predictor variables concerned with fuel
flammability, fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to
people, and the local temperature. Classification results for more than 1.6 million MODIS
Terra and Aqua active fire detections over the BTMFB for eight years (2003 to 2010) are
presented with an overall fire type classification accuracy of 87.7% (kappa 0.784) and
with maintenance fire type user’s and producer’s classification accuracies >90%, forest
fire type accuracies >83%, and deforestation fire type user’s and producer’s accuracies of
76% and 84% respectively. Local temperature, fire seasonality, and proximity to roads,
were the most influential variables on the fire type classification. The spatial and
temporal distribution of the classified fire types are presented and appear similar to
patterns reported in the available recent literature. The annual number of classified
deforestation fires decreased over the eight year study period and reflect documented
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BTMFB deforestation reductions. In most years there were more classified forest than
maintenance fires and in all years there were fewer deforestation fires.
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1.0

Introduction
The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) supports the world’s largest

contiguous area of tropical forest and has experienced high rates of deforestation over the
last few decades [Fearnside, 2007; Numata et al., 2011] and extensive annual burning
[Setzer and Pereira, 1991; Giglio et al., 2006; Boschetti and Roy, 2008; Chen et al.,
2011; Morton et al., 2013]. Fire is used as the primary tool for forest and agricultural land
clearing and the majority of fires are thought to be anthropogenic. Fires have been
broadly classified into one of three types: i) Maintenance fires, ii) Forest fires, and iii)
Deforestation fires [Cochrane and Schulze, 1999; Nepstad et al., 2001; Schroeder et al.,
2005; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]. Maintenance fires are lit on pasture and arable land to
remove crop residues, shrub and secondary forest re-growth, to reduce pests, and to
encourage nutrient recycling [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Nepstad et al., 2001] and can
burn variable amounts of biomass depending on the vegetation condition and the time
since the last fire application [Cochrane et al., 1999]. Forest fires are almost exclusively
escaped fires lit elsewhere by people or lightning ignited; typically only the forest litter
burns initially but subsequently, especially in drought years, a significant proportion of
the forest biomass may burn [Cochrane et al., 1999; Alencar et al., 2004; Alencar et al.,
2006; Aragão and Shimabukuro, 2010]. Deforestation fires are set by people to clear
forested lands, typically for conversion to agricultural uses, and may burn large volumes
of biomass per unit area and cause ecosystem structural change [Cochrane and Schulze,
1999; Gerwing, 2002] and of the three fire types they generate the most significant
greenhouse and trace gas emissions [van der Werf et al., 2008]. In addition to emissions
estimation, information on the timing, location and incidence of the different fire types
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are important for policy makers and regulatory bodies to monitor and regulate the use of
fire in the region [Morton et al., 2008; GOFC-GOLD, 2010; Morton et al., 2013].
Satellite data have been used to monitor fire activity using active fire detection
algorithms that detect the location of fires burning at the time of satellite overpass and
using burned area algorithms that map the spatial extent of the area affected by fire
[Lentile et al., 2006]. However, despite several decades of satellite remote sensing of fire
there has been no way to reliably classify fire type [Roy et al., 2013]. Fire types in the
Brazilian Amazon have been inferred, without validation, using different techniques
including the geographic context and proximity of satellite active fire detections relative
to thematic land cover classes, roads, and forest edges [Nepstad et al., 2001; Schroeder et
al., 2005; Alencar et al., 2006; Giglio, 2007; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013b]
and by consideration of the temporal persistence of satellite active fire detections [Morton
et al., 2008; Le Page et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013b].
In this paper a supervised random forest classifier is used to classify MODIS
active fire detections. The relative influence of the predictor variables, selected based on
published research on the factors that drive and mediate fire in the Brazilian Amazon, is
quantified to provide insights into their importance for the random forest classification.
Training data are defined by examination of annual Landsat derived land cover time
series and are used to provide a comprehensive fire type classification accuracy
assessment. The Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) study area and the
data are first described, followed by description of the classification methodology,
including the generation of training data and predictor variable parameterization. The
relative importance of the predictor variables are reported in a way that accommodates
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correlation among variables. Fire type classification of eight years (2003-2010) of 1km
MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra and Aqua active fire
detections sensed over all the BTMFB and accuracy results are presented before
concluding remarks and discussion.

2.0

Study area
Figure 1 shows a map of the Brazilian tropical moist forest biome (BTMFB)

study area covering an area of 3,982,550 km2, equivalent to about 46% of Brazil and
about 80% of the Brazilian Legal Amazon. The area lies between 5.140° N to 13.680° S
and 73.67° W to 46.160° W and encompasses the Brazillian states of Rondônia, Pará,
Acre, Amazonas, Roraima, Amapá and portions of Mato Grosso. Vector shape files
delineating the moist forest biome and Brazilian states were obtained from the Instituto
Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis [IBAMA, 2013]. The
roads and navigable rivers are also shown (described in Section 3.3.4) and reflect the
spatial extent of surface transportation networks. The BTMFB study area is extensive,
and encompasses the Equator, and so the fire seasonality varies geographically.
Typically, the fire year in the Brazilian Amazon occurs July to June for regions south of
the equator and January to December for regions north of the [Boschetti and Roy, 2008;
Morton et al., 2008].
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Figure 1. Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome study area (thick black outline)
colored by states, with the official and unofficial roads (gray) and navigable river
banks (blue). The limits of the legal amazon are shown by the green border
3.0

Data

3.1

Satellite active fire data
All the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra (10.30

and 22:30 Equatorial overpass times) and Aqua (13.30 and 01.30 Equatorial overpass
times) active fires detected over the study area from 2002 to 2010 were used. The active
fire detections for 2003 to 2010 were classified. The active fire detections in 2002 were
not classified but were used to parameterize some of the classification predictor variables.
The most recent, Collection 5, Level 2 MODIS 1km Terra and Aqua active fire detection
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products (MOD14 and MYD14) (Giglio et al. 2003) were used. The MODIS Level 2
active fire detection products define the locations of active fires detected at the time of
MODIS overpass and include an estimate of the active fire detection confidence, the 4µm
and the 11µm brightness temperatures [K] of the area around the fire detection, and the
Fire Radiative Power [MW]. One or more fires can occur anywhere within the MODIS
pixel and their detection is dependent on a number of factors including the fire
temperature and size, and the fire position relative to the observed surface pixels
dimensions and the MODIS point spread function [Kaufman et al., 1998; Giglio et al.,
2003; Freeborn et al., 2014]. Following standard practice, the centroid of each MODIS
active fire detection pixel was considered as the geographic location of a single fire. The
MODIS is a whiskbroom sensor and consequently the Level 2 active fire products detect
fires that occur in pixel footprints that increase in area in the along-track and along-scan
directions respectively from approximately 1.0 by 1.0 km at nadir to 2.0 by 4.8 km at the
scan edge [Wolfe et al., 1998]. For this reason the FRP for each active fire detection was
divided by the surface area sensed by the pixel footprint to give FRP defined in terms of
MW km-2 [Kumar et al., 2011]. The Collection 5 MODIS active fire product has an
estimated 3% active fire detection commission error in the Amazon, occurring primarily
over locations with strong thermal contrast, such as patches of bare soil surrounded by
cooler dense vegetation [Schroeder et al., 2008b]. Errors of omission are usually more
prevalent than these commission errors due to surface obscuration by clouds and optically
thick aerosols, and because MODIS may not overpass when fires are occurring [Giglio,
2007; Roy et al., 2008; Schroeder et al., 2008a].
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Figure 2 summarizes the total number of annual MODIS Aqua and Terra, day and
night, active fire detections for 2003 to 2010 over the study area, an eight year total of
1,604,950 active fire detections. The greatest and least number of fires occurred in 2005
and 2009 respectively. The large number of fires in 2005 has been observed by other
researchers [Alencar et al., 2006; Morton et al., 2008; Silvestrini et al., 2011] and is
thought to be related to the extensive drought in that year [Espinoza et al., 2011; Lewis et
al., 2011] when drier conditions increased the probability of escaped agricultural
maintenance fires [Cochrane et al., 1999; Nepstad et al., 2001; Alencar et al., 2004;
Alencar et al., 2006] and opportunistic setting of fires to clear forested land [Araujo et
al., 2009; Araujo et al., 2010]. From 2003 to 2010 annual deforestation decreased by
almost 75% [Assunção et al., 2013; PRODES, 2013; Souza et al., 2013], likely associated
with the promulgation of a 2008 government deforestation policy and the transparency
offered by Brazilian satellite-based forest monitoring efforts [Nepstad et al., 2009;
Assunção et al., 2013]. The low number of active fires in 2009 is perhaps related to this
deforestation policy as a normal number of fires were observed in the non-forest cerrado,
further south of the BTMFB [Ten Hoeve et al., 2012].
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Figure 2. Total number of annual MODIS Aqua and Terra, day and night, active fire
detections over the study area (Figure 1). A total of 1,604,950 MODIS active fires were
detected over the study area from 2003 to 2010. In 2002 (not illustrated) there were
151,085 active fire detections and they were used to parameterize some of the
classification predictor variables.

3.2

PRODES land cover data
Land cover classifications generated by the Brazilian government forest

monitoring program, named PRODES (Projeto de Monitoramento do Desflorestamento
na Amazonia Legal) (PRODES, 2013), for monitoring annual deforestation in the Legal
Amazon were spatially subset for the study area. The PRODES classification defines
90m deforestation, forest, non-forest (savanna, agriculture, urban, rock, flood plain),
water, cloud, and missing data classes. The classification has been updated annually with
respect to a 1997 baseline classification using multiple remote sensing algorithms and
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expert opinion [PRODES 2013]. Only the deforestation class is updated and the year of
deforestation detection and the closest previous year with a non-missing forest class are
encoded as attributes. Any location that is classified as deforested is never subsequently
reclassified to another class (due to regrowth or conversion to agriculture for example).
The accuracy of the PRODES data is unpublished but is considered to reflect a high level
of accuracy and is the only moderate resolution wall-to-wall annual data set that is
available publicly. Souza et al., [2013] report, less than a 2% difference between the
PRODES Brazilian Amazon deforested area for 2000 to 2010 and the deforested area
mapped independently using Landsat data and different techniques.
The PRODES data for 1997 to 2010 were used, and in this period about 6.4% of
the study area pixels were classified as missing or persistently cloudy. As an example,
Figure 3 illustrates the PRODES deforestation detected over the study area in 2003 (red)
and regions that were classified as deforested from 1997 to 2002 (pink).
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Figure 3. Illustrative 2003 PRODES 90m derived land cover map. Deforestation detected
in the year 2003 is shown in red. Deforested areas prior to year 2003 are shown in pink
3.3

Predictor variable data and rationale for their selection
A suite of predictor variables (Table 1) were used to classify the MODIS active

fire detections into forest, deforestation, and maintenance fire types. The variables were
selected based on published research on the factors that drive and mediate fire in the
Brazilian Amazon. The predictor variables are grouped broadly as variables concerned
primarily with fuel flammability, fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal
cycle, proximity to people, and the local temperature. The underlying premise for the
variable selection is that the different fire types may occur where the fuel load and
flammability are different and consequently the fire types may have different fire
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behavior mediated by the local environmental conditions. Moreover, the three fire types
may have different fire seasonality and occur at different times of the day. Table 1
summarizes the predictor variables and the following sub sections detail the rationale for
their selection.

LocalBrighnessTemp11µm
MedianLocalBrighnessTemp11µm
LocalBrighnessTemp4µm
MedianLocalBrighnessTemp4µm

DistRivers
DistRoads

#TFires365d
#AFires365d
#FireDays365d

DayMaxFRP365d
DayMedianFires365d

SumFRP365d
MaxFRP365d

SumPrecip12m
SumPrecip24m

Predictor variable name
SumPrecip1m
SumPrecip2m
SumPrecip3m
SumPrecip6m

Local brightness temperature is the mean brightness
temperature in the window around each active fire
detection of MODIS bands 21(4µm) and 31(11µm).
Median local brightness temperature is the median of
the local brightness temperatures of all detections
occurring within a 1km circular buffer around and
within the past 365 days of each detection location.

Closest Euclidean distance of active fire pixel
centroid to navigable rivers (DistRiver) and to roads
(DistRoads).

#Tfires and #Afires are the number Terra and Aqua
detections respectively and #Fire days are the number
of unique days that fire was detected among the
detections within a 1km circular buffer around and
within the past 365 days of each detection location.

[K]

[km]

Local temperature

Proximity to people

Fire diurnal cycle

Fire seasonality

[unitless
Day
number]

[unitless
count]

Fire behavior

Fuel load

Fuel flammability

Descriptive group

[MW km-2]

[mm]

[mm]

Total precipitation in the past 12 and 24 months at the
active fire detection location including the month of
active fire detection.
SumFRP and MaxFRP are the sum total and the
maximum observed FRP respectively of all the
detections within a 1km circular buffer around and
within the past 365 days of each detection location.
DayMaxFRP is the day when maximum FRP was
observed and DayMedian is the median day (DOY)
of fire occurrences among the detections within a
1km circular buffer around and within the past 365
days of each detection location.

Units

Variable definition
Total precipitation in the past 1, 2, 3 and 6 month(s)
at the active fire detection location including the
month of active fire detection.

Table 1. Fire type classification predictor variables.

MOD/MYD 14 Level 2 collection 5
(LAADS, 2013)

MOD/MYD 14 Level 2 collection 5
(LAADS, 2013)
Vector data for roads and navigable river networks
(IBAMA 2013; Veríssimo et al. 1998)

MOD/MYD 14 Level 2 collection 5
(LAADS, 2013)

MOD/MYD 14 Level 2 collection 5
(LAADS, 2013)

MOD/MYD 14 Level 2 collection 5
(LAADS 2013)

TRMM 3b43 V7 defined monthly for a 0.250x 0.250 grid
(TRMM, 2013)

TRMM 3b43 V7 defined monthly for a 0.250x 0.250 grid
(TRMM 2013)

Data with source(s) shown in parentheses
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The predictor variable values were computed individually for all 1,604,950
MODIS active fire detections over the study area from 2003 to 2010. The predictor
variable values were derived at the centroid of each MODIS active fire detection location
and for certain variables as a summary statistic derived over a 1km circular area centered
on the pixel centroid. A 1km circular area was selected based on Morton et al. (2008)
report that 98% of MODIS Terra and Aqua active fire detections observed over one year
at three static gas flares (Urucu, Amazonas, Brazil; Chuquicamata, Antofagasta, Chile;
Espı´rito-Santo, Brazil) were observed within 1 km of their ground locations. Different
temporal periods prior to the day of each active fire detection were used to compute the
predictor variable values, up to one year prior to detection for the MODIS fire product
related variables, and up to two years prior to detection for the precipitation related
variables. Fixed calendar date ranges were not considered to avoid fire seasonality
reporting issues found for extensive regions and for regions that span the Equator
(Boschetti and Roy 2008).

3.3.1

Precipitation
At regional scales, the number of satellite detected fires in the Brazilian Amazon

has a strong seasonality that is correlated with the amount of antecedent precipitation,
with most fires occurring about three months after the end of the wet season [Kauffman
and Uhl, 1990; Aragão et al., 2008; Morton et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Vasconcelos
et al., 2013]. Precipitation mediates the fuel flammability and the completeness of
combustion [Rothermel and Station, 1986; Carvalho et al., 2001]. In addition,
precipitation may influence people’s decision to set fires, with opportunistic fires lit in
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drought periods to clear land [Cochrane et al., 1999; Nepstad et al., 1999; Cochrane,
2003]. The degree of biomass accumulation available for fire in the Brazilian Amazon
may be related to the antecedent precipitation, although the role of the seasonality of
sunlight and rainfall in biomass production is subject to ongoing debate [Saleska et al.,
2003; Myneni et al., 2007; Morton et al., 2014]. To capture these different influences, the
total precipitation during the month of active fire detection (termed for convenience one
month), and for 2, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months prior to the detection were considered
(SumPrecip#m, Table 1).
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) monthly 0.25o x 0.25o best
precipitation rate estimate product (3B43, V7) [Huffman et al., 1995; Huffman et al.,
2007] for 2000 to 2010 (132 months) was used [TRMM, 2013]. Huffman et al., (1995)
reported relative errors in this product of less than 20% across Amazonia. The monthly
average precipitation rate [mm hr-1] was converted into total monthly precipitation [mm]
taking into account the different number of days in each calendar month.

3.3.2

Fire Radiative Power
The fire radiative power (FRP) is directly proportional to the rate of biomass

combustion [Kaufman et al., 1998; Wooster et al., 2005] and so the MODIS FRP is
expected to be different among the different fire types. For example, the MODIS FRP of
fires occurring in a high fuel load region within the arc of deforestation in northern Mato
Grosso and in a low fuel load woodland savanna in the Northern Territory of Australia
were observed to have markedly different FRP distributions, with many more high FRP
fires in Brazil than Australia [Kumar et al., 2011]. Similarly, MODIS FRP boreal forest
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fire differences were observed between low fuel load surface fires in Russian and high
fuel load crown fires in Alaska and Canada [Wooster and Zhang, 2004]. The MODIS
FRP is typically under-sampled because there are only four MODIS Terra and Aqua
overpasses per day at the Equator, and so fires may not be burning at the time of satellite
overpass and because the fire behavior can fluctuate rapidly in space and time [Schroeder
et al., 2008b; Boschetti and Roy, 2009; Kumar et al., 2011]. To reduce the impact of any
sampling biases, the maximum FRP value within a 1 km buffer around the centroid of the
active fire detection over the previous 365 days was derived (MaxFRP365, Table 1).
The total biomass consumed by fire is linearly related to the temporal integration
of FRP over the fire duration and has been estimated from satellite by summing, or
averaging, FRP over large (0.50 to 10) geographic grids [Roberts et al., 2005; Roberts and
Wooster, 2008; Ellicott et al., 2009] or over satellite mapped burned areas [Boschetti and
Roy, 2009]. As the different fire types are expected to consume different amounts of
biomass, particularly the deforestation and maintenance fire types, the summed FRP for
365 days prior to the active fire detection was derived within a 1 km buffer around the
centroid of the active fire pixel (SumFRP365, Table 1).
The seasonality of the FRP may be different among the fire types as the fire types
may have different fuel loads and be ignited at different times. In an attempt to capture
these influences, the day within a window of 365 days prior to each active fire detection
date when the maximum FRP occurred was derived within a 1 km buffer
(DayMaxFRP365d , Table 1).
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3.3.3

Fire detection counts and seasonality
The regional scale diurnal variation of fire has been studied by examination of

active fire detections derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
satellite sensor which, unlike MODIS, has a variable overpass time [Giglio, 2007]. In
Brazil, TRMM active fire detections were observed to have maximum activity in the
afternoon, most likely due to people setting fires to take advantage of local ambient
conditions such as higher temperatures and lower relative humidity [Kauffman and Uhl,
1990; Giglio, 2007]. The TRMM active fire detections occurred over forests primarily
during the day, peaking between 12:00 and 15:00, while fires over regions dominated by
deforestation and agriculture occurred more broadly through the afternoon and also
during the night [Giglio, 2007]. The relative number of MODIS active fire detections on
Aqua and Terra may be different for the different fire types due to the different Aqua and
Terra overpass times and differences in the fire type diurnal variability. To capture this,
the number of detections within a 1km circular buffer around each detection within the
previous 365 days was derived independently for the active fire detections from MODIS
Terra (#TFires365d, Table 1) and from MODIS Aqua (#AFires365d, Table 1).
Deforestation fires may burn over several days, while maintenance fires typically
last for a few hours within a day, and forest fires burn primarily during the day but can
smolder for up to several weeks and develop active flaming fronts when conditions
become favorable [Cochrane and Laurance, 2002; Schroeder et al., 2008b]. Morton et al.
(2008) suggested that fires occurring in the same location over two or more days are
likely to be deforestation fires. To capture these potential fire type persistence
differences, the number of unique calendar days with at least one active fire detection,
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within a 1km circular buffer, within the previous 365 days of each detection centroid was
derived (#FireDays365d, Table 1). As noted previously, the three fire types may occur at
predominantly different times of the fire season. In an attempt to capture this, the day of
the year when 50% of the total Terra and Aqua active fire detections were detected within
the 1km circular buffer within the previous 365 days was also derived (DayMedian365d,
Table 1).

3.3.4

Distance to roads and navigable rivers
The majority of fires in the Brazilian Amazon have been observed to occur close

to surface transportation networks. Adeney et al., [2009] observed that 90% of satellite
active fire detections derived from a variety of polar orbiting satellites occurred within 10
km of official roads in the Brazilian Amazon. Similarly, 50% and 95% of MODIS active
fire detections were found to occur within 1 km and 10 km respectively of official and
unofficial roads and navigable rivers in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome
[Kumar et al., 2014]. The distance to roads and navigable rivers may be different among
the fire types. For example, Adeney et al. (2009) observed differences in fire to road
relationships derived inside and outside of protected areas, and Kumar et al. (2014)
observed regional variations in fire to road/river relationships among states that had
different deforestation rates. To capture this difference, the distance of each MODIS
active fire pixel centroid to the nearest official and unofficial road (DistRoads, Table 1),
and to the nearest navigable river bank (DistRivers, Table 1) was derived following the
method reported in Kumar et al., (2014).
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Official road data were digitized from maps created using government sources,
last updated February 6th 2007, obtained from the Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e
dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis (IBAMA, 2013) and define road center lines (one
dimensional line/arc segments) for federal, state, and certain private roads. Unofficial
road data were derived by expert visual interpretation and digitization of wall-to-wall
Amazonian Landsat imagery acquired from the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
for 1982 through February 6th 2008 obtained from the Instituto do Homem e Meio
Ambiente da Amazônia (Imazon) (http://www.imazon.org.br). Navigable river data were
also obtained from Imazon and define the polygons of river banks for navigable rivers
wider than approximately 1000 m and river center line vectors for narrower navigable
rivers. The river data were manually digitized and their navigability status established
from interviews held with community leaders and river traders and by inspection of
government reports and river surveys [Barros and Uhl, 1995; Veríssimo et al., 1998].
Figure 4 illustrates the official, unofficial and navigable river data. The red dots in
Figure 4 show the 2005 MODIS active fire detections; the year that had the highest
number of detections (Figure 2). It is evident that the majority of the detected fires occur
close to the roads and navigable rivers [Kumar et al., 2014].
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Figure 4. All MODIS Aqua and Terra day and night active fire detections for 2005 (the
year of maximum active fire detections; Figure 2) with official and unofficial roads
(gray) and navigable river banks (blue).

3.3.5

Local brightness temperature
The local temperature of the three fire types may be different because of

differences in the local surface cover (e.g., vegetation and soil cover) and condition, and
the degree of char and mineral ash deposition. Forest and deforestation fire types occur in
forests which, due to their vegetation cover and drainage, are likely to have different
fluxes of latent and sensible heat compared to maintenance fires that occur on pasture and
crop lands [Carlson et al., 1994; Weng et al., 2004; Bagley et al., 2013; Brando et al.,
2014]. The local surface temperature may be modified by any change in albedo caused by
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deposition of char and mineral ash [Jin and Roy, 2005; Roy et al., 2010]. In addition,
there may be differences in the proportion of satellite observed ground and so
temperature. For example, forest fires are expected to occur where there is less satellite
observable bare ground due to forest canopy obscuration [Asner and Warner, 2003].
Accurate spatially and temporally explicit land surface temperature estimates are
difficult to derive at regional scale (Wan 2014) and are not always available for each
MODIS active fire detection. In this study the 4 µm and 11 µm brightness temperatures
reported in the MODIS active fire product were used. The MODIS active fire detection
algorithm is a contextual algorithm that defines candidate active fires as those with
elevated 4 µm and 11 µm brightness temperatures, and then applies a contextual
approach to reject false detections by examining the relative brightness temperatures of
neighboring non-candidate non-cloudy pixels [Giglio et al., 2003]. Neighboring pixels in
a 3 x 3 km pixel window centered on the candidate pixel are considered in this process
and the window dimensions are increased progressively, up to a maximum of 21 x 21
pixels, until there are sufficient neighboring pixels to enable a reliable brightness
temperature comparison. The mean 4 µm and 11 µm brightness temperatures in the
window around each active fire detection are reported in the MODIS Level 2 active fire
product and were used in this study for each active fire detection
(LocalBrightnessTemp4m and LocalBrightnessTemp11µm, Table 1). In addition, the
median 4 µm and the median 11 µm brightness temperatures were derived from all the
active fire detections within a 1km circular buffer within the past 365 days of each
detection location to capture the temperatures under average burning conditions
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(MedianLocalBrightnessTemp4µm and MedianLocalBrightness11µm, Table 1). The
median rather than the mean was used because it is robust to outliers.

4.0

Methods

4.1

Training data definition
Supervised classification methods develop statistical classification rules using

training data that consist of representative predictor variable samples and corresponding
class values [Foody and Mathur, 2004]. In this study, a conservative training data
generation method was implemented to derive a set of unambiguous MODIS active fire
training fire type class (forest, deforestation, maintenance) examples and corresponding
predictor variable values.
In order to ensure high quality training data, only a subset of the 2003 to 2012
MODIS active fire detections over the BTMFB that met three selection criteria were
considered. First, only active fire detections with high detection confidence (≥80%) were
selected. Second, only near-nadir active fire detections detected at MODIS scan angle
≤24º were selected to ensure a near circular pixel footprint no greater than 1.10 km and
1.24 km in the track and scan dimensions respectively [Wolfe et al., 2002]. Third, only
active fire detections that had non-cloudy and non-missing PRODES land cover classes
in a 0.5 km circular buffer around the active fire detection centroid in the PRODES data
the year before and in the year of the active fire detection were selected. A 0.5 km buffer
ensured that only the land cover classes within the foot print of the near-nadir MODIS
detection pixel were considered.
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The fire type of the selected MODIS active fire detections were then derived by
consideration of the annual PRODES land cover data. The 90m PRODES land cover
classes within a 0.5km buffer around the active fire pixel centroid for the year before and
the year of detection were considered to assign training fire type using the following
rules:

Forest fire type – if all 90m pixels in the 0.5 km buffer were forest classes in both years.

Maintenance fire type - if all 90m pixels in the 0.5 km buffer were non-forest classes
(savanna, agriculture, urban, rock, flood plain).

Deforestation fire type – if the spatial union for both years of the 90 m pixels classified
as deforestation covered the entire 0.5 km buffer area.

The above rules provide internally consistent training data with respect to the
PRODES classification scheme and are very strictly defined. Ideally training data are
selected with a sampling strategy so that they reflect the different class proportions
[Foody and Mathur, 2004]. The underlying population is unknown but to investigate this,
the proportions of the training data fire types are examined and presented in the results
section.
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4.2

Classification
The random forest classifier was used as it is an established supervised classifier

that can accommodate non–monotonic and nonlinear relationships between variables and
makes no assumptions concerning their statistical distributions (Breiman 2001). Random
forests are an ensemble form of decision tree classification where many trees are grown
by recursively partitioning a random subset of the training data into more homogeneous
subsets referred to as nodes. The random forest classifier provides reduced likelihood of
over-fitting predictor variables to the training data by independently fitting a large
number of decision trees, with each tree grown using a random subset of the training data
and a limited number of randomly selected predictor variables [Breiman, 2001].
The R software RANDOMFOREST package (http:// www.r-project.org/) was
implemented on a 64bit Linux computer with 128GB of memory in order to
accommodate the large amount of required data processing. The default random forest
parameter settings were used - a total of 500 trees were grown with each tree considering
63.2% of all the training data selected at random with replacement and considering four
randomly selected predictor variables per tree. Each tree predicted the fire type class for
the remaining 36.8% of the Out Of the Bag (OOB) data. The majority vote of the
predicted OOB classes over the 500 trees was used to provide an unbiased accuracy
estimate without the need to further set aside portions of training data for validation
[Breiman, 2001; Strobl et al., 2008]. The training data fire types and their corresponding
predicted fire types were used to generate a two-way confusion matrix. Conventional
accuracy statistics (classification percent correct, kappa, user’s and producer’s accuracy)
were then derived from the confusion matrix [Foody, 2002]. The resulting random forest
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of 500 trees was used to classify the fire type of all the 1,604,950 MODIS active fire
detections for 2003 to 2010.
4.3

Analysis of predictor variable importance
The relative importance of each predictor variable in explaining the random forest

fire type classification was investigated. There are several random forest performance
metrics that may be used to rank predictor variable importance [Breiman, 2001; Strobl et
al., 2008]. In this study the Mean Decrease in Gini (MDG) was used as it is considered to
provide a robust random forest variable importance measure for classification analyses.
The Gini is a measure of the homogeneity of subsets at each node and the MDG
quantifies the mean decrease in Gini over all trees; higher MDG values imply higher
variable importance [Calle and Urrea, 2011; Nicodemus, 2011].
Random forest measures of variable importance may become biased if the
predictor variables are correlated [Hothorn et al., 2006; Strobl et al., 2008]. In this study
a simple approach, similar to the procedure followed by Tulbure et al., [2012], to reduce
this bias was implemented. The predictor variables were grouped as variables concerned
with fuel flammability, fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle,
proximity to people, and local temperature (Table 1). The variables within each group
that were derived from the same data but over different reporting periods were expected
to be correlated. Only the variables in the proximity to people group (DistRoads and
DistRivers) were derived from different data sources. Consequently, the DistRoads and
DistRivers variables were placed into two separate groups for the purposes of the
following analyses to give a total of eight groups.
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All the possible combinations of predictor variables, found by selecting one
predictor variable from each of the eight groups, were considered. If the training data for
the predictor variables within any combination had a significant absolute correlation
greater than a certain threshold, then the combination was discarded. This was necessary
to reduce bias in the MDG ranking. Using a high threshold would increase the bias, using
a low threshold would reduce the number of possible combinations and so the number of
groups that could be ranked. The random forest classifier was run for each remaining
combination of training data. For each remaining combination the MDG was computed
for each variable and the rank within that combination of variables was assigned to the
group from which the variable was selected. The number of times a group was ranked
each rank over all the different runs was computed to assess the importance of each group
on the fire type classification.

5.0

Results

5.1

Training data
Of the 1,604,950 MODIS active fire detections, 334,637 had high (≥80%)

detection confidence and were sensed near-nadir (scan angle ≤ 24º). From these only
29,694 (1.8% of the ~1.6 million) could be assigned a fire type because they occurred
within non-cloudy and non-missing PRODES land cover classes in a 0.5 km circular
buffer in the year before and the year of active fire detection. Table 2 summarizes the
training data. Over the eight years the percentage of active fire detections used for
training varied from 1.31% to 3.00% of the total annual number of available detections.
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Table 2. Fire type training data summary showing the number of selected MODIS active
fire detections and the allocated fire type proportions by year and the eight year total.
Year

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
All 8 years

Annual
number of
MODIS
active fires
detections
used for
training
3879
5175
3644
3056
4494
1995
1750
5701
29694

Percentage
(%) of all
annual
MODIS
active fire
detections
(Figure 2)

Number of
maintenance
fire types
(annual
proportion
in
parentheses)

Number of
forest fire
types
(annual
proportion
in
parentheses)

Number of
deforestatio
n fire types
(annual
proportion
in
parentheses)

1.92 1864 (0.48)
1.96 2957 (0.57)
1.31 1940 (0.53)
1.41 2096 (0.69)
1.87 2360 (0.53)
1.67 1372 (0.69)
1.88 1298 (0.74)
3.00 2639 (0.46)
1.85 16526 (0.56)

730 (0.19)
956 (0.18)
1054 (0.29)
819 (0.27)
1831 (0.41)
534 (0.27)
412 (0.24)
3027 (0.53)
9363 (0.31)

1285 (0.34)
1262 (0.24)
650 (0.18)
141 (0.05)
303 (0.07)
89 (0.04)
40 (0.02)
35 (0.01)
3848 (0.13)

The maintenance fire type training data had the greatest proportion among the fire
types for all years, except 2010, and was typically >0.5. The forest fire type proportion
varied from less than 0.2 in 2003 and 2004 up to 0.53 in 2010. The deforestation fire type
proportions decreased from 0.34 in 2003 to 0.01 in 2010. This significant decline in the
deforestation fire type training data proportion is expected and reflects the documented
reductions in deforestation that are discussed at the end of Section 3.1. The reported fire
type training proportions are broadly similar to those reported over different spatial and
temporal spans by other researchers (Morton et al., 2008; Ten Hove et al., 2012) and
indicate that the training data broadly reflect the underlying populations.
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5.2

Fire type classification accuracy results
The fire type confusion matrix generated by consideration of the 29,694 training

data and their corresponding random forest fire type classification is shown in Table 3.
The overall fire type classification accuracy was 87.7% with a kappa of 0.784 and the
lowest producer’s and user’s fire type classification accuracies were 83.6% and 75.8%
respectively. These results indicate quite reasonable fire type classification accuracies.

Table 3. Fire type confusion matrix results generated by consideration of the 29,694
training data (Table 2) and their corresponding random forest fire type classification.

Classified fire type
Training fire
type
Maintenance
Forest
Deforestation
Column Total
User's
Accuracy

Maintenance
15390
948
188
16526

Forest Deforestation
1216
396
524
7768
379
2885
9363
3805

Row Total
17002
9240
3452

Producer's
Accuracy
90.52%
84.07%
83.57%

n=29694
93.13%

82.96%

75.82%

Among the three fire types, the maintenance fire type had the highest user’s and
producer’s accuracies (>90%). This is likely because maintenance fires occur under quite
different conditions compared to the other two fire types and are less likely to be
obscured by the overstorey vegetation found in forested systems. Of the 17,002
maintenance fire type training data only about 2% and 7% were misclassified as
deforestation and forest fires respectively. The forest fire type had similar user’s and
producer’s accuracies of about 83% and 84% respectively with about 6% and 10% of the
forest fire training data misclassified as deforestation and maintenance fire types
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respectively. The greater relative confusion between the maintenance and forest fire types
is somewhat expected as maintenance fires and forest fires may burn similar low fuel
loads and so may exhibit similar fire behavior [Cochrane et al., 1999; Alencar et al.,
2004; Alencar et al., 2006]. The deforestation fire type had the lowest user’s and
producer’s accuracies of 76% and 84% respectfully, with about 5% and 11% of the
deforestation fire training data misclassified as maintenance and forest fire types
respectively. Greater classification confusion between the forest and deforestation fire
types is expected as they both occur in forested systems and as discussed previously
forest fires that burn more than once may consume significant amounts of biomass like
deforestation fires.
To ensure that the classification results summarized in Table 3 were not unduly
influenced by the amount and distribution of the training data, the classification and
accuracy assessment was repeated using 25%, 33%, 50% and 75% of the 29,694 training
data (selected at random without replacement). The resulting overall fire type
classification accuracy and kappa values were lower than found using all 29,694 data but
were still quite high at 82.97%, 0.699 (25%), 84.01%, 0.718 (33%), 84.97%, 0.735
(50%), and 87.06%, 0.773 (75%) respectively. This indicates that the predictor variables
have captured the underlying variability among the fire types even under low sampling
conditions and that our final classification results are not unduly affected by the
seemingly low (1.8%) proportion of available training data that were used (Table 2).
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5.3

Classified fire types in the BTMFB
Figure 5 summarizes the fire type classifications of all the MODIS active fire

detections sensed over the BTMFB for 2003 to 2010. The majority fire type over the
eight years in 7 km × 7 km grid cells are illustrated to enable all the years of fire type
classifications to be visualized as a single map. The overall fire type classification results
appear geographically plausible. Deforestation classified fires occurred primarily in the
“arc of deforestation” spanning the states of Acre, Rondônia, Pará and Mato Grosso that
are known to be the states with the highest deforestation rates [PRODES, 2013]. Forest
fires occurred primarily in the interior forested regions along navigable river and road
networks and also over old deforestation regions throughout the study area (Figures 1 and
3). Maintenance classified fires occurred over non-forest regions, noticeably over the
states of Roraima, Amapá and also over certain old deforestation regions in the states of
Rondônia, Pará, and portions of Mato Grosso (Figure 3).

Latitude
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Maintenance fires

Forest fires

Deforestation fires

Longitude

Figure 5. 2003-2010 fire type classification results showing the majority classified
fire type in 7 km × 7 km gridcells (a total of 1,604,950 classified MODIS active fire
detections).

Figure 6 shows the annual number of classified fire types. In every year there
were more classified forest fires than maintenance fires, except for 2009 (the year with
the fewest MODIS active fire detections) and in all years there were fewer deforestation
fires. As the number of MODIS active fire detections varies among years it is useful to
consider the annual proportions of the three classified fire types (tabulated in Table 4).
Over the eight years the classified deforestation fire type proportion had the greatest
inter-annual variation (range and variance), followed by the forest and then the
maintenance classified fire type proportions. In the beginning of the study period (2003
and 2004) the fire type proportions were quite similar but decoupled subsequently. Most
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noticeably the proportion of deforestation classified fires declined from around 0.3 in
2003 and 2004 to 0.07 in 2010. This decline matches the documented almost 75%
decrease in deforestation from 2003 to 2010 [Assunção et al., 2013; PRODES, 2013;
Souza et al., 2013]. The greatest numbers of classified forest fires occurred in 2007 and
2010 and this was also noted by Morton et al. (2013) over southern Amazonia and by
[Brando et al., 2014] over eastern Mato Grosso and was suggested as being related to the
drier conditions in these years (Morton et al. 2013; Brando et al. 2014).

Figure 6. Annual number of MODIS active fire detections classified as forest fires
(green), maintenance fires (blue), or deforestation fires (red). The total annual number of
MODIS active fire detections (black) are also shown.
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Table 4. Classification results summary showing the annual number of MODIS active
fire detections and the number and proportion classified into the three fire type
proportions by year and eight year total.
Year

Annual
number of
MODIS
active fires
detections
(see Figure 2)

Number of
classified
maintenance
fire types (annual
proportion in
parentheses)

Number of
classified
forest
fire types (annual
proportion in
parentheses)

201519
264356
278747
217343
239976
119518
93208
190283
1604950

65462 (0.32)
84987 (0.32)
97328 (0.35)
80012 (0.37)
82530 (0.34)
47745 (0.40)
43673 (0.47)
71953 (0.38)
573690 (0.36)

80153 (0.4)
96290 (0.36)
104936 (0.38)
99085 (0.46)
118831 (0.50)
51383 (0.43)
40121 (0.43)
104615 (0.55)
695414 (0.43)

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
All 8 years

Number of
classified
deforestation
fire types
(annual
proportion in
parentheses)
55904 (0.28)
83079 (0.31)
76483 (0.27)
38246 (0.18)
38615 (0.16)
20390 (0.17)
9414 (0.10)
13715 (0.07)
335846 (0.21)

Figures 7 and 8 show the fire type classifications results for 2003 and 2010
respectively, i.e., the beginning and end years of the study period. The individual fire
type proportions (shades of grey) and the majority fire type (colors) in 14 km × 14 km
gridcells are illustrated. The spatial distributions of the classified fires types in 2003 and
2010 broadly reflect the distributions discussed with respect to the eight year results
shown in Figure 5.
In 2003 and 2010 there were similar annual proportions of the classified
maintenance fire type, 0.32 and 0.38 respectively (Table 4) and their geographic
distributions appear broadly similar (Figures 7 and 8). Notably however, there were more
classified maintenance fires in 2010 in central and northern Rondônia than in 2003 when
most of the fires in that region were classified as forest fires. This may be expected if
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deforested or degraded forests were converted into agricultural or pastoral lands in this
time period (Morton et al. 2008 Aragao and Shomabukuru 2010).
In 2003 and 2010 the annual proportions of the classified forest fire type were less
similar, 0.4 and 0.55 respectively, and their geographic distributions are quite different in
many regions. Notably, over north central Roraima, a distinct belt of classified forest fires
along the west of the main classified maintenance fire region is apparent in 2003 but not
in 2010. The forest fires in this specific region have been documented by Xaud et al.,
[2013] as due to escaped agricultural maintenance fires burning the forest in 2003 and
2007 under abnormally dry conditions. A similar distribution of classified forest fire
types were also observed in this region for 2007 but not for 2004-2006 and 2008-2010
(not illustrated). Higher forest fire activity is observed in 2010 relative to 2003 over
regions in eastern Mato Grosso, south east and central Pará, where in 2003 deforestation
and maintenance fires were predominantly classified. Higher instances of forest fires over
eastern Mato Grosso have been documented by Brando et al. (2014) for 2010.
In 2003 and 2010 the annual proportions of the classified deforestation fire type
were 0.28 and 0.07 respectively and this difference is evident geographically. There were
far greater incidences of classified deforestation fires over the “Arc of Deforestation” in
2003 than in 2010, and this pattern has been corroborated in the literature [PRODES,
2013; Souza et al., 2013] and is particularly apparent in Figures 7 and 8 along the main
road networks in southern Pará and in central southern and east southern Mato Grosso.
Deforestation was still ongoing in 2010 throughout the “Arc of Deforestation” albeit at a
much reduced rate as compared to 2003 [PRODES, 2013; Souza et al., 2013] and this is
seen when comparing the deforestation fire type proportion maps for 2003 and 2010.
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Forest Fires

Latitude

Maintenance Fires

Maintenance fires Forest fires Deforestation fires

Deforestation Fires

Longitude

Figure 7. 2003 fire type classification results showing the three classified fire type
proportions in
grey shades
(proportion: 0 > light grey ≤ 1/3; 1/3 > medium
grey ≤ 2/3; 2/3 > dark grey ≤ 1) and the majority (colored) classified fire type in 14 km ×
14 km gridcells. A total of 201,519 (Figure 2) classified MODIS active fire detections.
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Forest Fires

Latitude

Maintenance Fires

Maintenance fires Forest fires Deforestation fires

Deforestation Fires

Longitude

Figure 8. 2010 fire type classification results showing the three classified fire type
proportions in grey shades (proportion: 0 > light grey ≤ 1/3; 1/3 > medium
grey ≤ 2/3; 2/3 > dark grey ≤ 1) and the majority (colored) classified fire type in 14 km ×
14 km gridcells. A total of 190,283 (Figure 2) classified MODIS active fire detections.
Figure 9 shows the mean monthly number of MODIS active fire detections (over
2003 to 2010) that were classified into the three fire types. The majority of the fire
detections occur during the southern hemisphere dry season between June and December
with most inter-annual variability (vertical lines show ±0.5σ) in July, August and
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September. As for the annual classification results (Figure 6) there were generally more
classified forest fires than maintenance and deforestation fires. However, there were
relatively fewer forest fires than the other two classified fire types in January to June
corresponding to the southern hemisphere wet season when forest fires are less likely to
spread and burn for long periods [Morton et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2013a; Vasconcelos et
al., 2013].

Figure 9. Mean monthly number of MODIS active fire detections (black) for 2003 to
2010 and the mean monthly number of detections classified as forest fires (green),
maintenance fires (blue), or deforestation fires (red). The vertical lines show the monthly
mean values ±0.5σ and are shown offset in the x-axis for visual clarity.
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5.4

Analysis of predictor variable importance for fire type classification
Table 5 summarizes the correlations between all the predictor variables

considering all the MODIS active fire detections for 2003 to 2010. The variables are
shown grouped, as Table 1, as variables concerned primarily with fuel flammability, fuel
load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to people, and the local
temperature. In addition, the variables DistRoads and DistRivers variables (proximity to
people group) were split into two separate groups as they were derived from different
data sources and had a relatively low correlation of 0.14. The lowest absolute correlation
values among the variables within each of the eight groups were observed in the fuel
flammability group (correlations of 0.19 and -0.3 between SumPrecip1m and
SumPrecip3m and between SumPrecip1m and SumPrecip6m respectively). The
correlations between the variables within the other groups were all >0.32. Consequently,
an absolute correlation threshold of 0.3 (Section 4.3) was selected.
All the possible combinations of predictor variables found by selecting one
predictor variable from each of the groups were considered. If the training data for the
predictor variables within any combination had a significant correlation greater than the
absolute correlation threshold (0.3) then the combination was discarded. This meant that
the predictor variables DistRivers (a group on its own), SumPrecip6m and SumFrp365d
were not used in the combination analysis because one or more of them always had an
absolute correlation value >0.3 with a variable from another group (Table 5). The random
forest classifier was run independently for the 144 remaining variable combinations of
training data and the Mean Decrease in Gini (MDG) computed and ranked for each run.
In this way, effectively, only seven groups were considered.

0.20
0.02

0.37
0.20
0.17
0.02
-0.01

0.18
0.14
-0.01
-0.02
0.18

SumPrecip12m
SumPrecip24m
SumFRP365d
MaxFRP365d
DayMaxFRP365d
DayMedianFires365d

SumPrecip6m

-0.16
0.00
0.00

MedianLocalBrighnessTemp11 µ m
LocalBrighnessTemp4 µ m
MedianLocalBrighnessTemp4 µ m

-0.04

-0.05

-0.14

-0.15

-0.20

LocalBrighnessTemp11 µ m

-0.06

-0.07

-0.10

-0.05

-0.07

0.01

0.04

-0.06

-0.06

-0.14

-0.13

0.14

0.08
0.09
-0.09

-0.37

-0.14

-0.05

-0.06

-0.06

-0.13

-0.12

0.03

0.00

0.04

0.02

-0.07

0.16
0.08

0.03

DistRoads

0.12

0.21
-0.43
-0.03

-0.07

DistRivers

0.18

0.53

-0.11
0.04

0.11

-0.08
0.11

0.04

#FireDays365d

0.07

0.03

0.04

0.02

-0.06

0.17

0.53

-0.12
0.03
0.09

-0.09
0.09

0.02

#AFires365d

0.25
-0.06

0.04

-0.05

-0.05
0.60

0.06

0.05

0.01

#TFires365d

0.19

-0.25

-0.09

-0.21

-0.09

0.19

-0.10

0.85

SumFRP365d
-0.11

0.21

MaxFRP365d

0.22

-0.07
0.18

-0.22

-0.17

-0.06

-0.11
-0.04

0.00

-0.01

0.87

SumPrecip12m
-0.08

0.32

0.38

SumPrecip24m

0.01

0.23

0.89

0.19
-0.30

SumPrecip2m

SumPrecip6m

0.65

SumPrecip3m

SumPrecip3m

0.40

SumPrecip1m
SumPrecip2m

0.85

DayMaxFRP365d

DayMedianFires365d
0.03

0.03

-0.13

-0.12

0.03

0.03

0.02

-0.13

-0.12

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.06

0.04

-0.10

-0.08

-0.02

-0.01

0.25
-0.04

0.93

-0.05

0.87
-0.22

-0.19

#AFires365d
0.18

0.75
-0.17

-0.14

-0.17

-0.14

#TFires365d
-0.13

-0.12

0.24

#FireDays365d
-0.02

-0.04

0.03

0.01

-0.04

DistRivers
0.05

0.04

0.16

0.16

-0.14

DistRoads
-0.01

-0.01

-0.03

-0.03

LocalBrighnessTemp11 µm
0.49

0.78

0.68
0.51

MedianLocalBrighnessTemp11 µm
0.68

0.65

LocalBrighnessTemp4 µm

Table 5. Predictor variable correlation values computed considering all 1,604,950 MODIS active fire
detections for years 2003-2010 (Figure 2). All the correlations were significant at the 99.99%
confidence interval. The green and red shades show positive and negative correlations respectively. The
variables groups (thick outlines; see Section 4.3 for details) are concerned primarily with fuel
flammability (SumPrecip#m), fuel load (SumPrecip#m), fire behavior (SumFRP365d, MaxFRP365d),
fire seasonality (DayMaxFRP365d, DayMedianFires365d), fire diurnal cycle (#T/AFires365d,
FireDays365d), distance to roads (DistRoads), distance to Rivers (DistRoads), and local temperature
(LocalBrighnessTemp4&11µm,MedianLocalBrighnessTemp4&11µm).
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Table 6. Variable importance summary showing for each of the seven predictor variable
groups the percentage of times (out of 144 runs) that the one variable from that group had
a particular Mean Decrease in Gini (MDG) ranking. . The seven variable groups (see
Section 5.4 for details) are concerned primarily with local temperature
(LocalBrighnessTemp4&11µm, MedianLocalBrighnessTemp4&11 µm), fire seasonality
(DayMaxFRP365d, DayMedianFires365d), distance to roads (DistRoads), fuel
flammability (SumPrecip#m), fire behavior (SumFRP365d, MaxFRP365d), fuel load
(SumPrecip#m), and fire diurnal cycle (#A/TFires365d, #FireDays365d).
Rank

Predictor variable
group

1

2

3

Local temperature

61%

38%

1%

Fire seasonality

39%

20%
42%

4

5

31%

9%

1%

56%

2%

Fuel flammability

1%

42%

58%

Fire behavior

12%

44%

13%

32%

3%

28%

68%

Distance to roads

Fuel load
Fire diurnal cycle

6

7

100%

Table 6 summarizes the variable importance, showing for each of the seven
groups the percentage (out of 144 runs) that a variable from the group had a particular
MDG ranking (from one to seven). The predictor variable group describing the local
temperature variables was most frequently the most important variable group followed by
the fire seasonality group. The distance to road variable was usually the third most
important in explaining the random forest fire type classification. The fuel flammability
and the fire behavior groups had similar and intermediate importance. The fuel load
group had less importance and the fire diurnal group had unambiguously the least
importance.
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Considering the incremental contribution of each ranked variable group to the
overall fire type classification accuracy generated using all the training data indicated
only about a 3% to 5% improvement in the classification accuracy as each ranked
variable group was added (Table 7). Using just the highest ranked local temperature
variables provided a 64.5% (kappa 0.357) overall fire type classification, and using all the
variables from the seven ranked groups provided 86.1% (0.755 kappa) overall fire type
classification accuracy. Clearly, all the variable groups have some explanatory power but
all the variables in concert (Table 3) are needed to maximize the fire classification
accuracy to the accuracy level reported in Section 5.2. The reasons for the ordering of the
importance of the predictor variables in explaining the random forest fire type
classification are complex as the relative variable importance may change under different
conditions. Despite this, the most important variable group, local temperature, was most
likely capturing differences in the vegetation and soil cover and condition among the fire
types and their temporal variation. The fire seasonality group was also important and
most likely captured differences in the timing and the maximum rate of burn among the
fire types. The third most important was the distance to roads that is related to people as a
source of ignitions and their land use activity.
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Table 7. Random forest fire type classification accuracies generated considering the
incremental contribution of each ranked variable group (Table 5) and computed using the
29,694 training data extracted for 2003 to 2010 (Table 2).

Predictor variable group(s) used for classification

Percent kappa
correct
(%)

Local temperature

64.53

0.357

Local temperature, Fire Seasonality

69.69

0.460

Local temperature, Fire Seasonality, Distance to roads

73.83

0.536

Local temperature, Fire Seasonality, Distance to roads, Fuel flammability
Local temperature, Fire Seasonality, Distance to roads, Fuel
flammability, Fire behavior
Local temperature, Fire Seasonality, Distance to roads, Fuel
flammability, Fire behavior, Fuel load
Local temperature, Fire Seasonality, Distance to roads, Fuel
flammability, Fire behavior, Fuel load, Fire diurnal cycle

75.71

0.572

79.88

0.647

83.89

0.716

86.10

0.755

6.0

Conclusions
This study has demonstrated a new and validated methodology to classify MODIS

active fire detections over the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) into
forest, deforestation and maintenance fire types. Eight years of active fire detections
(2003 to 2010) were classified with an overall fire type classification accuracy of 87.7%
and a kappa of 0.784. The reported spatio–temporal distribution of the classified fire
types was geographically plausible and in agreement over regions and periods observed
and documented by previous researchers.
The fire type classification accuracy is dependent on the quality and
appropriateness of the supervised classification algorithm, the predictor variables, and the
training data. A state of the practice random forest classifier algorithm was used to reduce
overfitting of the training data and because it makes no assumptions concerning the
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statistical distributions of the predictor variables and can accommodate non–monotonic
and nonlinear relationships among variables [Breiman, 2001]. The predictor variables
were not selected arbitrarily but rather based on published research on the factors that
drive and mediate fire in the Brazilian Amazon, concerned primarily with fuel
flammability, fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to
people, and the local temperature. The fire type classification training data were strictly
defined and internally consistent with respect to the Brazilian government forest
monitoring program (PRODES) classification scheme (PRODES 2013). Of the
approximately 1.6 million MODIS active fire detections that were classified only 1.8%
were used to derive training data, providing confidence that the high reported
classification accuracy was not driven by the use of an excessive amount of training data.
Research to validate further the fire type classification results is recommended.
Large area fire product validation is complicated by the ephemeral nature of fire and
difficulties in obtaining timely independent reference data [Roy and Boschetti, 2009;
Schroeder et al., 2008b). However, comparison of the fire type classification results with
independent fire type reference data, such as ground based observations or higher spatial
resolution interpreted satellite data, is recommended. In particular, the extent to which the
three fire types are mixed within MODIS 1km active fire detection pixels is unknown and
cannot be classified by the present methodology. All the fire types may occur in close
proximity, for example, maintenance and deforestation fires may escape into forest edges
to cause forest fires [Cochrane and Laurance, 2002; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012). Similar fire
type classification of moderate spatial resolution satellite active fire detection data, for
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example from ASTER or Landsat [Schroeder et al., 2008b], may be helpful to examine
this active fire detection scale issue.
The fire type classification results presented in this study may improve the
regional modelling of greenhouse and trace gas emissions and their transport.
Methodologies currently do not consider the fire type explicitly and typically model
emissions on the basis of the dominant land cover or vegetation type where active fires
are detected [Castellanos et al., 2013; Freitas et al., 2005; Ichoku and Ellison, 2013; van
der Werf et al., 2008). The spatial distribution of the classified fire types may help
provide more reliable parameterization of the biomass loading, combustion completeness,
and emission factors that differ among the fire types. The temporal distribution of the
classified fire types may also be useful to parameterize seasonal variations in combustion
completeness and emission factors [Castellanos et al., 2013].
The results of this work may help policy makers and regulatory bodies to consider
the role of fire in the BTMFB. In particular, the spatial and temporal distribution of fire
types may help identify regions experiencing repeated forest fires needed to reduce the
incidence of future forest fires. Seasonal knowledge of the different fire type proportions
may assist policy makers more effectively regulate and limit fire to specific periods to
minimize the occurrence of forest fires due to escaped maintenance and deforestation
fires. Application of the methodology to the continuing MODIS and the follow on Suomi
NPP Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) active fire detection record
[Csiszar et al., 2014] may provide a means to monitor changes in BTMFB fire type
proportions driven by changes in the underling drivers and modifiers of fire including
policy and weather related factors.
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The reported analysis of the importance of the predictor variables in classifying
BTMFB fire type suggest that local temperature, fire seasonality and distance to roads are
the most important variables. Predictor variables related to the fuel flammability, fire
behavior, and fuel load and fire diurnal cycle were less important for the fire type
classification. However, analysis of the variable importance suggests that all the variables
considered in this study had some explanatory power and all the variables in concert are
needed to maximize the fire classification accuracy. The fire type classification
methodology may be applicable to other fire prone regions. Regional differences in the
factors that that drive and mediate fire would need to be taken into account however,
which is complex given the different interacting roles of physical, climatic, and
anthropogenic factors [Nepstad et al., 1998; Archibald et al., 2009; Cochrane et al., 1999
Chen et al., 2011].
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CHAPTER 5

Analysis of Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome
Classified MODIS active fire types

This chapter describes the research undertaken to address the following research
hypotheses considering the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome classified MODIS
active fire types.

Hypothesis #1. Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP)
distributions.

Hypothesis #2. The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and
navigable rivers but there are distance differences among fire types.

Hypothesis #4. The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are
maintenance fires and the number of fires of all types increases during drier periods.
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1.0

Introduction
Chapter 4 presented research developed to classify MODIS active fire detections

as maintenance fires, forest fires, or deforestation fires over the Brazilian Tropical Moist
Forest Biome (BTMFB). A supervised random forest classifier was used to classify
MODIS active fire detections using predictor variables selected based on published
research on the factors that drive and mediate fire in the Brazilian Amazon. The predictor
variables were grouped broadly as variables concerned primarily with fuel flammability,
fuel load, fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to people, and the
local temperature. Analysis of the relative importance of predictor variables for fire type
classification showed that predictor variable groups that broadly defined the local
temperature, fire seasonality and distance to roads were the top three important groups
(Chapter 4; Table 6). Predictor variables defining the fuel flammability, fire behavior and
fuel load groups were the next most important groups and the group defining the fire
diurnal cycle was the least important for fire type classification. Despite the different
relative importance of the predictor variables, all predictor variables from all groups were
required to maximize the classification accuracy. In this chapter statistical differences in
the predictor variable values among the classified fire types are first presented and
discussed. In addition, Hypotheses #1, #2 and #4 are examined using the classified
MODIS active fire types.
Chapter 2 addressed Hypothesis #1 by analyzing the FRP distributions retrieved
over individual burns and fires. It was shown that the FRP distributions follow a power
law. The slope of the power law fit to the FRP distributions was different for Australian
savanna fires and for fires over a region of active deforestation in Brazil. However, the
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differences in the FRP distributions specific to the classified MODIS active fire types
were not considered. In this chapter the FRP distributions of classified MODIS active fire
type results from Chapter 4 are analyzed to readdress Hypothesis # 1. The outcomes are
summarized and discussed.
Chapter 3 partially addressed Hypothesis #2 concerning the proximity of MODIS
active fire detections to roads and navigable rivers and reported annual and state wise
differences in the distance distributions. In this chapter, the differences in distance
distributions among the classified MODIS fire types over the BTMFB are examined to
readdress Hypothesis #2. The outcomes are summarized and discussed.
Chapter 4 presented a validated methodology to classify MODIS active fire
detections and showed that the majority of classified MODIS active fire detections were
forest fires negating the part of Hypothesis #4 concerning the BTMFB fire type
proportions. The part of Hypothesis #4 concerning the increased incidence of fires during
drier periods was not addressed in Chapter 4. The incidence of fire is thought to be
influenced antecedent precipitation [Aragao et al., 2008; van der Werf et al., 2008;
Vasconcelos et al., 2013] and generally increases in drier years because of reduced fuel
moisture, and because people light fire opportunistically due to the perceived efficiency
of fire in dry periods [Cochrane et al., 1999; Aragão et al., 2008; Davidson et al., 2012].
However, regional differences due to the differences in accessibility and fire use policy
enforcement may modify this pattern [Nepstad et al., 2002; Assunção et al., 2013]. In this
chapter, relationships between fire occurrence by fire type and the antecedent
precipitation are examined to more fully address Hypothesis #4. The outcomes are
summarized and discussed.
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2.0

Data
The training and classified MODIS active fire type data described and

summarized in Chapter 4 Tables 2 and 4 are used. All the predictor variables used for the
fire type classification are examined (Chapter 4; Table 1). Further, the total antecedent
precipitation, computed as described in Chapter 4, for 4, 5, 9 monthly periods in addition
to 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 and 24 monthly periods are included.

3.0

Methods

3.1

Examination of differences among predictor variable values by classified fire

type
All predictor variables in the fire type classification training data (Chapter 4;
Table 1) are examined considering their classified fire type. Statistically significant
differences among the variables inferred using the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
[Conover, 1971] are reported and discussed. Statistical summaries of all predictor
variables are also graphically presented as quartile plots grouped by the active fire
descriptive group (Chapter 4: Table 1) that they represent.

3.2

To readdress Hypothesis #1

Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP) distributions.
The FRP [W] is related to the rate of biomass consumed [Kaufman et al., 1998;
Wooster et al., 2005] and can be retrieved remotely using mid infrared radiances. FRP
distributions, from both ground and MODIS satellite retrievals over individual fires and
burned areas, have been shown to follow a power law distribution [Kumar et al., 2011].
The slope (m) of the power law fit to FRP distribution defines the relative distributions of
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FRP that may be related to the fire behaviour. A lower m implies more energetic fires
with higher proportions of high FRP fires than low FRP fires. For example, the slope m
was lower for fires in the “Arc of Deforestation” in Brazil compared to Australian
savanna fires which was expected for the more energetic deforestation fires that typically
have higher fuel loads. Similar to the analysis described in Chapter 2, the power law fit is
applied to all FRP retrievals but independently for each classified fire type over the
BTMFB for years 2003-2010. Differences in the power law fit slope (m) by fire type are
graphically presented and discussed to readdress Hypothesis #1. Statistically significant
differences in the FRP distributions of the different classified MODIS active fire types
are inferred using the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic

3.3

To readdress Hypothesis #2

The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and navigable river, but
there are distance differences among the fire types.
This hypothesis is addressed in two parts.
(i)The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and navigable river, but
(ii) there are distance differences among the fire types.
Chapter 3 confirmed part (i) of Hypothesis #2 by showing that 50% and 90% of
fires occur within the first 1km and 10km respectively to a road or navigable river bank.
However, part (ii) of the hypothesis concerning differences among fire types was not
addressed. Adeney et al., [2009] observed differences in fire to road relationships derived
inside and outside of protected areas, and in Chapter 2 regional variations in fire to
road/river relationships among states that had different deforestation rates were found.
Consequently differences in the distance distributions by fire type may be expected.
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Further, Chapter 4 showed that the distance to roads was an important predictor variable
for fire type classification in the BTMFB. Similar to the analysis presented in Chapter 3,
the differences in the distance distributions to roads and navigable rivers in the fire type
training data (Chapter 3; Table 2) are examined. Two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
statistics to infer statistically significant differences in the distance distributions between
the three possible pairs of classified fire types, are also reported and discussed.

3.4

To address Hypothesis #4
The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are

maintenance fires and, the number of fires of all types increases during drier periods.
This hypothesis is addressed in two parts
i) The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are maintenance
fires and,
ii) the number of fires of all types increases during drier periods.
Part (i) of Hypothesis #4 was negated with results from Chapter 3 showing that
the majority classified MODIS active fire types for 2003 to 2010 were forest fires and not
maintenance fires. Previous studies have shown that the fire activity in the BTMFB
follow established patterns with respect to the antecedent precipitation [Aragao et al.,
2008; van der Werf et al., 2008; Vasconcelos et al., 2013]. To address part (ii) of the
Hypothesis #4, the relationships between total antecedent precipitation over short periods
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 months) with the number of fires and by classified fire type were
examined. These short periods broadly describe the fuel flammability (driven by dry/wet
conditions). In addition, the total antecedent precipitation over longer periods (12 and 24
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months) that may affect biomass accumulation in savanna/agricultural regions [Archibald
et al., 2010] was also considered although, the role of the seasonality of sunlight and
rainfall in biomass production is subject to ongoing debate [Saleska et al., 2003; Myneni
et al., 2007; Morton et al., 2014]. It is assumed that the nine temporal periods, spanning
from 1 month to 2 years, are sufficient to explore the relationships between fire
occurrence and antecedent precipitation. The training data used in Chapter 4 (Table 2)
were analyzed to test part (ii) of Hypothesis #4. For each of the nine temporal periods, the
total antecedent precipitation values were binned into n equally spaced bins whose lower
and upper limits were defined by the minimum and maximum antecedent precipitation
totals in that period. The value of n was chosen such that each precipitation bin had at
least one active fire detection. The number of detections in each precipitation bin was
divided by the total number of detections in all the bins to compute the relative
proportion of detections per precipitation bin. Relationships between the proportion of
detections, for all detections and by classified fire type, to the precipitation mid-bin
values were modelled as inverse exponential functions to address Hypothesis #4. The
natural logarithm of the proportion of all detections was linearly regressed against the
precipitation mid bin values. Coefficients of determination (R2) were used to interpret the
strength of the relationships
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4.0

Results

4.1

Examination of differences among predictor variable values by classified fire

type
Table 1 reports the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic results. The
distributions of all predictor variables by fire type are significantly different at the
99.99% confidence level. Higher Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic values (red shades in
Table 1) imply greater differences among the fire types. Groups describing the fuel
flammability and fuel load have the least differences among fire types. Groups describing
the local temperature fire seasonality and proximity to people expectedly showed
maximum differences as these groups also ranked among the top three important groups
for fire type classification (Chapter 4; Table 6). The variables describing the fire behavior
showed large differences only between the deforestation and other (forest and
maintenance) fire types (Table 1) and differences between maintenance and forest fires
were smaller. These observations suggest that variables describing fire behavior have
stronger discriminatory power to distinguish deforestation fires from the other fire types.
Similarly, the group describing the fire diurnal cycle, showed large differences between
deforestation fires and the two other fire types, however differences between maintenance
and forest fires were smaller. The fire diurnal cycle was ranked the least important for
fire type classification. The possible reasons for these observed differences are
graphically inferred and discussed below.
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Table 1. Two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
statistic value is bounded from zero (the two distributions are identical) to unity (the two
distributions are not identical). Red shades represent larger differences; all the statistics
are significantly different at the 99.99% confidence level.
Predictor Variable Name
SumPrecip1m
SumPrecip2m
SumPrecip3m
SumPrecip6m
SumPrecip12m
SumPrecip24m
SumFRP365d
MaxFRP365d
DayMaxFrp365d
DayMedianFire365d
#Tfires365d
#Afires365d
#Firedays365d
DistRivers
DistRoads
LocalBrightness11um
MedianLocalBrightnessTemp11um
LocalBrightnessTemp4um
MedianLocalBrightnessTemp4um

K-S test statistic , significant at 99.99% confidence interval
Maintenance- Forest
Maintenance- Deforestation Forest- Deforestation
0.0422
0.0667
0.0960
0.1350
0.0890
0.1396
0.1166
0.0480
0.1337
0.0789
0.1561
0.2207
0.0746
0.1139
0.0628
0.1465
0.1493
0.2452
0.1054
0.5384
0.4815
0.0994
0.4489
0.3751
0.1883
0.2622
0.3065
0.1843
0.2511
0.2874
0.1269
0.3020
0.2703
0.1022
0.4166
0.4018
0.0499
0.2975
0.2760
0.1195
0.3161
0.2520
0.2137
0.3563
0.3037
0.1725
0.2833
0.2337
0.3607
0.1786
0.2197
0.3727
0.3719
0.2119
0.3758
0.4605
0.2068

Group
Fuel
Flammability
Fuel Load
Fire behavior
Fire
Seasonality
Fire Diurnal
cycle
Proximity to
People
Local
Temperature

Figure 1 shows the quartile plots by classified fire type of the variables defining
the total antecedent precipitation over different monthly lags. It is evident the shortest
time lag of 1 month shows the least differences while the longest time lag of 24 months
shows larger differences by fire type. This corroborates with the two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic results that show lower test statistic values for shorter
time lags (Table 1). Smaller differences in the total antecedent precipitation over shorter
time lags may be expected if fires are usually lit during the drier periods. However larger
differences at longer antecedent precipitation periods may be expected to capture the
seasonality of fire types and their interannual variabity
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Fuel Load
Fuel Flammability
Figure 1. Quartile plots by classified fire type of the predictor variables in the group
describing fuel flammability and fuel load. Predictor variable names are shown in the
titles. Box encompasses the 25th 50th and 75th quartile and whiskers represent the 10th and
90th percent quantile. Outlier values are shown as points. Color coded boxes represent
maintenance fires (blue), forest fires (green) and deforestation fires (red).

Fire Behavior

Fire Seasonality

Figure 2. Quartile plots by classified fire type of the predictor variables in the group
describing fire behavior and fire seasonality. Predictor variable names are shown in the
titles. Box encompasses the 25th 50th and 75th quartile and whiskers represent the 10th and
90th percent quantile. Outlier values are shown as points. Color coded boxes represent
maintenance fires (blue), forest fires (green) and deforestation fires (red).
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Fire Diurnal cycle

Proximity to People

Figure 3. Quartile plots by classified fire type of the predictor variables in the group
describing fire diurnal cycle and proximity to people. Predictor variable names are shown
in the titles. Box encompasses the 25th 50th and 75th quartile and whiskers represent the
10th and 90th percent quantile. Outlier values are shown as points. Color coded boxes
represent maintenance fires (blue), forest fires (green) and deforestation fires (red).

Figure 4. Quartile plots by classified fire type of the predictor variables in the group
describing local temperature. Predictor variable names are shown in the titles. Box
encompasses the 25th 50th and 75th quartile and whiskers represent the 10th and 90th
percent quantile. Outlier values are shown as points. Color coded boxes represent
maintenance fires (blue), forest fires (green) and deforestation fires (red).
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Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the quartile plots of the predictor variable groups
describing the fire behavior, fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to people, and
the local temperature. It is evident that the least differences among all fire types are
observed in the group describing the fire diurnal cycle and the maximum differences are
observed in the group describing the local temperature. This was expected as fire diurnal
cycle was ranked least important and the local temperature was ranked among the most
important predictor variables for classifying fire type (Chapter 4). Maximum differences
among the predictor variables describing the local temperature are evident and these
variables most likely capture differences in the vegetation and soil cover and condition
[Weng et al., 2004] among the fire types and their temporal variation. Figure 4 indicates
that the local temperatures of deforestation and forest fires are typically cooler than the
maintenance fires. This is expected as deforestation and forest fire types occur close to
forests which, due to their dense vegetation cover are expected to be cooler than
maintenance fires that occur over sparse vegetation [Carlson et al., 1994; Weng et al.,
2004; Bagley et al., 2013; Brando et al., 2014].
The fire seasonality group shows large differences as it most likely captured
differences in the timing and seasonality the fire types. The predictor variable values
describing the proximity to people also show differences between fire types. This is
expected as they ranked among the top three important predictor variable groups for fire
type classification. It is evident that deforestation occurs further from rivers but closer to
roads.
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4.2

Hypothesis #1

Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP) distributions.
Figure 5 shows the FRP power law fit described in Chapter 2 by classified fire
type. The power law fit slope (m) was estimated using all (1,604,950) classified MODIS
active fire detections (Chapter 4; Table 4) and their FRP [MW km-2] values. The power
law fit methodology was applied to the FRP after ignoring the lower valued FRP bins
with the P(FRP) smaller than the max(P(FRP)) as described in Chapter 2. The deviation
of low FRP bins from a power law was due to satellite active fire detection issues.
Extrapolating the power law fit towards the low FRP bins could potentially compensate
for satellite detection and omission errors. It is evident from Figure 5 that the different
fire types may have different satellite detection omission errors that would need to be
considered when comparing proportions of classified MODIS active fire types across the
BTMFB.
The deforestation fires have the lowest m (0.84), maintenance fires have the
highest m (1.72) and forest fires have an intermediate m (1.38). This is expected as
deforestation fires burning higher fuel loads are likely to be the most energetic, while
maintenance fires burning lower fuel loads are likely to be the least energetic of the three
fire types. Forest fires initially may be less energetic, trickling through the forest floor,
but may burn more energetically subsequently and during drier conditions [Cochrane et
al., 1999]. The two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics between the FRP values
by classified MODIS active fire types were 0.0334 (maintenance versus forest fires),
0.0454 (maintenance versus deforestation fires) and 0.0532 (forest versus deforestation
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fires). Test statistics were significant at the 99.99% confidence level. These results
provide further evidence to validate Hypothesis #1.

Maintenance fires
FRP Slope= 1.72 (n=573644)
Forest Fires
FRP Slope= 1.38 (n=695404 )
Probability

Deforestation fires
FRP slope= 0.84 (n= 335823)

FRP [MW km-2]

Figure 5. Power law fit to FRP distributions of classified (color coded) fire types (Chapter
4; Table 4). Both axes are in log-log scales. Horizontal bars show the width of each bin
with non-zero probability. A total of 1,604,950 classified BTMFB MODIS active fire
detections for years 2003-2010 were used (Chapter 4; Table 4).
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4.3

Hypothesis #2

i) The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and navigable river, but
ii) there are distance differences among the fire types.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) of the closest distances
from each classified MODIS active fire detection to the roads and navigable rivers banks.
The colors indicate the different fire types and black represents all fire types. It is evident
from Figure 6, that the CDF(s) to roads and navigable river banks for the different fire
types follow different patterns. Deforestation fires (red in Figure 6) and forest (Green in
Figure 6) fires occur much closer to roads or rivers, with rapidly diminishing probabilities
of occurrences at further distances, unlike maintenance fires. The 95% percentile
distances for different fire types are 11.6km, 6.2km and 3.3km for the classified
maintenance, forest and evident deforestation fires respectively. Similar unpublished
results were presented by Barber et al., [2012] that deforestation occurs close to roads.
The CDF of forest fires (green in Figure 2) follow a pattern similar as the deforestation
fire (red in Figure 2) at progressively higher distances. The two sample KolmogorovSmirnov test statistic results were 0.1817 (maintenance versus forest fires), 0.3353
(maintenance versus deforestation fires) and 0.2896 (forest versus deforestation fires).
The test statistics were significant at the 99.99% confidence level. The higher
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic for deforestation versus maintenance fires imply a
greater difference that is evident in Figure 6. These observations imply that the distance
distributions of the different fire types to official and unofficial roads and navigable river
banks follow different patterns and that the distributions are significantly different, in
support of part (ii) Hypothesis #2.

Cumulative Density Function
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Distance [km]

Figure 6. Cumulative density functions of the closest distances from each classified
MODIS active fire detection (Chapter 4; Table 2) to the official and unofficial roads
and navigable river banks. All fires are shown in black, deforestation fires are shown
in red, forest fires in green and maintenance fires are shown in blue.
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4.4

Hypothesis #4

i) The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are maintenance
fires and,
ii) the number of fires of all types increases during drier periods.
Part (i) of Hypothesis #4 concerning the relative proportions of fire type was
negated in Chapter 4 by examination of the classified MODIS active fire detection
proportions across the BTMFB. However, the results from power law fits to the FRP
distributions by classified fire type (Section 4.2) imply that MODIS active fire detections
may have different sampling and satellite detection omission bias depending on the fire
type. The MODIS active‐fire product can only detect fires that are sufficiently hot and/or
large depending on the areal proportions and temperatures of the nonburning and the
smoldering and flaming fire components [Kaufman et al., 1998; Giglio and Justice, 2003]
at the time of satellite over pass. This sensitivity is known to cause a systematic detection
omission of cool and/or small fires [Giglio et al., 2003], particularly fires with low FRP
[Schroeder et al., 2008; Freeborn et al., 2009]. In addition, at increasingly higher
MODIS scan angles, where the sensed ground area is larger, only larger and/or hotter
fires tend to be detected [Giglio et al., 1999; Mottram et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2011].
Maintenance fires had the largest m and hence may have the highest omission errors for
low FRP fires compared to the forest and deforestation fires that had lower m (Figure 5).
In summary, there are likely to be differences in the detection and sampling bias among
fire types and these issues should be considered further when estimating the relative
proportions of the classified fire types over the BTMFB.
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To address part (ii) of Hypothesis #4, the proportion of MODIS active fie
detections was regressed against the precipitation mid-bin values. Figure 7 graphically
illustrates the regression for all the fires (black) and by classified fire type (colored). The
Y-axis is in log scale to linearize the inverse exponential function. Twenty equally spaced
bins spanning the range of total antecedent precipitation had at least one active fire
detection in each bin and so the number of precipitation bins was set to twenty. The R2
from ordinary least squares regression models between log (fraction of all detections) and
the total antecedent precipitation mid-bin values is also shown for each monthly lag. For
shorter antecedent precipitation periods (1-5 months) a decrease in the proportion of fires
with increasing total antecedent precipitation is seen for all fire types. Strong relations
(R2> 0.9) for shorter (1-5 months) antecedent periods suggest that fire in the BTMFB is
perhaps driven by fuel flammability. Over longer antecedent periods, greater than five
months, an increase in the proportion of detections with increasing total antecedent
precipitation is evident up to total antecedent precipitation of approximately 1000m (6
months), 1750mm (9 months), 2000mm (12 months) and 4000 (24 months) (i.e.
equivalent to about 170mm/month). Above 170mm/month a decrease in the proportion of
detections is observed. This suggests that for regions with total antecedent precipitation
values averaging lower than < 170mm/month (over 6 - 24 month period), the numbers of
fires are likely driven by biomass accumulation similar to observations in African
savannas [Archibald et al., 2009]. The relationships shown in Figure 7 are perhaps
representative of interactions between occurrences of fire in a given range of antecedent
precipitation and may be a characteristic of the fire behavior in that environment with that
precipitation regime. Future research identifying such characteristics, over different
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vegetation, seasons and climate is recommended. In summary, a decrease in the number
of fires with increasing precipitation is seen for short monthly lags of 1-5 month(s). With
increasing lags from 6 months to two years, both an increase and decrease in the number
of fires is observed below and above ~170mm/ month respectively. Thus Hypothesis #4

Proportion of detections

part (ii) is validated but for shorter 1-5 month(s) antecedent precipitation periods.

Antecedent monthly precipitation [mm]

Figure 7. Relation between total antecedent precipitation (for different monthly lags) to
the proportion of classified MODIS active fire detections (Chapter 4; Table 2) over the
BTMFB between years 2003 - 2010. The proportion of detections is the fraction of
detections detected within a precipitation bin to the total number of detections in all bins.
Twenty equally spaced precipitation bins spanning the entire range of precipitation was
used. The R2 from ordinary least square regression models between log (proportion of all
(black) detections) and precipitation is also shown.
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5.0

Conclusions
Statistically significant differences were found among all the predictor variables

by classified MODIS active fire type. Predictor variables that had high variable
importance for fire type classification had larger differences in their two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic values by classified fire type as expected. Similarly,
predictor variables that ranked lowest in their importance towards fire type classification
had the least differences in two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic values among
classified fire types.
Results from this chapter showed that the FRP power law distributions were
different with higher power law fit slope (m) for maintenance fires than for forest and
deforestation fires. Further, results of the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied
to the FRP distributions of the fire types suggest statistically significant differences in the
FRP distributions of the three fire types validating Hypothesis #1.
Results from Chapter 3 indicated that the majority of fires occurred within limited
distances from roads and navigable rivers. It was shown in this chapter that the
cumulative density functions of distances of active fire detections by classified fire type
to roads and navigable rivers were different by fire type and that deforestation and forest
fires occurred closer to roads compared to maintenance fires. The two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed that distance distributions were significantly different
among the different fire types. These observations provide evidence that validate
Hypothesis #2.
Results from Chapter 4 showed that the majority of classified MODIS active fire
detections in the BTMFB are forest fires and not maintenance fires negating part (i) of
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Hypothesis #4. However, some caution in the interpretation of the fire type proportions is
needed because this research assumed that the three fire types had the same MODIS
active fire detection likelihood. The number of MODIS active fire detections may have
systematic satellite detection bias and sampling issues by fire type. Part (ii) of Hypothesis
#4 concerning the inverse relation between the number of fires and antecedent
precipitation was confirmed for all three fire types, but only for shorter temporal lags (< 5
months).
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CHAPTER 6

Research Summary and Recommendations
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1.0

Summary of research hypotheses
The two overarching goals of this research were to first to identify and validate a

method to classify Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite
active fire detections over the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB) as
deforestation fires, forest fires or maintenance fires, and second to analyze the spatiotemporal distribution of these fire types. The research methods were developed by
addressing the four hypotheses. A summary of the research outcomes by hypothesis are
described below.

1.1

Hypothesis #1

Different fire types have different Fire Radiative Power (FRP) distributions.
This hypothesis was confirmed. FRP distributions over individual burns and fires
were shown to follow power law distributions [Chapter 2 and Kumar et al., 2011] with
different fire types having different coefficients of power law fit. The slope m of the
power law fit defines the relative distribution of FRP and its value was shown to be a
useful metric to characterize differences between FRP distributions. A lower m implies
more energetic fires and conversely a higher m implies less energetic fires. As expected
most energetic deforestation fires had the least m while the least energetic maintenance
fires were had the highest m and forest fires had an intermediate slope (m) between the m
values for maintenance and deforestation fires [Chapter 5].

1.2

Hypothesis #2

The majority of fires occur within limited distances from roads and navigable rivers but
there are distance differences among fire types.
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This hypothesis was confirmed. Over 50% and 95% of all MODIS active fire
detections occurred within the first 1 km and 10 km respectively to a road or a navigable
river. The distance to roads and rivers was one among the top three most important
predictor variables used to classify fire types [Chapter 4 and Kumar et al., 2014]. The
differences in the distance distribution of the fire types were graphically summarized
using plots of cumulative density functions [Chapter 5]. The majority of forest and
deforestation fires occurred closer to surface transportation networks as compared to
maintenance fires. The cumulative probability of occurrences of deforestation fires
decreased rapidly with increasing distances, similar to that seen for forest fires but at
progressively larger distances. The cumulative probability of occurrences of maintenance
fires decreased less rapidly with increasing distances as compared to forests and
deforestation fires.

1.3

Hypothesis #3

Fire types can be distinguished using supervised decision tree classification techniques
applied to predictor variables concerned with fuel flammability, fuel load, fire behavior,
fire seasonality, fire diurnal cycle, proximity to people, and local temperature.
This hypothesis was confirmed. A new and validated methodology to classify
MODIS active fire detections over the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (BTMFB)
into forest, deforestation and maintenance fire types was demonstrated in Chapter 4 and
Kumar and Roy [2014]. Eight years of active fire detections (2003 to 2010) were
classified with an overall fire type classification accuracy of 87.7% and a kappa of 0.784.
The reported spatio–temporal distribution of the classified fire types was geographically
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plausible and in agreement over regions and periods observed and documented by
previous researchers. Analysis of the importance of the predictor variables in classifying
BTMFB fire type indicated that local temperature, fire seasonality and distance to roads
were the most important variables. Predictor variables describing the fuel flammability,
fire behavior, and fuel load and fire diurnal cycle were less important for the fire type
classification. However, all the variables considered had some explanatory power and all
the variables in concert were needed to maximize the fire classification accuracy.

1.4

Hypothesis #4

(i)The majority of fires in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome are maintenance
fires and,
(ii) the number of fires of all types increases during drier periods.
Part (i) of the hypothesis concerning the majority fire type was negated for the
classified MODIS active fire detections. The majority of the classified MODIS active fire
type in the BTMFB for years 2003-2010 was found to be forest fires for all years except
year 2009 which was also the year with the least number of active fire detections
[Chapter 4 and Kumar and Roy, 2014]. Deforestation fires had in all years the smallest
proportion compared to the other fire types. However, some caution in the interpretation
of the fire type proportions is needed because this research assumed that the three fire
types had the same MODIS active fire detection likelihood. This is discussed further
below in the recommendations for future research.
To address part (ii) of the hypothesis, the relation between the total antecedent
precipitation and number of fires was analyzed in Chapter 5. A strong inverse exponential
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relation between occurrences of classified fire types and total antecedent precipitation
was seen for short time periods < 5 months and implies that number of fires increase with
decreased precipitation or during drier conditions. However, over longer time periods > 5
to 24 months, a direct relation between antecedent precipitations were also observed over
regions with low antecedent precipitation (< 170mm/ month) implying, that in these
regions biomass accumulation is perhaps influential for fire occurrences. However, over
regions with higher antecedent precipitation (> 170mm / month) over longer periods (524 months), an inverse relation was found, implying fuel flammability as being
influential, was also observed. These broad patterns are consistently observed for all fire
types. These observations imply that the number of all fire types increase in drier periods
defined as total antecedent precipitation within the past 5 months of the fire. Thus part (ii)
of the hypothesis concerning the number of fires during drier periods is confirmed but for
shorter time lags. Over longer time lags (>5 months), the part (ii) of the hypothesis is
neither confirmed nor negated.

2.0

Recommendations for future research
The mean FRP over individual burned areas and fires have been used to

characterize different fire properties [Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Smith and Wooster,
2005; Archibald et al., 2010; Heward et al., 2013]; however statistical summaries such as
mean may not be robust and may be biased especially under sparse observations
[Newman, 2005; Koren et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2011]. Coefficients of a mathematical
fit to the distribution itself may provide with more robust summaries than mean values
[Newman, 2005]. Chapter 2 showed that FRP retrieved over individual fires and burned
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areas exhibit a power law distribution. The slope (m) of the of power law fit to the FRP
distribution effectively summarizes the FRP distribution. Future research to investigate
explicit relationships between m derived from FRP retrieved from polar and
geostationary platforms with the fire characteristics at regional scale to local scales is
recommended. Such studies may effectively allow the use of the power law slope (m) to
characterize fire behavior that is of interest to the ecological and emissions modeling
community but is difficult to determine over large areas using ground‐based and satellite‐
based techniques [Wooster and Zhang, 2004; Roberts et al., 2009].
In addition, results presented in Chapter 2 indicate that the FRE derived using the
power law method may provide more reliable burned biomass estimates even under
sparse satellite FRP sampling conditions and correct for satellite active fire detection
omission errors if the FRP power law distribution parameters and the fire duration are
known. Future work to validate this by comparison with landscape scale burned biomass
is recommended. The spatially and temporally explicit fire type classification results
presented in Chapter 4 may also improve modelling of greenhouse and trace gas
emissions that currently do not consider the fire type explicitly and are modelled on the
basis of the dominant land cover or vegetation type in large spatial grids [Castellanos et
al., 2013; Ichoku and Ellison, 2013; van der Werf et al., 2008]. The temporal variation
among the different classified fire types provided by this study may also be useful
because emission factors may depend on the season of burning [Castellanos et al., 2013].
Chapter 3 quantified the distance of MODIS active fire detections to
transportation networks. Results indicated strongly that fire is a proxy indicator of human
activity along existing surface transportation networks. Although the 50th percentile
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distances of fire detections from the transportation networks remained fairly stable over
the 2003-2010 study period, the chronologically increasing 95th percentile distances
indicate development and concomitant fire use are pushing into previously inaccessible
forests. The inter-annual variability of fire detection and prevalence among the
Amazonian states captures how development is evolving across the basin. Results show
that MODIS active fire detections provide a potentially useful indicator of where
unofficial roads are being built. Investigating the use of 95th percentile distance category
to look for newer roads or navigable rivers that were previously unmapped is
recomended.
Chapter 4 detailed a method to classify and validate MODIS active fire detections
as forest, maintenance and deforestation fire types. The reported spatio–temporal
distribution of the classified fire types was geographically plausible and in good
agreement over regions observed and documented by previous researchers. The overall
fire type classification accuracy was 87.7% with over 75% user’s and producer’s
accuracy and a kappa of 0.784. These classification accuracy metrics do not describe the
probability that an individual MODIS active fire detection belongs to a particular fire
type. To estimate such probabilities, the fire type prediction by each tree in the random
forest classifier for every MODIS active fire detection could be examined and then the
probability derived from the results of all the trees. The underlying premise in this work
is that different fire types may occur where the fuel load and flammability are different
and consequently the fire types may have different fire behavior mediated by the local
environmental conditions [Kauffman and Uhl, 1990; Cochrane, 2003]. Predictor
variables such as local temperature, total antecedent precipitation and proximity to roads
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and rivers alone could classify the fire type to over 75% accuracy (Chapter 4; Table 5).
This implies that reasonably accurate fire type prediction may be possible using
climatological and geographic variables alone. Future work to predict fire type using
these variables alone is recommended.
The fire type classification methodology demonstrated in this dissertation may be
adapted to classify fire types in other fire prone regions of the world. Regional
differences in the factors that that drive and mediate fire would need to be taken into
account however, which is complex given the different interacting roles of physical,
climatic, and anthropogenic factors [Archibald et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011; Cochrane
et al., 1999; Nepstad et al., 1998). Such work may greatly help refine global emission
modelling [van der Werf et al., 2010; Ichoku et al., 2012] and is recomended.
Chapter 4 results show that MODIS active fire detections classified as forest fires
are the most prevalent MODIS active fire types in the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest
Biome. However, some caution in the interpretation of the fire type proportions is needed
because this research assumed that the three fire types had the same MODIS active fire
detection likelihood. The number of MODIS active fire detections may have systematic
satellite detection bias and sampling issues by fire type (Chapter 5). Comparison of
power law slopes by fire types indicate that maintenance fires may have higher omission
errors as compared to the forest and deforestation fires especially towards the lower FRP
region as compared to other fire types. Future work to quantify the MODIS omission
errors and sampling issues by fire type may provide with more reliable estimates of fire
type proportions in eth BTMFB. Comparison of the fire type classification results with
independent fire type reference data, such as ground based observations or higher spatial
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resolution interpreted satellite data, is recommended. In particular, the extent to which the
three fire types are mixed within MODIS 1km active fire detection pixels is unknown and
cannot be classified by the present methodology. All the fire types may occur in close
proximity, for example, maintenance and deforestation fires may escape into forest edges
to cause forest fires [Cochrane and Laurance, 2002; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]. Similar fire
type classification of moderate spatial resolution satellite active fire detection data, for
example from ASTER or Landsat [Schroeder et al., 2008], may be helpful to examine
these issues.

The instances of deforestation fires declined over the study period; however, there
were no distinct trends in the annual number of maintenance and forest fires. This
indicates that edge forests continue and will continue to be at high risk of burning and
that forest degradation amounts will grow in regional importance, despite lower
deforestation rates, unless fire and land use management practices are also changed. The
state of Mato Grosso has been historically one of the states with highest deforestation
rates and fire activity, however Pará is currently fast overtaking Mato Grosso to be one of
the most fire affected state. The results of this work may help policy makers and
regulatory bodies to consider the role of fire in the BTMFB. In particular, the spatial and
temporal distribution of fire types may help identify regions experiencing repeated forest
fires needed to reduce the incidence of future forest fires. Seasonal knowledge of the
different fire type proportions may also help policy makers more effectively regulate and
limit fire to specific periods to minimize the occurrence of forest fires due to escaped
maintenance and deforestation fires.
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Chapter 5 explored the differences in the characteristics of active fires by their
fire types specific to the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome. The degree of biomass
accumulation available for fire in the Brazilian Amazon is related to the total antecedent
precipitation, although the role of the seasonality of sunlight and rainfall in biomass
production is subject to ongoing debate [Saleska et al., 2003; Maignan et al., 2004;
Myneni et al., 2007; Morton et al., 2014]. Investigations of the relationships between the
number of fire types and antecedent precipitation showed patterns that may be explained
both as fuel and flammability influenced fire. It was shown that recent total antecedent
precipitation, defined as occurring less than five months before active fire detection,
exhibit strong inverse exponential relationships to the number of active fire detections.
However total antecedent precipitation varying from six months to two years showed
characteristic patterns of both fuel (over low precipitation regions) and flammability
(high precipitation regions) influenced fire activity.
Recent work by Chen et al., [2011] has linked various climatological indices to
successfully predict fire activity over coarse spatial and temporal scales over the
Amazon. Strong relationships between antecedent precipitation and occurrences of fire as
inferred in Chapter 5 unlocks the potential to use antecedent precipitation as a predictive
tool for future fire activity at higher spatial and temporal scales. Future studies
characterizing the relationships between fire activity and antecedent precipitation is a
potential fruitful avenue for future research.
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